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Abstract

This thesis presents an experimental methodology for objective and quantitative design
procedure evaluation based on anticipated lifecycle performance of design concepts, and a
procedure for flexible design concept generation. The methodology complements existing
evaluation methodologies by measuring anticipated performance via efficient computer-
modeling techniques. The procedure, in contrast to others, stimulates flexible design concept
generation by packaging a short lecture on flexibility, and a prompting ideation mechanism.

Controlled collaborative experiments had participants suggest alternative solutions to a design
problem under different treatment conditions. Experimental conditions used the procedure for
flexibility, while control conditions relied on prior training in science and engineering only, and
free undirected ideation. Measures included the quantity of flexible design concepts generated,
anticipated economic performance improvements compared to a benchmark design, participants'
subjective impressions of satisfaction with the process and results, and results quality
assessments. Seventy-one designers divided among twenty-six teams performed the experiments
involving a simplified real estate infrastructure design problem.

Application of the methodology demonstrated effective and efficient evaluation of the design
procedure based on anticipated performance of design concepts. The lecture and prompting
mechanism significantly improved anticipated performance compared to the benchmark design,
by nearly thirty-six percent. The prompting mechanism significantly improved generation of
valuable flexible design concepts. Lecturing improved significantly user satisfaction with the
process and results, as well as results quality assessments. Even though prompting demonstrably
improved anticipated performance and concept generation, it had no effect on participants'
satisfaction with the process and results - unless combined with the lecture. Also, prompting did
not lead participants to expect better results quality. This demonstrates the need for thorough and
rigorous procedure evaluations based both on subjective user impressions and objective
quantitative measurements. A preliminary analysis suggests that the proposed experimental
platform can be used to study the influence of uncertainty and flexibility related words on
discussion content, although more work is necessary to fully validate the approach.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

"Fear comes from uncertainty. When we are absolutely certain, we are almost impervious to

fear." - William Congreve (1670 - 1729)

"It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most

responsive to change." - Charles R. Darwin (1809 - 1882)

This thesis is concerned with the experimental evaluation of a design procedure supporting early

conceptual activities for engineering systems design operating in uncertain environments. The

thesis presents an experimental methodology to evaluate a design procedure objectively and

quantitatively based on anticipated lifecycle performance of design concepts, together with a

design procedure stimulating generation of flexible design concepts in face of uncertainty. The

methodology presented here hopes to complement existing evaluation methodologies by

measuring anticipated performance of design concepts via computationally efficient computer-

modeling techniques. The design procedure for uncertainty and flexibility, in contrast to others

used in cognitive science, collaboration engineering, and engineering design research, stimulates

flexible design concept generation by packaging a short lecture on flexibility in design, and a

prompting ideation mechanism.

A design procedure is referred as "a technique or method supporting the design process and/or

artifact production". Well-known examples of design procedures are Axiomatic Design (N. P.

Suh, 1990), Pahl and Beitz (1984), Quality Function Deployment (QFD) (Mizuno & Akao,

1993), Robust Design (Taguchi, 1987), Total Design (Pugh, 1991), and TRIZ (Altshuller, 1973).

Such procedures incorporate creativity techniques to generate design concepts, structured

mechanisms to explore the design space once design alternatives are generated, and analytical

tools to represent the system, and manage the collaborative design process. Anticipated

performance of a design concept is defined as the "anticipated capabilities of a design, as

observed under particular conditions" (The New Oxford American Dictionary, 2006).

Anticipated performance can be measured using financial metrics like Net Present Value (NPV),



or non-financial metrics like patient service rate at a hospital, or Mission Technology Readiness

Level at NASA (Avnet, 2009).

The design of engineering systems poses a new challenge to today's design activities. One

reason is that engineering systems - such as airports, bridges, communication and transportation

networks, healthcare facilities, power plants and electricity distribution grids, real estate

development projects - are typically long-lived, require significant upfront investments (and

therefore design efforts), and will operate under significantly uncertain economic,

environmental, political, and technological influences. Customer demands, preferences, needs, as

well as regulatory and environmental conditions will inevitably change over such long time

periods (Eckert, de Weck et al., 2009). Design requirements will change as well during, and even

after the design phase. Such changes have to be accommodated during the design cycle, and after

the engineering system is launched in operations.

This thesis aims to address the new challenges of modem engineering design by encouraging

designers to consider more explicitly uncertainty and flexibility in the early conceptual phases.

The goal is to push the boundaries of engineering systems performance one step further. To do

this, a novel and complementary concept generation technique is introduced help them do so.

Similarly, a novel experimental methodology is proposed to evaluate rigorously and thoroughly

the proposed design procedure for flexibility. The following Section 1.1 explains the specific

motivations underlying this work. Section 1.2 describes the intended audience and limits of

applicability of this thesis, while Section 1.3 summarizes the research approach. Section 1.4

provides a summary of the overall structure of the thesis.

1.1 Motivations

1.1.1 Current Considerations of Uncertainty and Flexibility in Design

Uncertainty is defined here as "anything affecting the future performance of an engineering

system". The case of the Iridium cell-phone system is one example demonstrating how market

uncertainty can severely affect the performance of an engineering system. In the 1990s,

Motorola® supported the development of a satellite infrastructure to provide wireless cell-phone

communications at any geographical point on the planet. This endeavor was completed in 1999.



As explained by de Weck, de Neufville et al. (2004), designers and managers underestimated

demand for land-based cell phones, and overestimated demand for the Iridium technology. This

resulted in the ambitious launch of sixty-six satellites, at a development cost of $4 billion. Even

though the system functioned perfectly from a technological standpoint - it won several

recognition awards - anticipated demand for Iridium phones never materialized. Because the

system was optimized for some fixed capacity forecast, it never generated the revenues necessary

to cover development costs. The system sold in bankruptcy for half of one percent of the original

investment (Hesseldahl, 2001). This illustrates how uncertainty can impact design activities, and

ultimately performance of engineering systems.

It is often the case in engineering design - as for the Iridium example - that considerations of

uncertainty are simplified by considering one (or too few) future scenario for operational

environment, market, regulatory conditions, and technology. This is understandable: it is already

difficult to design a large-scale system considering all possible combinations of design variables,

parameters, objective and utility functions, as well as operational conditions, it is even more

difficult to design for a range of possible outcomes! As the first introductory quote suggests,

designers may feel more comfortable with a simplified approach to uncertainty where design

requirements are "frozen" early on (Eckert et al., 2009). This approach enables selecting a

pinpoint, more certain, and clearly defined design through optimization techniques.

Even though engineering design has been extremely successful in the past, designs selected

under this approach may become sub-optimal very quickly after launch. This is because the

system is optimized for one (or too few) manifestation of futures conditions, which can easily

change. For instance, platform designs at BP are often optimized assuming a fixed price of oil,

and most likely quantity of original oil in place (Lin, 2009). Mining operating plans at Codelco -
the national Chilean company - are optimized assuming an average copper price over many

years (Cardin, de Neufville et al., 2008). The supersonic bomber Convair B-58 Hustler was

optimized for high-altitude bombing in the 1960s, even though intercontinental ballistic missiles

were developed at the same time - thus making it obsolete (Saleh & Hastings, 2000).



Even though engineers recognize uncertainty and how it affects performance, they must resist the

tendency to simplify such considerations so that more agile and flexible engineering systems can

be developed. Uncertainty, whether it comes from exogenous or endogenous sources, must be

recognized early in the process, and dealt with pro-actively. Computer technologies developed

over the last decades can support such thinking in the design process, making it more accessible

than ever.

Design for flexibility enables dealing pro-actively with uncertainty, to improve expected

performance over a range of uncertainty scenarios. Flexibility is defined here as "the ability, but

not the obligation, to change the system configuration at a later time in light of some uncertainty

realization". The intended effect of designing for flexibility is to enable practitioners to craft

strategies positioning managers to adapt the system in face of changing circumstances, both in

the design process and operations. Expected value improvements ranging between ten and thirty

percent compared to initial assessments are routinely shown in the aerospace, airport,

automotive, defense, energy, healthcare, public infrastructure, management, mining, real estate,

and transportation industries'.

Design for flexibility is however not a widespread approach. Among other reasons, this is

because uncertainty is not easy to recognize and deal with in design, as there are many sources to

consider potentially affecting performance. There is no "one fits all" solution: flexible

alternatives are different from one system to another. Cultural issues are such that engineering

typically operates in "silos", so that very little crossover occurs between engineering, marketing,

and other disciplines.

This thesis is motivated by the need to recognize uncertainty and flexibility more explicitly in

conceptual collaborative design of engineering systems. The hope is to devise a simple and user-

friendly procedure that can complement existing ones, with the goal of bringing significant

improvements to systems in terms of anticipated performance.

1 See example case studies at http://ardent.mit.edu/real-options/Common-course-materials/papers.html and

http://strategic.mit.edu/publications.php.



1.1.2 Current Evaluation Methodologies for Design Procedures

This thesis is also motivated by the need to measure both objectively and quantitatively the

effects on anticipated performance of flexible design concepts. It was discovered during the

research process that a quantitative performance-based methodology could complement very

well existing methodologies for design concept generation procedures.

Typical evaluation methodologies for concept generation procedures often rely on subjective

expert assessments of design concept quantity, quality, novelty, and/or variety (Shah, Kulkarni et

al., 2000; Shah, Vargas-Hernandez et al., 2002) to study the effects of design procedures.

Evaluations are complemented by measurements of participants' and users' impressions of

satisfaction with the process and results, to ensure that the design procedure can be used

satisfactorily in industry practice.

Evaluating concept generation procedures based on subjective evaluation metrics like idea

quantity, quality, novelty, and variety has limitations. It may lead to inconsistent results,

depending on the specific metrics used (Reinig, Briggs et al., 2007). This raises questions

regarding the overall internal validity of this methodological approach. Also, it is difficult for

any expert to assimilate all the complexities of design activities into a holistic quality scoring -

using for instance a discrete Likert scoring mechanism between 1 and 10. Designers have to

consider many design variables, parameters, objective functions, and operating scenarios. These

cannot possibly be accounted for completely and satisfactorily in judging design concepts from a

subjective standpoint. One needs finer resolutions to discriminate anticipated performance of

design concepts than provided by a typical quality scoring mechanism. Similarly, it is not

because a design procedure makes participants satisfied with the process and results, or because

it is deemed of good quality, that the concepts will necessarily lead to good performance.

The specific issue of measuring anticipated performance is not well addressed in the literature on

cognitive science, collaboration engineering, and research in engineering design. This need is

however recognized, and the field is evolving in that direction (Kurtoglu & Campbell, 2009;

Zuo, Leonard et al., 2010). This thesis aims to address this issue more specifically by introducing



an objective and quantitative approach for design procedure evaluation based on anticipated

performance of design concepts.

Another aspect of existing evaluation methodologies relates to the type of study that are

performed. Even though they provide detailed and in depth knowledge, case studies evaluating

design procedures in industry can take a long time, be difficult to reproduce rigorously, and hard

to run several times over a short time period. The system of interest can be different from one

study to another, together with experimental conditions. This complicates the task of determining

what design procedure is best suited to a particular firm or organization, based on meta-analyses

of such studies. The same difficulties arise in protocol studies where a designer is invited to think

out loud during design activities, so that underlying cognitive processes can be studied and

understood better.

The thesis wishes to augment current evaluation methodologies by proposing a controlled user

experimental methodology for more thorough and rigorous performance-based evaluation of a

proposed procedure for flexible design concept generation. The methodology hopes to enable

quick replications, and relies on efficient computer-aided techniques for data collection and

analysis, computer modeling, and evaluation of design concepts generated. The demonstration

shown here suggests that the methodology can be reproduced for different systems, in different

environments, and to evaluate different design procedures of interest thoroughly and rigorously -

although this aspect needs to be validated further.

1.2 Intended Audience and Application

This thesis targets two audiences: industry practitioners and researchers interested in engineering

design. One the one hand, the design procedure for flexibility targets designers who may be

increasingly collaborating with experts in different areas (e.g. conceptual and detailed design,

system architecture, marketing, manufacturing process and operations, end of life considerations,

etc.). These realities require more agile thinking about design, calling for more explicit

considerations of uncertainty and flexibility early in the collaborative design cycle. In particular,

the design procedure is crafted for engineering systems design, with particular focus on critical

infrastructures for communication (e.g. land and satellite-based telecommunication), defense



(e.g. unmanned aero vehicle deployment), energy production (e.g. power plants and grids),

healthcare (e.g. hospitals), transportation (e.g. airports, car manufacturing, highways, public

transit), real estate (e.g. commercial and residential), and/or resource extraction (e.g. mining

activities, oil production).

The procedure does not aim at identifying the optimal design configuration, in contrast to what is

often done through use of traditional optimization techniques. Under the design for flexibility

paradigm, a design may very well optimize mean performance (e.g. mean NPV), but can still

become sub-optimal if the worst scenario occurs (e.g. demand and prices for the product

plummet, like for the Iridium system). This highlights the fact that a flexible design better suited

for a range of possible scenarios cannot be optimal for all scenarios that actually occur in reality.

These ideas differ subtly from the traditional engineering paradigm, which relies heavily on

"finding the optimal design".

The procedure differs from typical scenario planning often employed in design activities. It

focuses on how to enable early on the best course of actions through design, depending on the

different scenarios that may arise. It promotes a pro-active rather than reactive approach to

design. The procedure aims to extend traditional design thinking by nudging practitioners to

consider a range of possible outcomes as the basis for design activities - as opposed to a narrow

set of scenarios. What the procedure guarantees is to provide a structured mechanism relying on

designers' expertise to anticipate possible futures, craft strategies to deal with them more

effectively, and communicate better about the system. The net desired effect is to improve

expected performance in light of a range of scenarios - and not identifying a single optimal

design. Even in the case where the worst possible outcome occurs, a flexible system may be in a

better position than an inflexible one to react and assuage the downside effects from bad

economic or environmental downturns. Similarly, if the future is better than expected, flexibility

enables capitalizing on such upside opportunities.

The design procedure intends to complement existing design procedures, prior to a more detailed

design analysis. The early phase is the point where most influential decisions can be made to

alter future system cost, performance, and schedule. At the detailed design phase, many



requirements are already locked in, and much freedom is lost. The cost of enabling and

exercising flexibility later on may be much higher (Silver & de Weck, 2007). Therefore, the

design procedure is not expected to be useful at later stages of design analysis and system

architecting. Given it relies on collaboration between designers in different areas of expertise, the

design procedure is not expected to make much difference at organizations structured around the

"silo" model, where different areas of the product development cycle have little interactions with

one another. This was the case at BP, as outlined by Lin (2009), where platform engineers had

little to no interactions with reservoir engineers due to a sequential design approach. Designers

were imposed a fixed price per oil barrel by the management team, making the process of

designing for uncertainty and flexibility tedious - if not impossible. This reality is unfortunately

widely spread in practice, especially those specializing in infrastructure and civil engineering.

For researchers, the experimental methodology hopes to extend the set of metrics available when

evaluating and validating design procedures experimentally. It is best suited for research

interested in early generation of design concepts. It may not be appropriate for other areas of

engineering design research. Even though this thesis demonstrates application for a simplified

design problem, the methodology is ostensibly applicable in a real-world setting, in collaboration

with an engineering firm working on a realistic system. The methodology may be useful to help

the firm decide between different design procedures, by providing a platform for quick and

efficient evaluation, prior to more widespread dissemination at the firm. Verifying this assertion

is out of the scope of this thesis, but is certainly an interesting opportunity for future research.

The design procedure for flexibility is also interesting for researchers, as it aims to extract and

present general principles that can be used more widely in design, and applied to different

systems. This may stimulate research interested in systematically incorporating flexibility and

more agile design thinking into real-world design practice.

1.3 Research Approach

A novel design procedure is suggested for flexible design concept generation early in the design

cycle. The procedure aims to improve overall system performance, and provide users with

subjective impressions of satisfaction with the process and results, and of better results quality.



An experimental methodology is developed to evaluate whether the proposed procedure

adequately incorporates these attributes. Existing evaluation methodologies for design procedure

can be used to study the effects on creativity levels, user satisfaction with the process and results,

and anticipated quality of results assessed subjectively. As explained above and detailed in

Section 2.4, these methodologies cannot be used satisfactorily to assess anticipated performance

improvements objectively and quantitatively. Existing methods typically rely on subjective

assessments by experts and participants, which is not sufficient in this context.

Thus, it is necessary to develop an experimental platform and methodology for objective and

quantitative performance-based evaluation of early design concepts. This evaluation

methodology complements existing ones focusing on subjective assessments. It extends the set

of metrics enabling rigorous and thorough evaluation, and can ostensibly be used and reproduced

quickly and efficiently.

1.4 Thesis Content Summary

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 surveys the literature to position the thesis as part

of engineering design research, and to determine the contributions from existing design

procedures in early conceptual design activities. The chapter also assesses the current state of the

art in terms of design procedure evaluation methodologies, and what is needed to evaluate the

proposed procedure for flexibility. Chapter 3 presents the research questions and overall research

approaches. Chapter 4 presents the procedure for flexible design concept generation. Chapter 5

describes the experimental methodology used for evaluation from a generic standpoint, while

Chapter 6 describes the specific experimental implementation to evaluate the procedure for

flexibility. Chapter 7 presents evaluation results, which are discussed in Chapter 8. Chapter 9

concludes and opens on upcoming research opportunities in related areas.



Chapter 2 - Literature Review

"Knowledge is the food of the soul." - Plato (c. 428 - 348 BC)

This chapter has five objectives. The first objective is to situate this work as part of the broader

field of engineering design research. An overview of the current state of the field is provided in

Section 2.1, with indications where the thesis best fits best within this intellectual framework.

The second objective is to identify potential contribution to existing design procedures by

considering uncertainty and flexibility more explicitly in the design process. To this end an

overview of existing design procedure is provided in Section 2.2, describing the purpose, uses,

and origins of established design procedures, including concept generation and design for

flexibility. The third objective is to determine how existing design procedure evaluation

methodologies can be improved to evaluate a procedure for flexibility. Section 2.3 provides an

overview of existing methodologies from the literature on cognitive science, collaboration

engineering, and research in engineering design. The fourth objective emerges from these

literature reviews, and consists of identifying research gaps and opportunities, as explained in

Section 2.4. The fifth objective fulfilled in Section 2.5 is to explain how this thesis intends to

address these issues, and contribute to the wider body of engineering design knowledge.

2.1 Engineering Design Research

In order to situate these intellectual contributions, the section summarizes a recent organization

of engineering design research by Horvith (2004). This summary shows the extent to which

engineering design research is a wide field capturing ideas and methodologies from engineering,

management, and social sciences. The rationale is provided as to why the thesis best fits within

the research categories of design theory and methodology - even though it could fit partially

within many areas.

2.1.1 Proposed Order in Engineering Design Research

Research in engineering design developed rather chaotically since the first documents by

Reuleaux (1861, 1875) formalizing and structuring design activities (Horvith, 2004). Many

countries and companies pioneered their own design traditions over decades, without necessarily



communicating with each another, most likely due to cultural and language barriers. For

instance, Taguchi (1987) formulated the basis for robust design in the 1950s in Japan. Japanese

manufacturers developed QFD around the 1960s, while TRIZ was being created in Russia. Pahl

and Beitz developed their approach - one of the most widely known approaches - in Germany

around the 1970s.

Finger and Dixon (1989a, 1989b) were among the first attempts at organizing the field of

engineering design research. In Part I, they categorized design activities as descriptive,

prescriptive, and computer-based models of design processes. In Part II, they described

languages, representations, and environments for design, analytical tools to support design

decisions, as well as design for manufacturing and other life cycle issues such as reliability,

serviceability, etc. Their description however focused mostly on the United States. Also, it did

not focus as much on the methodologies employed at large in engineering design studies, but

rather on the procedural activities of design.

Horvith (2004) provided a more extensive organization of the field, considering as well the

different research methodologies employed to study engineering design in a broader context. The

author also extended the overview far beyond the methods used in the United States. According

to the review summarized in Figure 2.1, engineering design research is organized into three

categories: source, channel, and sink research.

Source research studies the fundamental human capacities required for engineering design

activities, along four dimensions: human assets, design knowledge, artifacts knowledge, and

processes knowledge. Human assets - the repository of mental and physical capacities to

produce new values - studies how designers go about design. Such studies involve design

psychology (the mind and behaviors of designers), design cognition (thought and physiological

processes occurring during design activities), design ethnography (describing designers culture

and culture-sensitive artifacts), design aesthetics (appearance and perceptions of shape,

functions, attributes, and behaviors of products), design ergonomics (interactions between

humans and products/environments), and product marketing (marketing of design artifacts and

related technical services).



Figure 2.1: Organization of engineering design research according to Horvith (2004).

Studies of design knowledge - knowledge about design and of design - involve design

epistemology (knowledge of the origins, nature, forms, structure of design, as well as validation

and methods), design intelligence (ability to think, learn, and cope creatively with the

unexpected), design externalization (generation of mental images, representation, and

communication of design ideas), and design education (how to teach and perform design

activities). Research in artifacts knowledge - understand the artifacts generated historically over

time - studies technical systems (mechatronic devices, mechanisms, mechanical engineering

28



machines, thermal engineering equipment, etc.), product principles (product paradigms,

structures, technologies, materials, and product intelligence), and artifact manifestations

(producing artifact taxonomies, catalogues, properties, and evaluations). Studies in processes

knowledge focus on design processes (modeling and resources to improve quality), artifactual

processes (existential, operations, application, and service processes of products), and implicated

processes (realization and exploitation of products).

Channel research is concerned with making connections between scientific/theoretical

knowledge of design, and pragmatic/technical design knowledge. This is done through studies

involving design philosophy, design theory, design methodology, and design technology.

Research focusing on design philosophy - existence and manifestation of design, role and

position in society, historical evolution, foundational basis for design thinking - looks into

design science (ontology, phenomenology, teleology of design), design history (chronological

development of design knowledge and sub-disciplines), design policy (execution of complex

research projects), design ethics (ethical dimensions in engineering design, such as man made

changes to nature, moral rules of designing, etc.), and design axiology (measures of value of

products, reflection about value, and passion of design). Research in design theory - organization

of design knowledge to serve practical purposes - is concerned with design theories (general,

specific, descriptive, and prescriptive theories of design processes, as described by Finger and

Dixon, 1989a, 1989b), design semantics (meanings and intentions in design), and design

systematization (techniques supporting design automation, decision-making, instrumentation,

and optimization). Design methodology research - design methods, activities, and techniques

providing guidelines for design - involve methodologies of design (methodological

systematization of design processes and employment of modeling, representation, analysis,

simulation, evaluation, and/or physical testing techniques for researchers), design innovation

(rationalizing multi-disciplinary product development and creative concept generation), design

modeling (how to model artifacts and processes), and modeling techniques (mathematical,

symbolic, textual, verbal, and visio-spatial approaches for representing design artifacts,

knowledge, and processes). Research in design technology - how engineering design is used to

produce technology - focuses on design informatics (handling of design data, information, and

human knowledge of design), design languages (procedural and visio-spatial grammars to



structure design functions and constraints), design mindware (structuring and archiving design

data in digital repositories), design software (modeling, analysis, simulation software to support

design activities), design hardware (facilitating design support on the computational side), and

design system (integration of various design tools into holistic approaches).

The only sink research category - research in design application - focuses on generating

knowledge necessary to deploy engineering design knowledge through concrete applications. It

comprises research in design praxeology (efficient design action and problem solving), design

assurance (quality of design actions and deliverables), design standardization (generating codes

and norms for efficient and quality design technology production), design sustenance (how to

sustain and manage design projects), and design management (low-level organization to support

design activities, exploitation of particular design tools for particular products).

2.1.2 Thesis Positioning Within Engineering Design Research

This thesis fits best within the two channel research categories of design theory and methodology

- see right side of Figure 2.1. The rationale is that the thesis presents a prescriptive approach to

support the specific issue of designing for flexibility, which fits best within design theory. The

thesis also proposes a novel experimental methodology to evaluate objectively and quantitatively

the design procedure for flexible design concept generation, which is in line with the definition

of design methodology.

2.2 Current Design Procedures

This section provides an overview of current design procedures to narrow down where the

proposed procedure for flexibility can contribute for engineering practice. This overview is based

on the classifications prepared by Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009) as well as Finger and Dixon

(1989a, 1989b). The overview related to design concept generation procedures is inspired from

the work by Shah et al. (2000; 2002), as well as Knoll and Horton (2010). The section also

provides an overview and classification of existing design procedures focusing on the issue of

flexibility. The research issues and opportunities for contributions identified out of this overview

are summarized in Section 2.4.



On a semantic note, the definition of "design theory and methodology" by Tomiyama et al.

(2006; 2009) is closer conceptually to how Horvdth (2004) defines "design theory". This is

because Horvith's definition focuses mostly on the generic, specific, prescriptive, and

descriptive theories of design processes, which is what Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009) describe

and categorize. "Design methodology" according to Horvith (2004) incorporates the

methodologies researchers may use to evaluate different design procedures, which is not part of

the definition by Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009).

To resolve this ambiguity, the term design procedure is used in this thesis to replace what

Horvith (2004) refers to as design theory, and to what Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009) calls design

theory and methodology. It also encompasses conceptually what Finger and Dixon (1989a) call

"prescriptive models for design". Examples of design procedures are Axiomatic Design (N. P.

Suh, 1.990), the Taguchi Method (1987), or TRIZ (Altshuller, 1973). On the other hand this

thesis uses the term "methodology" when referring to the methodology for design procedure

evaluation. This is closer conceptually to Horvith's definition of design methodology.

2.2.1 Established Design Procedures

Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009) developed a classification of design procedures based on General

Design Theory (GDT) (Tomiyama & Yoshikawa, 1987; Yoshikawa, 1981). GDT assumes that

design knowledge can be formalized mathematically, and operated upon. It comprises a set of

three axioms: axiom of recognition (design entities can be recognized and described by attributes

and/or design concepts), axiom of correspondence (entity set and set of entity concepts have a

one-to-one correspondence), and axiom of operations (the set of abstract concepts is a topology

of the set of entity concepts that can be operated upon through logical operations like union and

intersection). In GDT, a design procedure maps design function space to design attribute space.

According to these authors, design procedures are classified depending on their intended use:

1. Generate a new design solution;

2. Enrich functional and attributive information of design solutions;

3. Manage design and represent design knowledge.



The first category of design activities is referred as concept generation in this thesis for

simplicity. The second category is called design space exploration, as it allows designers to

investigate, evaluate, and select neighboring solutions to the design concepts elicited with the

goal of improving some attribute and/or function. The third category is called management and

representation. This enables capturing, representing, modeling, and codifying design knowledge

and information about design processes, objects, environments, and life cycle issues. It also

enables managing more easily the design process.

Table 2.1 provides an overview of established design procedures fitting along the three

categories of design activities, inspired from the work by Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009), and in

chronological order from earliest to latest (insofar as information is available on development

times). Each design procedure is summarized, and justifications are provided as to why a given

procedure fits particular categories. For a more extensive review of design procedures, the reader

is directed to the original review papers.

Robust Design

Gen'ichi Taguchi (1987) pioneered the basis of robust design in Japan in the 1950s. The Taguchi

method now forms the basis of modem quality engineering, and is tightly linked to statistical

theory through Design Of Experiment (DOE) (Wu & Hamada, 2000). The design procedure was

introduced in North America and Europe around the 1980s. It explicitly recognizes exogenous

uncertainties affecting value, and suggests dealing with them by designing the system to operate

under a wide variety of conditions without modifying the design in operations.

Robust design introduces the notion of loss function, which consists of losses due to product

function variations and other losses due to cost and side effects. An ideal robust design is one

that is less sensitive to variations in manufacturing conditions, customer use, and natural

degradation over time (Frey & Dym, 2006). The goal of robust design is often to minimize the

volatility of a given system's response.



Table 2.1: Examples of well-known procedures for early conceptual design activities.

Design Activities

Design Procedures Concept Management and Design Space
Generation Representation Exploration

1950s

Robust Design
(Taguchi, 1987)

1960s

Design Decision-Making
(Simon, 1960)

Decision Matrix
(Kepner & Tregoe, 1981)

Quality Function Deployment
(Mizuno & Akao, 1993)

TRIZ
(Altshuller, 1973)

1970s

Axiomatic Design
(N. P. Suh, 1990)

Pahl and Beitz
(Pahl & Beitz, 1984)

Screening Models
(Jacoby & Loucks, 1972)

Concurrent Design

1980s

Design Structure Matrix
(Steward, 1981)

Total Design
(Pugh,1991)

1990s

Design for X V

Design Decision-Making

Herbert Simon (1960) developed the basis for Design Decision-Making methods. These methods

typically rely on the generation of design alternatives, and provide mechanisms to evaluate and



select design alternatives. This is why they fit best within the design space exploration category.

These procedures require that designers know exactly what they want to achieve, and have a

clearly defined metric for evaluating and comparing design alternatives. Design for X (DfX)

procedures described below offer a similar paradigm, as designers must know what they want the

design to accomplish (e.g. maintainability, low cost, reliability, etc.). Other approaches involve

determining designers' utility function as the basis for decision-making. For instance, Hazelrigg

(1998) proposed using decision analysis and utility theory to evaluate and select the most

valuable design configuration - a framework known as Decision-Based Design (DBD). DBD

also incorporates surveys of population choices to determine the best design. Keeney (2009)

outlined the difficulties and limitations of relying on utility theory in the context of design.

Decision Matrix

The Decision Matrix developed by Kepner and Tregoe (1981) in the 1960s has columns

representing the different design alternatives, and rows specifying desired attributes (e.g. ease of

fabrication, speed, stiffness, etc.). In Figure 2.2, each attribute A,. is weighed according to

designers' utility and preferences (W,, values). Each alternative receives a score (S,..) relative to a

particular attribute. Design alternatives are then evaluated based on total weighted scores (WS).

Attributes Weight Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 ... Concept n

A, W, S11 S12 S13  ... si

A 2  W2 S21  S22 S23  ... S2n

A3  W 3  S31 S32 S33 San

Am W, S, Sn2 Sn ... S.n

Weighted WSJ WS2  WS3  ... WS,
Score

Figure 2.2: Example Kepner-Tregoe decision matrix. A, is a particular desirable attribute,

W, is the weight of an attribute based on designers' preferences, S,,, is the score of a given

concept relative to attribute A,, and WS,, gives the weighted score of a design concept

considering all attributes.



The decision matrix is most useful to explore the design space collectively, thus helping

managing the design process as well. It is one of many tools integrated by Ullman (1995) for

systematic mechanical design and experience. It has been used and applied extensively in

product development, and at various companies like Boeing and Hewlett Packard (Tomiyama et

al., 2009).

Quality Function Deployment

QFD is a design procedure developed in Japan in the 1960s by Mizuno and Akao (1993) to

consider more closely customer demands throughout the product development life cycle. QFD

was originally developed as a step-by-step process to control product quality throughout the

manufacturing process. The four steps are:

1. Quality deployment, involving mapping customer demands (i.e. Voice of Customers) into

measurable product quality, structures, and components;

2. Technology deployment, requiring mapping product structure and components into

technology items and manufacturing processes;

3. Cost deployment, requiring enumeration of cost items according to technology

deployment, and;

4. Reliability deployment, using Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) (McDermott,

Mikulak et al., 1996) to lower the probability of defects and to improve efficiency.

A matrix formulation is used in each step of the process to map quality items into other quality

items - referred to as House of Quality (see example in Figure 2.3). QFD can also be used in

conjunction with other design procedures, such as TRIZ and Taguchi.



Figure 2.3: Example House of Quality process used to map customer demand quality to

attributes to a company's product development capabilities.
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TRIZ

The Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh Zadatchis in Russian, or Theory of Inventive Problem

Resolution (TRIZ) is one of the most widely known approaches to design. Its development is

attributed to Altshuller (1973) in the former Soviet Union. TRIZ is based on a set of fundamental

design principles extracted inductively from intensive studies of technical object evolution and

analysis of forty thousand innovative patents. Straker and Rawlinson (2003) provide forty

examples of such design principles. For instance, the principle of segmentation promotes design

modularity to ease the manufacturing process in terms of repair, transportation, and assembly.

The principle of extraction suggests removing bad parts in a system, and placing them

somewhere else to have a different function, and potentially different results. The principle of

local quality encourages designers to consider that any part in a given design can be changed,

with the goal of improving quality. TRIZ has been widely used in industry in Germany, Japan,

Korea (by Samsung in particular), and of course Russia. It requires several months of intensive

training, and hence students are typically exposed only partially to the whole procedure

(Tomiyama et al., 2009).

Axiomatic Design

Axiomatic Design (N. P. Suh, 1990; 1998) is among the most cited procedure in engineering

design literature. It relies on two axioms: axiom of maximum independence of functional

elements, and axiom of minimum information content. The first axiom encourages design

artifacts having a one-to-one correspondence between each functional requirement and design

component. This ensures that designs are adjustable, controllable, and potentially avoiding

unintended consequences. The second axiom encourages simple designs that are robust to

exogenous operating conditions. Design concepts are generated from customer preferences,

determining design requirements. The process summarized in Figure 2.4 flows from the

customer domain where Customer Attributes (CA) (i.e. demands and preferences) are

established. These attributes are mapped onto the functional domain by defining the Functional

Requirements (FR) fulfilling these demands and attributes. FRs are mapped onto the physical

domain by choosing appropriate Design Parameters (DP) fulfilling the functional requirements.

DPs are mapped onto the process domain to determine the Process Variables (PV) to further

implement the design. The design space exploration process consists of "zigzagging" between



the different domains linking the customer, functional, physical, and process domains.

Zigzagging between different domains also helps structuring and managing the design process.

Axiomatic design has been used extensively in the product and manufacturing industries (Gu,

Rao et al., 2001; N. P. Suh, 1990, 2001).

Mapping Mping Mapping

[CA] - [FR] [DP] [PV]

Customer Functional Physical Process
domain domain domain domain

Figure 2.4: Process flow in Axiomatic Design (Tomiyama et al., 2009).

Pahl and Beitz

The design procedure by Pahl and Beitz (1984) is by far the most known and used in both

industry and academia. It was developed in Germany in the 1970s through an elaborate analysis

of technical systems fundamentals, systematic approaches, and problem solving processes. It is a

step-by-step process guiding designers through the whole product life cycle, summarized in

Figure 2.5. It includes tasks such as planning and clarification of the task, as determined from

market demands and preferences, or other requirements. Conceptual design follows to determine

the solution principle and functions required to accomplish the design goal. Embodiment and

detailed designs then provide the overall layout and concrete arrangements of forms, dimensions,

materials and properties of the product, with cost estimates. This method best represents the

traditional approach to design taught at engineering institutions.



Figure 2.5: Process flow for Pahl and Beitz (Tomiyama et al., 2009).

Screening Models

Proposed first in the 1970s by Jacoby and Loucks (1972), screening models are used to explore

the design space rapidly and efficiently to identify interesting areas of the design space for more

detailed analysis. The typical process is shown graphically in Figure 2.6. Screening models may

rely on optimization algorithms and DOE techniques to search - and screen - the design space

for interesting candidate designs. Interesting design candidates are analyzed further with a more

detailed model of the system. de Neufville and Scholtes (2011) identify three types of screening

models: bottom-up, simulators, and top-down. Bottom-up screening models use simplified

versions of a complex, detailed model used for design. They typically simplify and integrate each

model component in a coherent whole. Simulators incorporate statistical techniques and/or

fundamental principles to mimic the response of the complex model. Top-down screening

models use representations of major relationships between the parts of the system to understand
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possible system responses. In addition to enabling quick and efficient exploration of the design

space, screening models are useful to represent the design, as they require designers to produce a

model of the system for quick and detailed analyses, before proceeding to more detailed analysis.

Figure 2.6: A screening model should be used to precede and complement a more detailed

analysis of the design (de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011).

Concurrent Engineering

Concurrent Engineering is an integrated design procedure for managing product development for

the entire life cycle, from planning, design, to production, delivery, and end-of-life

considerations. It is shown to dramatically improve product development lead-time, and overall

product quality (National Research Council, 1991). It was developed by the Japanese automotive

industry and brought to U.S. engineers' attention in the 1980s (Womack, Jones et al., 1991). This

procedure typically involves tight communication between product and process development

teams, collective target sharing, identification of difficult issues, and integrated design and

analysis activities. It differs in that respect from traditional engineering typically breaking down

the design problem into subsystem components, with teams working on subsystems in isolation

and with little to no contact with other teams (Stagney, 2003).

Design Structure Matrix

The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) was introduced by Steward (1981) as a way to represent

design tasks as a sequence of network interactions. A DSM is a square matrix where the rows

and columns list all the relevant design and management components of a system (Browning,

2001). The DSM can encode and represent graphically an engineering system, which is useful to

manage the design process. The matrix entries represent how the design and management

components are connected, and how the information flows from one another. Although used

early on to represent design task activities (Eppinger, Whitney et al., 1994), the DSM has been

Screening Models Complex Models
Short-isted

Rapid Analysis of Candidate Detailed Analysis of Final
Performance of => Designs :> Short-listed > Design

Possible Designs Candidate Designs



used for the analysis of technical artifacts (Malmstrom & Malmquist, 1998; Pimmler &

Eppinger, 1994).

PROVIDEABCDEFGH I E

Figure 2.7: Example DSM (Browning, 2001). Elements in the row provide information to

elements in the columns, while elements in the columns receive information (or depend)

from elements in the rows.

Total Design

The Total Design approach developed in the 1980s by Pugh (1991) offers a set of tools to

support design concept evaluation and selection by design teams, very early in the conceptual

stages. Given the tools are easily applicable, Total Design is gaining more popularity in the

product development industry. General Motors used the approach in development of the Saturn

project (Tomiyama et al., 2009). One of Pugh's main contributions is the Pugh Controlled

Convergence (PuCC) mechanism helping design teams converge iteratively towards a smaller set

of design alternatives (Frey, Herder et al., 2009). This mechanism can be used to evaluate overall

design solutions, but also for concept selection for system architecture, as well as subsystem and

individual components. The approach is similar to the Kepner-Tregoe Decision Matrix, in that

design concepts are listed in the columns, and desired attributes are listed in the rows. The main

difference lies in using a datum, or benchmark design alternative against which all other design

alternatives are compared. The approach uses +, S, or - signs when a design concept is better,

similar, or worst than the datum for a given attribute. Summing the pluses and minuses gives an

idea of least performing design concepts, which eliminates design concepts iteratively, and
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enabling convergence towards a smaller set of alternatives. One of the benefits of the PuCC

mechanism is to complement any design procedure after design concepts are generated. It

provides a structured mechanism for design teams to explore the design space collectively and

efficiently, based on subjective performance assessments.

Design for X

Design for X represents a family of design procedures, all aiming at optimizing a particular

attribute of the design process. DfX procedures are typically used in the product manufacturing

industry. Tichem (1997) explains that X can represent a specific property to improve (e.g. cost,

efficiency, lead time, quality), or a particular life-cycle phase of the product (e.g. manufacturing,

assembly, distribution). The Six Sigma initiative can be seen as design for manufacturing

reliability, as it aims at minimizing the probability of product defects (iSixSigma, 2010). Design

for flexibility can be a desirable attribute of the manufacturing process, and hence could be

considered as part of the DfX family. Design for flexibility in this context usually relates to

making products more flexible to suit different customer needs (Rajan, Wie et al., 2005). It also

refers to strategies employed to structure the manufacturing process more flexibly (Sethi & Sethi,

1990).

The procedure for flexibility investigated in this thesis intends to have wider applicability than

for product manufacturing. It aims to apply to complex engineering systems like product

manufacturing systems, but also including other large-scale systems like critical infrastructures.

The goal is not necessarily to be more flexible, but to improve performance by means of

flexibility. As it is referred to in this thesis - and as detailed in Section 2.2.3 - design for

flexibility involves recognizing a distribution of possible outcomes upfront in the design cycle,

and creating designs adapting pro-actively to changing circumstances. This is a significant

conceptual departure from traditional engineering paradigms focusing on optimizing to

deterministic forecasts. Also, there is whole set of design tools necessary to design for flexibility,

ranging from concept generation, to management and representation, and design space

exploration. This contrasts with the DfX family, which aims mainly at improving some attributes

and/or functions of the design.



For all these reasons, design for flexibility is not considered a mere component of the DfX

family. As explained below, designing for flexibility represents rather a complementary

approach to established design procedures, standing on its own.

2.2.2 Design Procedures for Concept Generation

This thesis is interested in a procedure for flexible design concept generation. In essence, this

work is focusing on the first category of design procedures dedicated to concept generation

presented in Table 2.1. This thesis aims to extend these procedures to focus on the specific issues

of uncertainty and flexibility. This subsection presents a more refined overview of such

procedures, based on the work by Shah et al. (2000; 2002), and summarized in Figure 2.8.

GERMINAL MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
BRAINSTORMING
K-J METHOD

CHECKLISTS
TRANSFORMATIONAL RANDOM STIMULI

P-M-1 METHOD
INTUITIVE~

METHOD 64-5
"'PROGRESSIVE C-SKETCH (Collaborative Sketching)

GALLERY METHOD

AFFINITY METHOD
ORGANIZATIONAL STORYBOARDING

FORMAL FISHBONE
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METHODS OF PHYSICAL

DESIGN CATALOGS EFFECTS
HISTORY OF SOLUTIONS
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Figure 2.8: Overview of formal IG methods (Shah et al., 2000; 2002).

Idea Generation (IG) techniques are classified generically as either intuitive, or logical. Intuitive

techniques include germinal (i.e. creating new design concepts from scratch), transformational

(i.e. evolving an idea from an initial concept), progressive (i.e. repeating the same steps many

times to generate new ideas), organizational (i.e. getting people together to create ideas), and

hybrid methods (i.e. mixing one or another approach). For instance, brainstorming (Osborn,

1957) is one example of germinal technique, while relying on itemized checklists is an example



of transformational approach. The 6-3-5 method is an example of progressive approach, as it

involves a team of six designers generating up to three design ideas each through five cycles.

Storyboarding is an organizational approach using, for instance, diagrams showing upcoming

events in sequence as a way to generate new design concepts. Logical methods can be classified

into history-based (i.e. relying on past solutions and principles catalogued and archived) and

analytical (i.e. systematically analyzing basic relations causal chains, and desirable/undesirable

attributes) methods. TRIZ is an example of history-based approach.

To complement this review, Knoll and Horton (2010) reviewed one hundred and one techniques

to stimulate creative ideation based on changing participants' perception of the problem. They

asserted that creativity techniques typically rely on three general different cognitive principles:

Analogy, Provocation, and Random changes of perspective. Analogy searches for similar

situations and uses existing knowledge about these situations to generate new ideas. Provocation

challenges the underlying assumptions of the creative task to generate a new perspective.

Random relies on external stimuli that are unrelated to the creative task.

2.2.3 Design Procedures for Flexibility

Designing for uncertainty and flexibility can be particularly valuable to complement established

design procedures described above. Systems designed today grow in complexity, and face

significant risk and uncertainty in environments, markets, resources, and technology. Yet many

design procedures do not fully exploit uncertainty and the possibility to adapt flexibly to

changing circumstances. As explained below in Section 2.4.1, many design procedures often

assume that design requirements are known a priori from customer demands and preferences,

and systems are optimized to satisfy a set of deterministic forecasts. While these procedures to

design have been extremely successful, more agile and iterative design approaches are gaining

terrain in various engineering disciplines. In order to consider the growing complexities of

todays engineering design, one needs complementary design procedures considering uncertainty

and flexibility more explicitly over the entire lifecycle of the project.

The need to design engineering systems with wider considerations of economic, environmental,

political, and technological uncertainty and flexibility is being increasingly recognized (de



Neufville & Scholtes, 2011; Eckert et al., 2009; Saleh, Mark et al., 2008). Studies are emerging

to understand basic underlying principles to design for flexibility. There has been much work in

the manufacturing industry and product development sector (de Toni & Tonchia, 1998;

Ferguson, Siddiqi et al., 2007; Sethi & Sethi, 1990) to extract general principles and lessons to

enable flexible design thinking - not as much for engineering systems in general (Saleh et al.,

2008). Designing engineering systems for uncertainty and flexibility is still not a widespread

approach.

The aim of designing for uncertainty and flexibility is to help designers make better decisions

early on to provide contingencies that will improve overall anticipated performance of systems

over time, as uncertainty is resolved. This is done by reducing the negative impacts from

downside scenarios, while enabling contingencies to capture upside opportunities.

Many systems have been designed flexibly in the past. Whether flexibility was actively pursued

or not remains unclear, but nonetheless these examples are informative. The Boeing B-52

Stratofortress is one such example (Figure 2.9). It could be reconfigured to suit different

missions and purposes, depending on exogenous operating conditions (Saleh & Hastings, 2000).

Figure 2.9: The flexible design of the Boeing B-52 Stratofortress's allowed adaptation to

changing warfare conditions.

Developed in the 1950s, the bomber's configuration was changed a number of years later and in

several occasions. The aircraft was originally designed to carry heavy and cumbersome nuclear



warheads at high altitude (Montulli, 1986). The aircraft's large-scale belly was one of the main

design features to accomplish this. A few years later, the Soviet air defense incorporated surface-

air missiles, which forced the aircraft to fly at lower altitude. The belly was then reconfigured to

carry air-launched cruise missiles to defend the aircraft through such mission (Boyne, 2001; Dorr

& Peacock, 1995). This low-altitude capability was used later on during the Vietnam War to

assist ground troop operations.

The Health Care Service Corporation headquarter building in Figure 2.10 is another example of

flexibility in design (Guma, Pearson et al., 2009). Since the management board was not clear on

its future needs for office space, it developed the project into two vertical phases. It designed

Phase I explicitly so that it could accommodate another twenty-four stories, should the board

decide to go on with expansion when needed. Phase I completed in 1997 consisted of thirty

stories above ground. Phase II is currently under construction, aiming to complete the fifty-four

story building before the end of 2010.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Phase I (a) and Phase 11 (b) of the flexible Health Care Service Corporation

development project (Guma, 2008).

Table 2.2 provides an overview of the design procedures developed over the last decades to

support design for uncertainty and flexibility. The overview borrows from the surveys by

Ferguson et al. (2007), Saleh et al. (2008), and Sethi and Sethi (1990). The taxonomy is similar



to the one suggested by Tomiyama et al. (2006; 2009) and reflected in Table 2.1. There are

design procedures developed to support flexible design concept generation, represent and

manage the design process for a flexible engineering system, and explore the design space for

flexible design alternatives. The main difference however is that design for flexibility integrates

techniques to recognize, describe, and characterize uncertainty. It also integrates valuation

techniques from the field of Real Options Analysis (ROA) to assess the economic value of

flexible design alternatives.

Real Options Analysis

Evaluation techniques from financial options analysis (Arnold & Crack, 2003; Black & Scholes,

1973; Cox, Ross et al., 1979) and ROA (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Myers, 1977; Trigeorgis, 1996)

have been adapted more recently to suit the needs of engineering design, and integrated to the

design process over the last decade. These techniques are used to model uncertainty, and to

evaluate performance of flexible design alternatives subject to a range of scenarios. They rely on

economic metrics like NPV - measuring the sum of discounted cash flows over the project

lifecycle - although evaluations can be done as well using non-financial metrics (e.g. service rate

at a hospital). They can be integrated easily within screening models to evaluate and rank order

different design alternatives, and to explore the design space efficiently.

Analytical tools better suited for ROA in an engineering context are binomial lattice, decision

analysis, and Monte Carlo simulations (de Neufville, 2010). Binomial lattice and decision

analysis both rely on the folding back principle from dynamic programming to assess the value

of flexibility, and determine the best decision at each stage.

In decision analysis, a decision tree structure is created to represent uncertainty scenarios and

associated decisions as time evolves. Figure 2.11 gives an example decision tree used to analyze

the value of a flexible Accelerator-Driven Subcritical Reactor (ADSR) design compared to an

inflexible alternative (Cardin, Steer et al., 2010), subject to uncertainty in technological

development. An ADSR is an innovative nuclear technology suggested to produce emissions-

free electricity by coupling a standard nuclear reactor core and a LINear ACcelerator (LINAC).



Table 2.2: Example design procedures for flexibility.

Design Activities

Design Procedures for Flexibility Uncertainty Concept Management and Design Space
Recognition Generation Representation Exploration

During or before the 1990s

Real Options Analysis
(Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Myers, 1977; Trigeorgis, 1996)

2000s

Design Decision-Making
(Olewnik, Brauen et al., 2001; 2006; Ross, 2006)

Design Structure Matrix (Bartolomei, 2007; Kalligeros,
2006; Mikaelian, 2009; E. S. Suh, 2005)

Industry Guidelines (Fricke & Schulz, 2005; Rajan et al.,
2005; Skiles, Singh et al., 2006; Slack, 2005)

Screening Models (Hassan & de Neufville, 2006; Lin,
2009; Wang, 2005; Y. Yang, 2009)
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Figure 2.11: Example decision tree comparing a flexible ADSR design to an inflexible

design alternative (Cardin et al., 2010).

Without focusing on the technical details of this system, one notices the structure of the tree as a

sequence of decision (square) and chance (circle) nodes going from left to right. A stage consists

of one sequence of decision and chance nodes. For instance, the first stage consists of choosing

between the inflexible and flexible designs, and then observing manifestations of uncertain

technology scenarios (optimistic, contemporary, pessimistic development scenarios). A state

corresponds to each of the possible value outcomes at the end of the stage. The second stage

involves no decision for the inflexible case (it is not possible to modify the design, and hence it

is subject to the uncertainties without possibility to adapt), and the decision to change the system

configuration in light of how technology evolved. The cost outcome for each path is shown at the

far right of the decision tree. The analysis of a decision tree is done from right to left, applying a

dynamic programming folding back process. The best decision is made at each decision point by

calculating the expected value outcome, and pruning out suboptimal decisions. Hash marks in

Figure 2.11 indicate suboptimal paths pruned out during the folding back process.



The main conceptual benefit of decision analysis in an engineering context is to have engineers

go through the process of recognizing and factoring in uncertainty and flexibility explicitly. One

analytical benefit is the freedom that the structure provides. Stationary and non-stationary

stochastic processes can be depicted, different decisions can be used and evaluated at different

stages, and different uncertainty sources can be considered in the same model. One important

drawback is the curse of dimensionality. The number of paths in a decision tree typically

explodes quickly, making it difficult to go beyond two or three stages, even with a minimum of

decision and chance outcomes. On the other hand, a decision tree is useful as a first-pass analysis

to recognize and incorporate flexibility in the design process. It can be complemented with a

more detailed screening or simulation-based model of the system.

A binomial lattice is similar to a decision-tree, however the uncertainty (e.g. demand, price)

evolves each time period to go up or down relative to the previous state (i.e. hence the name

binomial). Figure 2.12 shows an example binomial lattice depicting the stochastic evolution of

copper price - based on Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) - over six years, starting at

$2,000/ton.

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Prce 200000 221034 244281 269972 298365 329744 3044.24

180967 200000 2210 34 2442.81 2699 72 2983.65
1637 46 1809067 2000.00 2210.34 2442,81

148164 163746 1809,67 200000
1340.64 1481.64 1637 46

1213.06 1340,64
100762

Figure 2.12: Copper price evolution based on the binomial lattice approach.

Each time period (i.e. year) represents a stage, while a state is a particular price outcome as part

of a stage. The stochastic process is described from left to right, as time evolves. In year 1, price

can either go up to $2,210 or down $1,810 relative to the initial price. To reduce the number of

possible outcomes, path independence is assumed, such that lattice nodes can recombine. This

means the value of the system after an "up-down" sequence is the same as that after a "down-up"

sequence - inspired from financial options analysis.



Figure 2.13 shows the Expected NPV (ENPV) of cash flows obtained when evaluating the

flexibility to shut down a copper mine when copper price is too low - inspired from a case study

in Chile (de Neufville, 2010). At each node a folding back process (from right to left) is used to

determine the optimal decision based on the expected values of future outcomes. The numbers in

each stage represent the optimal ENPV of cash flows generated by the mine, considering the

possibility to shut down if the price of copper is too low. Optimal decisions to shut down (YES)

or remain open (NO) are depicted for each state in Figure 2.14.

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
ENPV(Cash Flow) 70,158 242t144 5,995,974 8$57050 9,930,365 9,304,581 6,221188
WTw SHUTOWN OPTION 1844 483 40 2,5 7 2 2,278,813 3.500545 2.818.247
Dynamic programming ' 70 5 ' 3 4,46 2 95 2 39 214.028
appmch 4, 7C555 3 2I 43 000 0)0

(check next year) 18A7 1 5 r7 , 36

Figure 2.13: Example binomial lattice depicting the folding back evaluation of the ENPV of

cash flows to evaluate the flexibility to shut down a copper mine in case copper price is too

low (de Neufville, 2010). Light figures are negative ENPV outcomes.

Year 6 1 2 3 4 6 8

WITH SHUTDOWN OPTION YES YES
Dynamic pmoramn YES YES YES
approach YES YES Y
(chock next year) YES YES

YES

Figure 2.14: Corresponding optimal decisions for each of the decision node in Figure 2.13.

YES represents the states where the flexibility to shut down should be exercised, while NO

represents states where the mine should remain in operations.

The binomial lattice is particularly useful when valuing sources of flexibility "in" and "on"

systems that are similar to call options (e.g. capacity expansion, phasing) or put options

(abandonment, temporary shutdown). The main benefit comes from the path independence

assumption, which reduces the number of possible paths to a linear function of the number of

stages. It is computationally simple and efficient, and therefore can be used as a first-pass

analysis before a more detailed analysis. A lattice is essentially a discrete binomial formulation

of the Black-Scholes formula (Black & Scholes, 1973) used to value financial options (Cox et



al., 1979). Because of its discrete structure, it offers more flexibility for analysis in an

engineering context than the Black-Scholes formula. On the other hand, the rigidity of the lattice

structure makes it difficult to analyze more than one uncertainty sources at once - although it is

feasible using a quadranomial lattice, described by Copeland and Antikarov (2003). The path

independence assumption may not be realistic in an engineering context, since the value of a

system after an up-down movement may be significantly different than for a down-up

movement, because the sequence of decisions may differ. It is difficult to model complex

managerial decision rules with a lattice. Also, the lattice evolution assumes a stationary process,

which may not be realistic in many cases.

de Neufville, Scholtes et al. (2006) also suggest an approach for valuing flexibility based on

Monte Carlo simulation. To provide transparency to practitioners, the method typically involves

three steps:

1. A standard Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis of an inflexible design using

deterministic projections of the exogenous factor(s) affecting value;

2. A stochastic process simulating exogenous factor fluctuations over the project lifetime.

Several stochastic scenarios can be simulated, and a DCF analysis is performed on the

inflexible system for each scenario. This approach provides a distribution of value

outcomes measured using a financial metric like NPV;

3. Flexibility is incorporated in the DCF model and valued using simple spreadsheet

programming and logical statements (e.g. IF, ELSE, etc.). Under each stochastic scenario,

the spreadsheet computes a NPV under the flexible design and decision rules

incorporated in the model. This step also creates a Cumulative Density Function (CDF) -

or target curve - of NPV outcomes, one upon which the designer may act by selecting

different designs. The goal is to act on desirable properties of the entire distribution to

take advantage of upside opportunities and reduce exposure to downside scenarios.

Figure 2.15 shows examples of target curves for three parking garage designs (de Neufville &

Scholtes, 2011). The two curves for five and six "fixed" levels depict simulation outcomes for

inflexible garage designs. The curve "Flexible Starting with 4 Levels" shows the range of



outcomes for a flexible design starting with four initial levels, but having the capacity to expand

to more levels as demand for parking space increases. This design captures both features of the

two inflexible designs. It reduces downsides losses by limiting the initial capital investment, and

captures upside opportunities by enabling expansion when needed.

Figure 2.15: Example of CDF - or target curve - used to assess the value of flexible

capacity expansion for a vertically built parking garage (de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011).

The inflexible "fixed" designs are five and six level designs respectively, while the flexible

design enables capacity expansion, starting with four levels.

The main benefit of Monte Carlo simulation is to provide more freedom in terms of the decision

rules, design variables, and parameters to be modeled. In essence, it offers the possibility of a

more detailed analysis. On the other hand, simulations may be more demanding computationally,

especially when a high fidelity and detailed model of the system is developed. This is a tendency

in engineering design that screening models help alleviate.

In terms of flexible design concept generation, Trigeorgis (1996) presents six canonical real

options strategies useful to design flexible engineering systems design:

1. Defer investment and wait favorable market conditions to commit capital;

2. Change time-to-build, involving staged asset deployment over time;

3. Alter operating scale by expanding or contracting output production capacity;

4. Abandon the project with the possibility of reselling the physical asset at salvage value;
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5. Switch production output and/or input;

6. Grow by providing future opportunities, such as investing in Research and Development

(R&D).

These categories can be further divided as sources of flexibility "in" and "on" the system, as

suggested by Wang and de Neufville (2005). Flexibility "in" the system requires in depth

technical knowledge of the system design components (see examples below). It differs from

flexibility "on" the system, which provides managerial flexibility without necessarily requiring

technical inputs from engineers. From the categories developed by Trigeorgis (1996), investment

deferral, abandonment, and growth options can be categorized as sources of flexibility "on" the

system, as they do not require in depth engineering knowledge of the infrastructure design.

A time-to-build real option, as well as an option to alter operating scale and switch input/output

can be associated to flexibility "in" engineering systems. Technology needs to be considered

explicitly to enable such kinds of flexibility. For example, de Weck et al. (2004) show that

deploying the Iridium satellite constellation in phases - upon observing actual demand

realizations - rather than all at once - would have saved up nearly twenty percent in expected

lifecycle cost. This might have saved the company from bankruptcy. This flexible strategy would

however require designing each satellite with the capability to change orbital configuration as the

constellation grows, to cover different geographical areas. This flexibility requires in-depth

technical knowledge of the engineering system. Another example is the flexibility to alter oil

production capacity of an offshore tension leg platform. Babajide, de Neufville et al. (2009)

shows that designing additional slots in the platform to connect more direct vertical access wells

allows production capacity expansion if more oil is discovered than originally expected.

Design Decision-Making

To support Design Decision-Making related to flexibility, Olewnik et al. (2001; 2006) extended

Hazelrigg's DBD framework to incorporate considerations of flexibility in design space

exploration. The framework in Figure 2.16 shows that the system design vector is already chosen

from initial performance requirements (steps 1 and 2), and that design variables are made

flexible to fulfill these requirements. The process evaluates possible design configurations,



considering flexibility, and searches the one(s) providing the highest utility as proposed by

Hazelrigg (1998).

Input informaitiont

Figure 2.16: Visual representation of the DBD method to explore the design space of

flexible systems (Olewnik & Lewis, 2006).

The framework has a step focusing on design concept generation (step 9), which borrows from

standard brainstorming approach, but no particular attention is given as to how ones generate

flexible design concepts. Ross (2006) also incorporated principles from utility theory to

formulate his Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE) framework. The framework

enables designers to explore the design space based on the configurations providing highest

value, based on decision-makers perceived attributes of interest.

Design Structure Matrix

The DSM framework was studied extensively to support flexibility in design. Four methods - or

algorithms - were developed for processing design information to identify and manage existing

sources of flexibility within an engineering system: Change Propagation Analysis (CPA),



sensitivity DSM (sDSM), the Engineering Systems Matrix (ESM), and the Coupled-DSM (C-

DSM).

CPA combines the DSM with product platform strategies - see review by Simpson (2003). The

technique looks at change multipliers as potential areas to insert flexibility (Figure 2.17). These

are design elements creating more change in other design variables then they absorb when a

design or functional requirement is changed (E. S. Suh, 2005). Making such variables more

flexible reduces the amount of change created elsewhere in the design. It also reduces switching

cost between possible product variants. CPA was used to identify opportunities for flexibility in

a car body-in-white platform (E. S. Suh, de Weck et al., 2007), in a complex sensor system

design (Giffin, de Weck et al., 2009), and in unmanned aero-vehicle design (Wilds, 2008).
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Figure 2.17: Representation of the CPA algorithm (E. S. Suh et al., 2007). AE, and AE,t
represent input and output changes respectively. CPI means Change Propagation Index.
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sDSM (Figure 2.18) looks at design variables that are most sensitive to changes in design and

functional requirements (Kalligeros, 2006) as potential areas to insert flexibility. It provides a

high-level view of the design representation, "zooming out" from details to focus on important

design elements to insert flexibility. Kalligeros (2006) demonstrated application of this approach

for offshore oil platform design. The method helped identifying interesting design variables for

other oil platform variants.

Figure 2.18: Representation of the sDSM algorithm for processing and identifying

interesting sources of flexibility (Kalligeros, 2006). Design variables are represented by xi,

functional requirements by FR.

ESM emphasizes inclusion of social components in the DSM model, such as human stakeholders

(e.g. managers, customers) and system drivers (e.g. purpose or mission) as Figure 2.19 shows.

Bartolomei (2007) suggested incorporating CPA and sDSM within the ESM framework to

identify sources of flexibility. The ESM framework also promotes use of good qualitative

research methods to extend the model boundaries to socio-technical considerations.

Functional FR, Xi
Requirements - .x, FRj

OX
Ox FR

Design * --- ,
Variables



Row is Influenced by Column

Figure 2.19: Visual representation of the ESM approach (Bartolomei, 2007).

Mikaelian (2009) suggested extending the DSM framework to an enterprise view (Figure 2.20)

through the C-DSM. This allows consideration of a wider range of opportunities to insert

flexibility, for instance at different levels of the enterprise structure. Flexibility can be

investigated in terms of enterprise strategy, policies, organizational structure, process, product,

service, and expert knowledge. The author presented a new characterization of flexibility as a

tuple consisting of a flexibility mechanism and type. This characterization was used in the novel

algorithm developed to process DSM information in search for valuable flexibility sources. The

framework was applied to identify and value opportunities for flexibility in an unmanned air

vehicle system and uncertainty management in surveillance missions.



Figure 2.20: Example of dependencies among an enterprise view used in the C-DSM

framework (Nightingale & Rhodes, 2007).

Industry Guidelines

Many authors have published guidelines based on past lessons in industry to support flexible

design concept generation. Fricke and Schulz (2005) provided principles to enable changeability

in systems engineering based on lessons in the automotive industry. They suggested basic

principles for flexibility, similar to the approach employed in TRIZ. Example principles are:

- Ideality/Simplicity, aiming at reducing system complexity;

- Independence of design parameters, similar to N. P. Suh's definition (1990);

- Modularity/Encapsulation, to ease exchanging and adapting modules over time, and

relying on the DSM approach described above.

Rajan et al. (2005) provided guidelines from experience with the product development sector:

- Design for modularity, because as the design becomes more integrated, it becomes more

inflexible for redesign;

- Design modules as external attachments to each other;

- Design with more standard components and interfaces to facilitate integration over time;

- Partition a design into a greater number of elements (manifested through higher numbers

of components and functions);

-X



- Reduce the number of parts within each module.

Skiles et al. (2006) listed underlying principles from transformer theory. The principles are:

- Expand/Collapse, in the sense of changing physical dimensions of the product or object,

similar to the capacity expansion strategy mentioned by Trigeorgis (1996);

- Expose/Cover the surface of the object to alter functionality, similar to the modularity

principle providing adaptable interfaces;

- Fuse/Divide by enabling a single device to become two or more devices, which naturally

arises from the independence principle.

Slack (2005) provided guidelines to insert flexibility in the manufacturing based on interviews

with ten company managers. The author identified four general areas to insert flexibility, similar

to the ones suggested by Trigeorgis (1996):

- Product changes, in the sense of enabling flexibility to switch between different products;

- Making different mixes of products;

- Adjusting the volume output;

- Changing delivery dates.

Screening Models

Many authors have taken a screening approach to explore the design space for flexible design

concepts. As explained in Section 2.2.1, the screening model enables designers to explore the

design space efficiently, and to identify valuable opportunities for flexibility. Different methods

can be used to model uncertainty (e.g. lattice, Monte Carlo simulations), to evaluate design

alternatives (e.g. ROA), and to structure the search process (e.g. optimization, DBD, DOE,

MATE). Figure 2.21 depicts the screening framework developed by Lin (2009).



Figure 2.21: Suggested screening framework suited for flexibility analysis (Lin, 2009).

Wang (2005) was first to use screening models in the context of flexibility. He relied on mixed-

integer programming to screen different flexible hydroelectric dam strategies in China. Hassan

and de Neufville (2006) used a genetic algorithm to structure the exploration process for oil

platform design. Lin (2009) developed a screening approach for offshore oil platform design. Y.

Yang (2009) incorporated an efficient DOE algorithm called adaptive One Factor At a Time

(aOFAT) (Figure 2.22) to screen flexible car manufacturing plant alternatives.

Do an experiment
If there is an improvement,

Change retain the change
one factor

If the response gets worse,
go back to the previous state

;; LStop after every factor has
A + C been changed exactly once

Figure 2.22: Representation of aOFAT to explore the design space (Frey & Wang, 2006).



2.3 Design Procedure Evaluation Methodologies

A methodology that is both effective and efficient is needed to evaluate a design procedure for

flexible design concept generation. In this context effective means that the methodology can

successfully produce a desired or intended result. In this case, the design procedure aims at

improving anticipated performance of design concepts - because one needs to compare to the

cost of acquiring the flexibility. Therefore one needs a methodology that can measure objectively

and quantitatively anticipated performance improvements compared to a benchmark design. The

methodology should also be efficient, in that it helps achieve maximum productivity with

minimum wasted effort or expense.

This section surveys the literature in cognitive sciences, collaboration engineering, and

engineering design to determine the state of the art in terms of design procedure evaluation

methodologies. The focus is in particular on studies involving notions of design concept

generation - under different forms. The thesis builds upon this body of research to suggest a

complementary approach to evaluate the design procedure for flexibility based on anticipated

performance of design concepts.

2.3.1 Categories of Methodologies

Methodologies for design procedure evaluation can be classified in general under three

categories (Shah et al., 2000; 2002; Summers, Anandan et al., 2009):

1. Case studies;

2. Controlled user studies;

3. Protocol studies.

Case studies involve interviewing and/or working closely with a company to understand better or

test a design procedure of interest (Summers et al., 2009). Controlled user studies - the approach

pursued in this thesis - involve controlled experiments on short design problems that can be

repeated efficiently, quickly, and rigorously with many groups of participants - typically

undergraduate and graduate students, but sometimes practitioners. Protocol studies involve

smaller number of designers "thinking out loud" while pursuing design activities. Design



activities are videotaped, transcribed, and design data are analyzed to understand underlying

cognitive processes (Finger & Dixon, 1989a). These studies may focus on design concept

generation, and also other components of the design cycle.

2.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Metrics used to evaluate design procedures for concept generation focus either on the process -

how design activities are performed - or outcomes generated during design activities (Shah et al.,

2000; 2002). In the former case, researchers are interested in determining whether a procedure

helps designers perform a certain task better, or feel more comfortable with it than with another

procedure. Studies focus on the cognitive processes in designers' minds, the subjective

impressions of satisfaction with a procedure, or the time taken to perform the procedure. In the

latter case, researchers are interested in the effect of a procedure on the design concepts

generated or evaluated. Such studies often measure the quality and quantity of concepts

generated, but there are other metrics in use. The development of relevant metrics to evaluate

design procedures is an emerging field in and of itself (Otto & Holtta, 2007).

Table 2.3 summarizes example studies making use of different evaluation metrics, in

alphabetical order within the Case Studies, Controlled User Studies, and Protocol Studies

categories. The top row determines whether the evaluation metric focuses on the outcomes or

process. The second row specifies the evaluation metric of interest. The first column on the left

determines the type of example study. The second column gives the reference to the study of

interest. Check marks in the remaining columns represent the metrics used in a given study. Only

widely used and more recent evaluation metrics are considered.

The first metric looks at certain attributes of the design concepts, like anticipated cost and

weight, to discriminate between design procedures. Attributes are matched to

designers/participants' preferences and utility to evaluate the effects of the procedures

(Hazelrigg, 1998; Hevner, March et al., 2004). Completeness is used as metric to measure how

much a given concept variant addresses a sub-function depicted in the function structure

(Kurtoglu, Campbell et al., 2009). Linkography evaluates the degree to which ideas are

connected to each other in the design process (Goldschmidt & Weil, 1998; van der Lugt, 2002).



Table 2.3: Example studies making use of different metrics for evaluation of procedures for design concept generation.

Evaluation Metlcs Based on: Outcomes Process

Example Studies Attributes Completeness Linkography Technical Novelty Quality Quantity User Variety ieneration User
E Feasibility - Satisfaction Time Satisfaction

Avnet. 2009 V V

Studes Stagney. 2003 V V

Ward et al., 1995

Boehm et al, 2001 V

de Vreede et al., 2002 V

Frey et al., 2009

Kolfschoten et al., 2009

Kurtoglu ct al., 2009 V

Linsey et al, 2010

Controlled Linsey et al.. 2005 V
User

Studies Ostergaard et al., 2005

Reinig et al., 2007 V V

Santanen et al., 2004 V V

Shah et al., 2001 V

van der Lugt, 2002

Wetmore et al., 2010

Yang. 2009 V V

Protocol Goldschmidt and Weil, 1998
Studies Ullman et al., 1989 1



The more a design procedure connects ideas, the better. Technical feasibility measures the

degree to which a design concept can be implemented practically. It may rely on a scoring

mechanism based on expert judgment to discriminate between design procedures.

Novelty, quality, quantity, and variety are defined by the foundational work of Shah et al. (2000;

2002). They also all rely on subjective expert judgment, and represent the metrics most widely

used in design studies focusing on concept generation. Novelty is a measure of how unusual or

unexpected an idea is as compared to other ideas. Quality measures the feasibility of an idea, and

how close it comes to meet design specifications. Several metrics rely on ideation quality, like

good idea count (number of ideas above a given quality threshold), sum of quality (summing the

total quality of all ideas generated), and average quality among a set of ideas (Reinig et al.,

2007). Quantity is the total number of ideas generated by a group under a certain idea generation

method. Quantity can be features added or removed during design activities (e.g. Linsey, Tseng

et al., 2010; Ostergaard, Wetmore et al., 2005; Shah, Vargas-Hernandez et al., 2001; Wetmore,

Summers et al., 2010). Variety is a measure of the explored solution space during the idea

generation process. It is similar to the range of ideas metric defined by Guilford (1959), or to the

quantity of non-redundant ideas and quality ratings defined by Mullen, Johnson et al. (1991).

User satisfaction with the results and process are defined as affective positive arousal towards the

results and process respectively (Briggs, Reinig et al., 2006). Generation time is defined as the

time required going through a given design procedure.

The generic description of evaluation metrics above is complemented in the following

subsections with example studies in the three categories of Case Studies, Controlled User

Studies, or Protocol Studies. This intends to give the reader a better grasp at the kind of metrics

used in different studies to evaluate different design procedures.

2.3.3 Example Case Studies

In this case study, Avnet (2009) measured how changes in shared knowledge between the

beginning and end of concurrent design sessions at NASA correlated with design attributes of

design concepts like cost, time to launch (i.e. design development time), and weight. He also



evaluated the effects on a quality metric called Mission Technology Readiness Level - a scoring

mechanism measuring holistically mission concept maturity. Stagney (2003) collaborated with a

lead U.S. aerospace firm to study how development time and cost attribute of design concepts

are affected when using an integrated concurrent design process, versus a more traditional design

approach. The author also collected information about anticipated quality of outcomes, as judged

by designers working at the firm. Ward, Liker et al. (1995) studied qualitatively the effect on

economic performance of set-based concurrent engineering - generating a set of design

alternatives and eliminating many alternatives, rather than iterating from an initial proposal - in

Japanese and U.S. automakers in the 1980s and 1990s. This is closer to a quality evaluation

metric, although it incorporates some notion of economic performance evaluated qualitatively.

The authors interviewed managers, engineers, and suppliers at U.S. and Japanese firms to

determine to what extent set-based concurrent engineering is in use at different firms, and how it

relates to economic performance.

2.3.4 Example Controlled User Studies

The literature on collaboration engineering provides insights into user satisfaction with process

and outcomes when different ideation and moderation conditions are used. Collaboration

engineering "studies ways of designing recurring collaboration processes that can be transferred

to groups that can be self-sustaining in these processes using collaboration techniques and

technology" (de Vreede & Briggs, 2005). The goal of ideation sessions is to collectively suggest

solutions to problems in management and engineering, and in various industrial sectors.

In terms of example controlled user studies in the collaboration engineering literature, Boehm,

Gruenbacher et al. (2001) discussed satisfaction with a proposed design requirement negotiation

Group Support System (GSS) and results by using qualitative inputs and comments from over

thirty industrial partners. de Vreede, Boonstra et al. (2002) used qualitative interviews to study

user satisfaction with meeting facilitation process supported with GSS. GSS can be defined

broadly as "socio-technical systems consisting of software, hardware, meeting procedures,

facilitation support, and a group of meeting participants engaged in intellectual collaborative

work" (2003). Kolfschoten, Briggs et al. (2009) compared user satisfaction with the

outcomes/results and process under different ideation moderation and GSS techniques by asking



undergraduate and practitioner participants for inputs like "Very satisfied with the

procedure/results" or "Not satisfied with the procedure/results". Reinig et al. (2007) studied the

effect of invocation of social comparison on the ability to generate creative solutions to a

problem by inserting comments such as "You are doing great!" when a team performed above a

hypothetical group average, or "Have you fallen asleep?" when they performed lower. They

counted the number of proposed solutions to two hypothetical management problems in business

schools, the number of good solutions, the average quality, and sum of quality through expert

ratings based on 5-point Likert scales. Santanen, Briggs et al. (2004) used similar mechanisms to

study the effect of providing prompting stimuli at different rates on creativity and outcome

quality.

In the engineering design research literature, Frey et al. (2009) evaluated the PuCC mechanism

by simulating designers' collective quality assessments of desired attributes for different design

alternatives. Kurtoglu et al. (2009) and Kurtoglu and Campbell (2009) studied the effects of a

computer-aided design tool on completeness, novelty, and variety of design concepts generated

through artificial intelligence principles. Linsey et al. (2010) determined the quantity of features

reproduced from an initial design sketch to study design fixation in a group of engineering

design faculty. Linsey, Green et al. (2005) also studied the effect of a functional modeling

technique on concept novelty, quantity, and technical feasibility. Ostergaard et al. (2005)

measured the effect of different communication mechanisms on the ability to identify the number

of design flaws in a design review process. They measured satisfaction with results to some

extent as they asked whether participants thought they had completely identified all design flaws.

They also measured the time to get started on the collaborative design task, depending on the

communication mechanisms allowed. Shah et al. (2001) compared the C-sketch procedure to the

Gallery and 6-3-5 methods based on the number of design features added and removed through

design cycles, as well as novelty, quality, and variety of design concepts. They also provided a

post-experimental survey inquiring about user satisfaction with the process and overall results.

van der Lugt (2002) used linkography to evaluate the effects of a brainstorming technique on

concept generation, versus brainsketching - which relies on sketching as the primary means of

recording ideas. Wetmore et al. (2010) used a similar "design flaw quantity" metric as

Ostergaard et al. (2005) to study the effect of group familiarity and the level of information



sharing in the design review process. M. Yang (2009) studied correlations between the quantity

and quality of design outcomes in concept generation, relying on project course grades and

ranking in a design contest.

2.3.5 Example Protocol Studies

In terms of protocol studies, Goldschmidt and Weil (1998) studied the effect of different "design

moves" - bringing the design from one state to a more advanced state, by suggesting a critical

idea for instance - on the linkography, or the connectedness of concepts generated during design

activities. Ullman, Wood et al. (1989) demonstrated the importance of drawing and sketching for

designers as part of design activities. They counted the number of design features generated, and

analyzed marks and annotations to understand the effects of drawing activities on creativity and

user satisfaction.

2.4 Research Opportunities

2.4.1 Related to Established Design Procedures

There is a clear opportunity to enhance established design procedures by having designers

recognize and incorporate more systematically uncertainty and the flexibility to adapt to

changing circumstances early on in the design cycle. Although well known design procedures

from Table 2.1 have been very successful at assisting designers and engineers in creating

impressive and well-functioning engineering systems, not all procedures clearly and
systematically do this (de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011). This may leave aside significant

opportunities for value and performance improvements. Rather, typical approaches to design

assume that (de Neufville, 2010):

1. Customers know their needs, but new ones may emerge;

2. Design requirements are known, but these may change with needs and new regulations;

3. The system can be designed as a coherent whole, built and deployed in one step, whereas

this is often not possible;

4. Only one system is being designed, butfamilies are most likely considered;

5. The system will operate in a stable environment as far as regulations, technologies,
demographics, and usage patterns are concerned, we wish...



Under these assumptions, a widespread approach in design is to simplify considerations of

uncertainty by forecasting the future for cost, demand, prices, resource quantities, margins,

and/or regulations, to determine the design requirements to satisfy these scenarios, and

accordingly find the optimal system design configuration. For example in Axiomatic Design

(Figure 2.4), a more detailed description of the design process starts from the assumption that

customer demands and preferences are known, which triggers a definition of relevant design

requirements. A "zigzagging" process is used to navigate, and go back and forth between the

different domains. Although N. P. Suh (1998) recognizes the need to design flexible systems, the

procedure does not clearly indicate where to consider uncertainty and flexibility as part of the

design process.

A similar observation is made about the popular procedure developed by Pahl and Beitz. As seen

in Figure 2.5, conceptual design and planning involve first determining market preferences,

followed by a definition of design requirements. There is no explicit step recognizing variability

in design variables, parameters, and operating conditions.

TRIZ on the other hand does provide some mechanisms to explicitly consider uncertainty and

flexibility (Straker & Rawlinson, 2003). The principle of Prior Action can be viewed as creating

some alternative flexibility, and being ready for a potential future event in case of occurrence.

Similarly the Dynamicity principle means creating systems that are able to cope with change and

intrusions from outside.

2.4.2 Related to Design Evaluation and Selection

An important opportunity is to develop a design procedure explicitly and systematically

recognizing uncertainty and flexibility early in the design cycle. Design procedures relying on

deterministic forecasts may lead to incorrect requirement definitions, design evaluations, and

ultimately design selection, for the following three reasons.

First, research has shown that expert forecasts can be biased and incorrect for a number of

reasons (Morgan & Henrion, 1990). Hence, it is most likely that exogenous uncertainties like



market costs and prices, or endogenous ones like technology development will not turn out as

planned for the entire project lifecycle.

Second, even if forecasts are correct (which is highly unlikely), Savage's "Flaw of Averages"

(2000) shows that any decision based on the "average" or "most likely" scenario may lead to

incorrect results, and bad investment decisions. This is a consequence of Jensen's inequality for

systems with a non-linear response:

E[f(x)] * f(E[xl)

This means that the expectation of a system response E[f(x)] to input x is not the same as the

response f(E[x]) of the expected input x. The net result is that the anticipated - or expected -

performance of a design concept is different from the anticipated performance when only one

central or most likely scenario is used for valuation. One reason for systems limited by capacity

is that the benefits generated by upside scenarios (e.g. high price or demand) are limited, such

that on average, the effect of low demand, loss-generating scenarios cannot be exactly

counterbalanced.

Third, typical DCF valuation methods used to evaluate projects do not account for the fact that

uncertain factors will inevitably change over the long lifecycle of an engineering system.

Traditional valuation methods assume full commitment at t = 0 to a particular deployment path

or strategy over the entire lifecycle. The reality is that things will change along the way, and

managers will adapt to keep operating the system in the best available conditions. This reality is

not captured in traditional valuation methods (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Trigeorgis, 1996). This

can significantly affect investment decisions on large-scale technology deployment, as many

case studies demonstrate'.

2.4.3 Related to Concept Generation Procedures

There is an opportunity to develop a novel concept generation technique dedicated to the issue of

helping designers generate and identify opportunities for flexibility early in the design cycle.

This opportunity arises because existing IG techniques are more generic, and do not necessarily



focus on the specific issue of design for flexibility. A more refined survey of IG techniques by

Shah et al. (2000; 2002) as well as Knoll and Horton (2010) shows that many techniques can

however be modified and developed with such focus.

Among existing design procedures for flexibility in Table 2.2, there appears to be no analytical,

systematic, and creativity-based method to support explicitly flexible design concept generation.

The closest techniques are based on Industry Guidelines and ROA, and are more akin to History-

Based methods in the taxonomy by Shah et al. (2000; 2002), or to Analogies in the taxonomy by

Knoll and Horton (2010). These techniques are more suggestive, not necessarily systematic, and

not directive. This provides an opportunity to contribute to the existing portfolio of procedures

for flexible design concept generation, which also appears to fit partially within the analytical

and transformational categories defined in Figure 2.8.

There is a community interested in developing computer-aided techniques to support concept

generation (Kurtoglu & Campbell, 2009; Kurtoglu et al., 2009). For instance Ward and Seering

(1993) present a computer program proposing optimal component selection given a designer's

utility function for hydraulic power transmission system. This topic is however out of scope of

the current thesis because it focuses on automatic generation of design concepts. This thesis

focuses on techniques to support design concept generation by humans - as opposed to

artificially intelligent machines.

2.4.4 Related to Design for Flexibility

There is an opportunity to enhance current design procedures focusing on the issue of flexibility

by providing a simple and user-friendly approach to generate flexible design concepts quickly

and early in the design cycle. The goal in this case is not to be flexible at all costs, but to find

ways to improve expected performance of the engineering system by means of flexibility, as

demonstrated in many case studies.

However valuable design for flexibility may be, there are many reasons why it can also be a

challenging process. Enabling flexibility in design requires careful analytical considerations in

the early phases of design. Novel analytical tools developed with the purpose of helping



designers enable flexibility should consider these challenges. The specific structure of the design

procedure proposed in this thesis hopes to address some of the challenges described below.

One reason why flexibility in design is challenging is because there is no "one fits all" solution

suiting all engineering systems. Each system is different, and is subject to different uncertainty

sources. An infinite number of uncertainty sources can affect the performance of systems. It is

difficult to identify important ones to focus the design effort. Equally, a considerable number of

flexible strategies can be explored, depending on the system (e.g. phase capacity deployment,

alter operating scale, switch product input/output, abandon or temporarily shut down activities,

delay investment, etc.). Designers need to identify valuable opportunities, and engineer relevant

design variables and parameters to enable flexibility. Furthermore, they may need to negotiate

legal and/or financial disposition to enable flexibility.

There is a need to provide guidance and support to generate flexible design concepts. Industry

guidelines and canonical strategies from the real options literature are useful, but they are

suggestive, and do not provide a clear structured mechanism to guide designers through the

appropriate thought process. Techniques relying on DSM help designers identify opportunities

for flexibility already embedded within the boundaries of the system defined by the DSM

through a detailed analysis of the system interconnections. Similarly to industry guidelines, DSM

techniques do not provide a clear mechanism to explore opportunities for flexibility lying outside

the set boundaries. In addition, collecting data and interviewing relevant actors can be a

demanding task to construct a DSM. Such detailed analysis may require a very long time before

algorithms like CPA, C-DSM, ESM, and sDSM can be applied to identify opportunities for

flexibility. Design decision-making methods and screening models typically assume that design

concepts are already generated. They provide an efficient and useful way to explore the design

space for flexibility, but not explicitly to generate flexible design concepts. Therefore, there is a

need for a simple and quick approach to identify opportunities for flexibility, and generate

rapidly flexible design concepts. This technique may enable designers to capture "low hanging

fruits" bringing significant and considerable value improvements.



Another reason is that designers operate within institutional, possibly cultural, engineering

"silos" and do not consider how other system components might affect the overall economic

value of the system. Dong (2002) showed that system-level knowledge required to think about

flexibility is not well documented across different systems disciplines in the car manufacturing

industry. To reinforce this assertion, it took Lin (2009) about a year of close collaboration with

oil platform engineers to exploit the design of sub-sea tiebacks as a valuable opportunity for

flexibility. This is not because designers did not know or did not think the flexibility would be

valuable, rather they were not actively engaged in discussions with sub-surface engineers to

consider this opportunity.

Designers may think they adequately consider uncertainty and risk when they subject a design to

a range of scenarios through sensitivity analysis after an initial design is crafted. This approach,

however, does not consider uncertainties in the early conceptual phase prior to more detailed

design analysis. It does not recognize the power of adapting pro-actively to changing future

conditions, and the potential to increase economic value by doing so.

It might be as well that engineering practice focuses too much on the use of detailed (exact or

high-fidelity) models. Such models are often computationally expensive and cannot be used to

explore many design configurations quickly, including flexibility and managerial decision rules,

under a wide range of uncertain scenarios.

Finally and most importantly, designing extra contingencies for flexibility may require additional

upfront costs. Therefore, designers must be prepared to justify the extra cost objectively and

quantitatively, as there are cases where flexibility may cost too much, and is not worth the extra

investment. In reverse there are also cases where flexibility comes for free, or lowers the initial

capital expenditures, which should also be recognized explicitly (de Neufville et al., 2006).

Many analytical tools can be used to measure quantitatively the expected value of flexibility

based on ROA (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Trigeorgis, 1996), decision analysis, lattice analysis, and

Monte Carlo simulations (e.g. Copeland & Antikarov, 2003; 2010; de Neufville et al., 2006). As

explained above, these tools enable clear comparisons between the expected value of flexibility

and its cost of acquisition, but their use is not yet widespread in design practice.



2.4.5 Related to Design Procedure Evaluation Methodologies

There is an opportunity to enhance and complement existing methodologies used in engineering

design research to evaluate design procedures. This can be done by developing an experimental

methodology incorporating existing techniques to study the effects on creativity, find out about

user impressions of satisfaction with process and results, and quality assessments of results. The

main addition of such experimental methodology would be to rely on objective and quantitative

evaluation of the procedure based on the observed effects on anticipated performance of design

concepts. In addition, this methodology should be rigorous and thorough, easily replicable, and

should enable efficient data collection and analysis.

One reason creating this research opportunity is that existing evaluation methodologies based on

case studies and protocol studies offer potential for detailed studies, but they cannot be

reproduced efficiently and rigorously enough to evaluate effects of design procedures through

statistical means. Even though they are absolutely essential to design studies, these methods can

be difficult to apply, are time consuming, may suffer from poor or non-existent documentation of

ideas generated during a project, or have limited access to important information for proprietary

or security reasons (Shah et al., 2000). Different systems operate in different environments and

contexts, so it is difficult to make general conclusions, even from meta-study analyses. Each

study provides only one sample data, and acquiring a significant number of data can be daunting.

Another reason is that existing evaluation metrics make it difficult to assess objectively and

quantitatively anticipated performance of design concepts generated early in the design cycle.

Existing methods cannot answer objectively and quantitatively research questions like "does the

design procedure help improve the anticipated economic performance of the system over its

intended lifecycle?" or "can the design procedure improve the number of design concepts

generated that have an expected value of more than $10 millions?" Measuring attributes like

anticipated cost and weight of design concepts offers no measure of their future performance in

operations. Generating design concepts with high levels of completeness, connectedness (as in

linkography), technical feasibility, novelty, and variety will not necessarily result in good

performance on the field. Having a high degree of satisfied users with the process and results

offers no guarantee the system will perform well in the future. Also, generating many ideas does



not necessarily imply good overall quality of outcomes (Taylor, Berry et al., 1958). All of these

may provide better performing design concepts, but correlations yet have to be demonstrated.

Of all the metrics above, quality is the closest conceptually to enable assessment of anticipated

performance of design concepts, although it does not satisfactorily does that. Quality is typically

estimated based on subjective expert assessments, relying on some form of scoring mechanism.

Experts rate proposed solutions from a holistic standpoint using, for instance, a 10-point Likert

scale where 0 is a bad solution, and 10 is an excellent solution.

Based on the overviews by Reinig et al. (2007) and Shah et al. (2000; 2002), design procedures

can be evaluated using a quality metric based on:

- The total quality score from unique solutions (i.e. sum of quality);

- The weighted sum of quality determined by different weights assigned to the functions

that each design concept should fulfill (i.e. weighted sum of quality);

- The average quality determined from many unique solutions (i.e. average quality);

- The number of unique solutions exceeding a threshold for "good" quality (i.e. good idea

count).

These quality-based criteria have several limitations. For instance, generating more bad ideas can

increase the total sum or weighted sum of quality scores, and also degrade the average quality

score even if superior ideas exist in the set. Reinig et al. (2007) suggested that the "good idea

count" metric is the most internally valid of the above quality-based metrics. It is not clear,

however, how one justifies the choice of a particular threshold for good quality (e.g. 9 out of 10

versus 10 out of 10). Conclusions of the study may change depending on this threshold. Also, it

is not obvious how to weigh assessments from different experts, based for instance on

experience, or the weight of different functions. If some experts have more experience with the

topic, should one give the same weight to all expert ratings? How should one determine the

appropriate weight that each function the system must fulfill? Balthazard, Ferrell et al. (1998)

investigate some avenues to resolve these issues.



Another issue with existing quality metrics is that a high quality score offers no guarantee the

system will actually perform well in the future. Anticipated performance should be assessed

more directly than through subjective means. Experts can hardly include all the complexities of

design activities when using a finite scale scoring mechanism. This is because too many decision

rules, design variables, operating conditions, and parameters need to be considered in typical

design activities. Finer resolution than provided by Likert scales is needed to discriminate

between two ostensibly appropriate design alternatives that could receive similar scores, and

where one may be superior in reality.

2.5 Anticipated Contributions

2.5.1 A Procedure for Flexible Design Concept Generation

A novel procedure is described in Chapter 4 to help designers generate flexible design concepts

based on a lecture on the topic of flexibility, and a prompting ideation mechanism geared

towards flexibility. The procedure addresses the issue that established design procedures often

optimize system configurations for deterministic forecasts and design requirements, assuming

customer demands and preferences are known a priori. The systematic design procedure

introduced here complements existing ones by focusing early design efforts on important sources

of uncertainty affecting anticipated performance, and guiding the thought process to create

valuable strategies to deal with these uncertainties flexibly, both in the design process and

operations. The design procedure fits well within the taxonomy by Shah et al. (2000; 2002) as a

mix of analytical and transformational IG procedures. It extends existing design concept

generation methods by focusing on the specific issue of uncertainty and flexibility. It contributes

to the work in collaboration engineering often focusing on identifying important sources of

uncertainty: it helps designers craft flexible strategies in design and management to deal with

uncertainty pro-actively.

The proposed design procedure addresses some of the concerns raised in Section 2.4.4 as to why

designing for flexibility is not yet a widespread approach to design. Given the proposed approach

is generic, it can potentially be applied to any engineering system - although this is not proven

explicitly in this thesis, and left as future work. The approach relies on designers' expertise, and

does not require a lengthy DSM construction before valuable opportunities can be identified. The



fact that the design procedure relies on a prompting mechanism is conducive of collaborative

design activities, which encourages designers from different engineering expertise to come out

and work together on the problem of interest. It is suggested that the design procedure be used in

conjunction with ROA tools and screening models described in Section 2.2.3 to assess the value

of flexibility. This approach is fundamentally different from performing a simple sensitivity

analysis once an optimal design is selected, as it recognizes the managerial ability to adapt as

environmental, market, regulatory, and technological conditions change.

2.5.2 A Methodology for Quantitative Performance-Based Design Procedure Evaluation

The experimental methodology in this thesis proposes evaluating the effects of a design

procedure on anticipated performance of design concepts both objectively and quantitatively.

The proposed approach assumes that this can be best done through analytical means supported

by computer modeling, as suggested by Kurtoglu and Campbell (2009). Computer modeling

techniques complement existing quality-based metrics for more thorough holistic evaluation,

relying for instance on Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software, financial spreadsheets,

optimization algorithms, etc. These techniques alleviate some of the concerns raised previously.

For example, explicit modeling provides an objective baseline for determining the threshold for

good design concepts (i.e. by modeling the performance of a benchmark design, and good ideas

are the ones improving value compared to the benchmark). There is no need to determine

subjectively the threshold for good quality. Computer models can integrate a larger set of design

variables, objective functions, parameters, and future operating conditions that would otherwise

be difficult for a single expert to consider holistically. Computer models can provide finer output

resolution than Likert scales to discriminate between technically feasible design alternatives.

They can also enable discriminating between two ostensibly good design alternatives that could

receive similar scores. They do not require a particular weight assignment on expert judgment or

design function.

In order to develop a methodology that is both effective and efficient - so it can be applied

quicker than typical case studies and protocol studies - it is suggested to rely on computer-aided

techniques, for collecting and analyzing data. In addition to computationally efficient models to



analyze design concepts, GSS technology and content analysis software are suggested for

efficient data collection and analysis.

It is suggested to conduct the design procedure evaluation in a controlled user study

environment. Reich (2010) and Tomiyama (2006) outlined a general criticism of engineering

design research focusing on design theory and methodology that the scientific method is

inefficient in this field because of the inherent complexity of the field. Hence, it is desirable to

incorporate a thorough and rigorous experimental platform to evaluate the proposed design

procedure for flexibility. This experimental approach can be done prior to more extensive case

study applications at firms, so it does not preclude using the case study approach to further

validate the design procedure. Since a design procedure stimulating flexible design concept

generation is suggested, providing a high level of user satisfaction with the process and results,

and improving anticipated quality of results (assessed subjectively) is desired. One can build

upon and integrate existing methodologies to evaluate the quantity of non-redundant and good

flexible design concepts generated, user satisfaction with the process and results, as well as

anticipated quality of results, as part of the experimental methodology proposed here. This

explicitly demonstrates the complementarity of the methodology vis-a-vis existing counterparts.



Chapter 3 - Research Questions and Approaches

"Science is the great antidote to the poison of enthusiasm and superstition." - Adam Smith

(1723 -1790)

This chapter explains the research questions investigated in this thesis, and the overall research

approach to answer them. Three research areas are defined to answer the research questions of

interest. Broader questions are formulated in each area to define the general intellectual

contributions this thesis hopes to make. The more specific research questions addressed here are

then formulated. It is not the goal to fully answer the broader questions, but it is useful to

structure the framework necessary for further investigations on a longer timescale.

The first research area is concerned with the development of a design procedure to support

flexible design concept generation, discussed in Section 3.1. The second research area introduces

an evaluation methodology based on anticipated performance measurements of design concepts.

Thus Section 3.2 focuses on the experimental methodology used for evaluation of a design

concept generation procedure. The third research area described in Section 3.3 frames

preliminary thinking to understand better the effects of different treatment conditions on

discussion content during ideation sessions.

3.1 Area 1: Procedure for Flexible Design Concept Generation

Motivated by the needs identified in Chapter 2, the first research area is concerned with

developing a design procedure for flexibility stimulating creativity, improving anticipated

performance of design concepts, user satisfaction with process and results, and quality

assessments of results as applied to a particular design problem. This broader general interest is

summarized with the following question:

"What is the best way to package a design procedure for flexible design concept generation that

can demonstrably stimulate creativity, improve anticipated performance, user satisfaction with

process and results, and quality assessments of results when applied to a particular design

problem?"



It is postulated that a design procedure composed of a short lecture on the topic of flexibility in

design, complemented with a prompting ideation mechanism focusing on flexibility can help

achieve these goals. This procedure is described in Chapter 4. The more specific research

question addressed in this thesis is:

"Can the postulated design procedure for flexibility help increase the number of complete and

good flexible design concepts generated, improve anticipated performance of flexible design

concepts compared to a benchmark design, improve subjective user impressions of satisfaction

with the design procedure and results, and provide improvements in terms of quality assessment

of results, as compared to a baseline control design procedure?"

The notions of "complete" and "good" design concepts are necessary to measure the effects of

the design procedure on the quantity of design concepts generated. A design concept is complete

if it contains all the information necessary for computer and/or mathematical modeling by a third

person with the goal of measuring anticipated performance. This definition is different from the

concept of completeness by Kurtoglu et al. (2009), defined as "measuring how much a given

concept variant addresses a sub-function depicted in the function structure." A complete design

concept is good if it improves the anticipated performance compared to a benchmark design.

Both deductive and inductive approaches are suggested to answer this research question. It is

hypothesized that at least one of the factors of the suggested design procedure will have a

significant effect on all attributes of design concept generation activities listed above. The

experimental methodology from Chapter 5 is applied to test this hypothesis and measure these

effects statistically - a deductive approach. A factorial design of experiments is used where

participants are assigned randomly to different treatment groups. To reinforce internal validity,

each experimental session is structured using some variation of the pretest-posttest quasi-

experimental non-equivalent group design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966). An inductive coding

procedure is also necessary to extract design concepts from ideation session transcripts for

computer modeling and evaluation of design concepts - similar to the approach suggested by

Strauss and Corbin (1990).



3.2 Area 2: Performance-Based Design Procedure Evaluation

To answer the research question above, one needs a methodology to evaluate the effect of the

design procedure on anticipated performance of design concepts. This is because existing design

procedure evaluation methodologies cannot satisfactorily do this. Current methodologies are

excellent, however, to answer questions related to creativity (i.e. by measuring quantity of

complete and good design concepts), subjective user impressions of satisfaction with process and

results, and quality assessments of results (i.e. by means of qualitative surveys).

To address this issue, it is proposed to develop a novel experimental methodology for design

procedure evaluation based on the anticipated performance of design concepts generated. It is

hoped the methodology will complement existing ones described in Section 2.3.

To be useful for engineering design research, the experimental methodology should be effective,

and efficient. Relying on the definitions of The New Oxford American Dictionary (2006), the

methodology is effective if it successfully produces the desired or intended result. Here, the

intended result is to enable objective and quantitative measurements of the effects of a design

procedure on anticipated performance of design concepts. The methodology is efficient if it can

achieve maximum productivity with minimum wasted effort or expense.

The second research question of broader interest focuses solely on the ability to evaluate

procedures based on anticipated performance of concepts generated. This implicitly assumes that

other evaluation methodologies satisfactorily measure the effects on creativity, user satisfaction

with process and results, and anticipated quality of results:

"Can one develop an experimental methodology enabling objective and quantitative evaluation

of the effects of a design procedure on anticipated performance of design concepts, that is both

effective and efficient?"

This thesis asserts that an experimental methodology incorporating computer-modeling

techniques will enable effective and efficient measurements of anticipated performance of design

concepts. Furthermore, it is postulated that relying on GSS technology will enable efficient data



collection and analysis in experiments - in addition to having baseline effects on creativity. The

more specific research question addressed in this thesis is:

"Is the proposed experimental methodology efficient and effective to measure objectively and

quantitatively the effects on anticipated performance of design concepts generated in a

collaborative design setting?"

It is proposed to test the hypothesis that the experimental methodology will be effective and

efficient at measuring such performance both objectively and quantitatively by evaluating the

design procedure for flexibility described in Chapter 4. The hypothesis of effectiveness is tested

by showing that the methodology can be used to compare the effects of different treatments

based on anticipated performance of design concepts. Testing the hypothesis of efficiency is

done by recording the time and analytical resources necessary to collect and analyze

experimental data, as compared qualitatively with other well-known methodologies.

As suggested by Frey and Li (2010), this empirical approach is similar conceptually to

naturalistic epistemology, where knowledge is created by gathering evidence through sensorial

experience and real experiments (Audi, 1998). A natural extension of this thesis would be to

validate further the methodology by demonstrating evaluation of other design procedures.

One limitation to this research is that the hypotheses of effectiveness and efficiency can only be

tested partially, because only one design procedure is evaluated. Evaluation of more design

procedures using this experimental platform will further demonstrate effectiveness and

efficiency, especially if many design procedures are compared to one another. Another limitation

is that performance cannot be measured directly, but rather indirectly by having an intermediary

person measuring anticipated performance by means of a computer model. Therefore, ex post

studies comparing the actual performance outcomes of a given design with anticipated

performance outcomes measured using the methodology can further validate effectiveness. This

may require longer field studies and close collaboration with industry on research projects. It is

left as an opportunity for future work.



Even if the thesis does not fully answer the research question above, it is important to pose it

now to pave the way for further application of the methodology, evaluation of other design

procedures, and ultimately to seek validation. This thesis is part of a larger research effort

demonstrating that the experimental methodology can be used to evaluate procedures for concept

generation - although complete demonstration and validation is out of the intended scope.

3.3 Area 3: Design Procedure Influence on Discussion Content

The third research area provides a preliminary basis to investigate the cognitive processes

underlying participants' discussions in experiments, subject to different treatment conditions.

Although this area is not central to the thesis, there is an opportunity to use data extracted from

ideation transcripts to study the effects on the content of discussions between participants. The

research question of broader interest is:

"What are the effects of different treatment conditions on the content of participants' discussions

during collaborative design experiments?"

Given the thesis focuses on the specific issue of design for uncertainty and flexibility, it is

expected that discussions will revolve more around uncertainty and flexibility related concepts

after using the design procedure for flexibility. One way to measure this effect is to determine

the influence of uncertainty and flexibility related words on the overall discussion content.

Influence measures how words channel flows of meaning in a text. Some words are more

meaningful than others to convey the content of an excerpt, and therefore more influential

(Corman, Kuhn et al., 2002). Word influence is used here as opposed to word frequency because

it incorporates notional elements related to the overall structure of the message - which cannot

be done through word frequency analysis alone. The specific research question therefore is:

"What is the influence of uncertainty and flexibility related words on the content of ideation

transcripts when participants are subjected to the design procedure for flexibility, as compared

to a baseline control design procedure?"



The hypothesis is that at least one of the factors comprising the design procedure for flexibility

will affect participants' discussions by having them focus more on uncertainty and flexibility

related concepts. The effect will be measured by noticing a higher influence of uncertainty and

flexibility related words in transcripts from sessions making use of the procedure for flexibility.

To test the hypothesis, it is suggested performing content analysis on experimental transcripts

using specialized software to extract word influences. Centering Resonance Analysis (CRA) is

suggested to calculate word influence, and to link words as a network (Corman et al., 2002).

Intuitively, this technique measures the influence of a word as the ratio of the number of paths

connecting a word to other words, versus the total number of connections between all words in

the network. A word that is highly connected to other words has high influence. In reverse, least

influential words are not well connected to other words.

CRA is grounded in centering theory, assuming that good authors and speakers typically

structure utterances on conversational "centers". Centers are words and noun phrases that are the

subjects and objects of utterances. They are generally entities like objects, events or persons

(Gordon, Grosz et al., 1993). CRA also builds upon network theory, and produces an undirected

network whose nodes represent center-related words.

The approach suggested here is inductive by nature, similar to the coding analysis addressing the

research question in area 1. It makes inferences directly from the data to gain more insights into

the cognitive processes driving participants' discussions, and to complement observations and

conclusions from the deductive and naturalistic approaches (Broniatowski, 2010). The approach

is also deductive through explicit testing of the hypothesis above.



Chapter 4 - Design Procedure for Flexibility

"We recognize understanding through a flexible performance. Understanding shows its face

when people can think and act flexibly around what they know. To understand means to be able

to perform flexibly" - David Perkins, Harvard University

This chapter presents the procedure for flexible design concept generation evaluated in this

thesis. The main factors comprising the procedure are described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Section

4.3 provides the rationale for devising the design procedure as done here, and provides tips on

how to best use it in practice.

The proposed design procedure consists of a lecture on the topic of flexibility in design, and a

prompting mechanism, helping designers generate flexible design concepts through a series of

simple questions. It is anticipated that a lecture will help designers become more aware of the

effects of uncertainty on performance, and open their mind to the potential of flexibility to deal

with uncertainty pro-actively. The prompting mechanism is expected to have a "triggering"

effect, stronger than if industry guidelines or suggestions were used. Because design is a social

creative process (Warr & O'Neill, 2005), the procedure should be usable in collective design

tasks. The idea is to craft an approach simulating creativity, reducing contribution barriers during

the collaborative design process, opening designers' minds to more design strategies, and

stimulating synergy between participants. This design procedure is evaluated against a control

procedure relying on prior training in science and engineering only (i.e. no lecture on flexibility),

and a free undirected ideation mechanism (i.e. no flexibility-related prompting).

To evaluate the proposed design procedure against the control, a 2 x 2 DOE is suggested (Table

4.1). Two important factors encompass treatment conditions: an education (E) and an ideation (I)

factor. These factors are independent variables potentially affecting the responses of interest (i.e.

concept quantity, anticipated performance, user impression of satisfaction with process and

results, quality assessments of results, uncertainty and flexibility influence). The first factor E is

important because it establishes the level of training assumed regarding flexibility in design.

Level -1 captures control conditions where no particular training is assumed, and participants



rely on prior background in science and engineering. Level +1 provides a lecture on flexibility.

The second factor I is important because there are many ways to generate design concepts

creativity in engineering design, as demonstrated in the Literature Review from Chapter 2. The

approach chosen here is captured by level +1, and consists of a prompting ideation mechanism

geared towards flexibility. Level -1 represents control conditions, and leaves teams generate

design concepts without particular guidance (i.e. referred to as free undirected ideation)

(Santanen & de Vreede, 2004). The 2 x 2 DOE is evaluated using the experimental methodology

described generically in Chapter 5, and more specifically to suit this experiment in Chapter 6.

Table 4.1: 2 x 2 DOE setup for evaluating the design procedure for flexibility.

All treatment conditions rely on simple design procedures already in use in the engineering

disciplines. Naturally, other design procedures could serve here as control and experimental

conditions. The proposal does not pretend to encompass all possible design procedures for

flexibility that can be crafted and evaluated. It does represent however a plausible and potentially

useful approach to think about uncertainty and flexibility in design, and to compare its effects

with existing approaches in design practice.

4.1 Education Factor (E)

Control conditions for the education factor E rely on prior training in science and engineering

only - Treatments 1 and 2 in Table 4.1. The underlying hypothesis is that design for uncertainty

and flexibility is not widespread in current engineering education and practice. No particular

emphasis on flexibility in engineering systems design is expected in participants' training. It is

assumed that if designers had exposure to this design approach - and thought it was valuable -
they would naturally incorporate these concepts in their idea generation process to solve the

Education Mechanism (E) Ideation Mechanism (I)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1)

Prior training only (-1) Treatment 1 Treatment 2

Lecture on flexibility (+1) Treatment 3 Treatment 4



design problem. If it were the case, the proposed design procedure for flexibility would most

likely have little to no effect on the dependent variables of interest.

Experimental conditions rely on a short fifteen-twenty minutes lecture on the topic of flexibility

in infrastructure design - a particular class of engineering systems - as in treatments 3 and 4.

This choice is motivated by the desire to provide a minimal training on the topic of flexibility in

design. The lecture provides basic conceptual elements related to flexibility in design, as well as

real-world case example applications. The material is inspired from conceptual lessons taught at

MIT in the course Engineering Systems Analysis for Design (de Neufville, 2010). The detailed

lecture slides can be found in Appendix A. In essence, the lecture on flexibility:

- Defines and describes the sources of uncertainty affecting performance of infrastructure

systems (e.g. environment, markets, technology);

- Provides the rationale why adapting flexibly to changing circumstances improves

expected performance (i.e. reducing exposure to downside scenarios, capitalizing on

upside opportunities);

- Justifies why these ideas should be considered early in the design cycle;

- Explains the notion of a complete idea in the context of designing for flexibility;

- Supports these concepts with real-world examples applications in the aerospace and

petroleum industries showing performance improvement due to flexibility.

4.2 Ideation Factor (I)

Control conditions for the ideation factor 1 rely on free undirected ideation to stimulate creativity

- treatments 1 and 3. This leaves designers generate concepts without particular guidance or

structure. The reason for selecting this approach is provided by Osborn (1957), who suggested

that face-to-face brainstorming - similar to the suggested free undirected ideation mechanism -

should stimulate creativity by removing any kind of barriers to creativity, expression, and idea

generation. Also, brainstorming is widely used in U.S. engineering design practice (Yang, 2007).

This control condition represents well what is currently done at practicing engineering firms.



In terms of experimental conditions, a prompting ideation mechanism is chosen to stimulate

creativity - treatments 2 and 4. This choice is justified by the work of Santanen et al. (2004)

demonstrating that a prompting ideation mechanism can be most effective to generate valuable

solutions to a given problem. Such prompting mechanism is also in line with the provocation

change of perspective defined by Knoll and Horton (2010), which encompasses tens of different

approaches to stimulate creativity in design and other fields. The provocation change of

perspective approach challenges the underlying assumptions of the design problem. It resembles

the prompting mechanism geared towards flexibility, which also challenges the benchmark

design, and underlying assumptions about the design process.

The ideation mechanism (1) uses a set of four simple prompts to help designers generate

complete flexible design concepts, inspired from processes described in Babajide et al. (2009)

and Walker, Rahman et al. (2001). It provides analogies from other systems to clarify each

prompt, based on lessons learned over years of research in flexibility in engineering design.

Detailed prompts are provided in Appendix B. The prompts ask participants essentially to think

creatively about:

1. The major sources of uncertainty affecting future performance of the system. Examples

of exogenous uncertainty sources are provided (e.g. market demand, natural

catastrophes), and endogenous uncertainties (e.g. technology failure rates, etc.). The

prompt also asks participants to consider scenarios where things go really bad (e.g. prices

drop, economic crisis), and scenarios where things go really well (e.g. demand rises

suddenly);

2. The flexible strategies enabling the system to adapt if the uncertainty scenarios discussed

previously occur in the design process and operations. The prompt provides examples of

flexible strategies from the ROA literature (Trigeorgis, 1996) useful on shorter (i.e.

operational) or longer timeframes (i.e. strategic): deferring the initial capital investment

until favorable market conditions, abandoning the project to get out of bad, negative

market situations, investing in research and development to support growth and future

opportunities, phasing capacity deployment over time instead of deploying it all at once,
altering operating scale by expanding or reducing production capacity depending on



market conditions, and/or switching production output or input depending on observed

demand;

3. How to prepare, engineer, and design the system to enable the flexibilities discussed

previously. In particular, this prompt asks participants to consider the engineering of the

system so it can react to negative or bad scenarios (e.g. start with a smaller design, and

reduce risk of over-capacity and losses), positive or good scenarios (e.g. engineer ability

to switch product output easily, write legal contract to enable physical expansion later if

needed), and/or completely unexpected scenario (e.g. plan ahead for emergency

procedure in case of hurricane);

4. How to manage and decide when it is appropriate to use, or exercise, the flexibilities in

the system. The prompt inquires about the appropriate "decision rules", or triggering

mechanism that managers can use to decide when it is appropriate to exercise the flexible

strategies. Examples of decision rules are: "if demand is lower than capacity for two

years, operations are shutdown for six months", or "if market price gets above a certain

threshold, production capacity is expanded to level ".

The specific prompts used in this thesis can be modified to suit different experimental contexts,

design problems, and audiences. As long as the prompts cover the above four structural

elements, they can be formulated in many ways to stimulate creativity related to uncertainty and

flexibility. The author modified the original prompts to suit the needs of a field study at the

international robotic design competition Robocon2 in Shanghai, China, during summer 2010.

Wording in questions was generally simplified because not all participants were native English

speakers (e.g. exogenous and endogenous uncertainty sources in the original prompts were

referred as "outside" and "inside" the design, respectively). Specific prompts were modified to

suit better the realities of robotic design as opposed to infrastructure design. For instance,

example uncertainty sources were changes in contest rules, a robot falling on the side, or a

potential mechanical failure. Example flexibility strategies were modified such that a general

deferral strategy was described as "deferring important choice to gather more information".

2 The International Design Contest Robocon official website: http://www.idc-robocon.org/idc20lO/e/index.html.



The fact that the prompting mechanism can be adapted to a different context outlines the need for

careful crafting of the prompts before experimental work. Nothing specific to the design problem

under study must influence the formulation of these prompts.

4.3 Using the Design Procedure for Flexibility in Engineering Practice

The proposed design procedure is crafted to have real-world impact on design practice, and for

wide dissemination in industry. It aims for simplicity and ease of use, even though it is built on

solid grounds in cognitive science, collaboration engineering, engineering design, as well as

rigorous theories in economics and finance (e.g. ROA). In order to have real impact, the design

procedure should stimulate flexible design concept generation, demonstrably improve overall

anticipated performance of design concepts and quality of results, and provide users with

subjective impressions of satisfaction with the process and results. It is the main goal of this

thesis to demonstrate these attributes. If the design procedure does not have these attributes, it is

fairly unlikely that it will ever be used in practice.

This section explains first why the proposed design procedure should fit well within existing

practice. It then describes the kind of training required for a "flexibility expert" - or moderator -

who can guide implementation of the design procedure at a firm. The section also explains the

benefits of using GSS as a complementary tool to support ideation sessions, although other tools

can be used - or no support tools at all. Also, given that flexible design concepts will most likely

be compared to the benchmark design, or with one another, the section explains the benefits of

using ROA as described in Section 2.2.3 to value design concepts quantitatively and objectively.

4.3.1 A Complementary Design Procedure for Industry

The proposed design procedure is complementary to existing methods in design practice. This

should lower anticipated barriers to entry in industry. The procedure is crafted carefully to fit

within the existing design process at firms - whatever this process might be - without adding too

much overhead in terms of time and resources. This should alleviate potential resistance

naturally arising when a novel design procedure is introduced at a firm. The lecture is relatively

short, and the combination of lecture and prompting mechanism can be applied within a couple

hours at the beginning of the design cycle. Hence, designers should not feel stretched out of their



comfort zone when presented with the proposed procedure. Prompting is only a variation of

brainstorming, which is a creative design activity already familiar to U.S. engineering

practitioners (Yang, 2007). All that prompting adds to brainstorming is to structure ideation

towards flexible design concepts, with the anticipated goal of improving system performance.

4.3.2 Required Training for Application

The design procedure can be packaged so that no particular training is necessary. For example,

the lecture can be packaged as a short movie, and the prompting mechanism can be given to a

design team as a set of clearly defined questions. Given the prompting mechanism borrows from

the structure of generate ThinkLets (Briggs & de Vreede, 2001; Knoll & Horton, 2010), it is

conceivable that an untrained moderator could dispense it - as Kolfschoten et al. (2009)

demonstrate to be feasible. A ThinkLet is "a codified packet of facilitation skills that can be

applied by practitioners to achieve predictable, repeatable patterns of collaboration" (Briggs, de

Vreede et al., 2003). A generate ThinkLet focuses on the creative generation of solutions. Even

though ThinkLets aim to ease moderated interventions and stimulate creativity, it is clear that

moderation experience would be a plus.

In order to guide the design process and give maximum results, it would be best to have an

expert in design for flexibility available to assist a firm or design team go through the process.

This trained practitioner could be certified through a professional course similar to the approach

used by the Six Sigma initiative (iSixSigma, 2010) to train in design for manufacturing

reliability. In this case however, the goal would be to design for uncertainty and flexibility. To

this author's knowledge however, no such professional training course exists today.

It appears that expertise in designing for uncertainty and flexibility requires engineers to be

proficient in at least the following categories:

1. Uncertainty recognition, characterization, and modeling;

2. Flexible design concept generation, identification, and modeling;

3. Design space and decision rules exploration;

4. Implementation and management of flexibility.



Many analytical tools described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, are relevant to fulfill these criteria.

One could package such tools to form the basis of a professional development training. This

endeavor is beyond the scope of this thesis, and is left as an opportunity for future research. The

design procedure for flexible design concept generation suggested here is however one of the

building blocks of such envisioned professional program.

4.3.3 Complementary Tools

Group Support System Technology

It is strongly recommended to make use of GSS technology when applying the design procedure

for flexibility. In addition to expected benefits provided by the lecture and prompting

mechanisms, one expects GSS technology to stimulate creativity further during the collaborative

tasks, and to ease interventions (Bostrom & Nagasundaram, 1998). As explained in Chapter 5,
GSS is an inherent component of the experimental methodology to record ideation data

efficiently. It can however do more than simply help with data recording; it can significantly

enhance the quality, efficiency, and outcomes from collaboration interventions.

For example, GSS technology can be used to structure ideation sessions by posting different

brainstorming topics in a specific order, going through a particular meeting agenda, etc. It is used

in the collaboration engineering community to stimulate creativity by lessening the effects from

natural barriers to creativity during collaborative design tasks (Bostrom & Nagasundaram, 1998;

Dennis & Valacich, 1993; Warr & O'Neill, 2005). GSS alleviates for instance concerns about

evaluation apprehension - the fear of being judged - because it may rely on direct typing to

record ideas, rather than audio/video speech recording. This way, shy participants need not feel

afraid to express their thoughts, and the discussion is less at risk of being dominated by a louder,
stronger personality. GSS alleviates effects from production blocking - losing an idea because

someone else is talking - for similar reasons. Many participants can type simultaneously, so all

ideas are recorded as soon as they emerge. Merging ThinkLets and design pattern systems with

GSS technology demonstrably help untrained people to moderate ideation sessions almost as

efficiently as trained professionals (Kolfschoten et al., 2009).



Real Options Based Valuation

The design procedure for flexibility should be used in concert with the Real Options valuation

tools described in Section 2.2.3. The main reason is that flexibility is an abstract concept that

most designers recognize as beneficial, but that is difficult to quantify and justify if it requires

additional costs - which may or may not always be the case. ROA provides a set of analytical

tools to assess the value of flexible design concepts objectively and quantitatively. This value

can be compared to that of a benchmark design, or to rank order different flexible design

alternatives, so that better alternatives can be selected. Equally important, ROA techniques

enable a clear assessment of the value of flexibility, so that the value can be compared directly to

the cost of acquiring the flexibility. In a world where design activities are often driven by cost

minimization, ROA techniques shift the debate from an abstract space where the benefits of

flexibility are difficult to quantify, to a space where enabling flexibility in design becomes a

simple investment decision (i.e. acquire the flexibility if the cost is lower than the expected value

improvement).



Chapter 5 - Experimental Methodology

"The strongest arguments prove nothing so long as the conclusions are not verified by

experience. Experimental science is the queen of sciences and the goal of all speculations."

- Roger Bacon (c. 1220 - 1292)

This chapter describes generically the experimental methodology used to evaluate the design

procedure for flexibility. The methodology extends existing design procedure evaluation

methodologies described in Section 2.3 through use of computer-aided techniques to enable

efficient data collection and analysis. The methodology also incorporates modeling techniques to

assess objectively and quantitatively the anticipated performance of design concepts. All the

techniques integrated in this approach aim at effective and efficient evaluation of a design

procedure in a controlled experimental setting.

Steps 1 to 5 in Sections 5.1 to 5.5 represent the novel elements of the proposed methodology,

summarized in Figure 5.1. They complement typical preliminary steps like setting up the DOE,
choosing the design procedure of interest, breaking down the design procedure into treatment

and control factors and levels, and selecting a pool of qualified participants, as described by Shah

et al. (2000). After an initial implementation of the computer model in step 2, the design problem

description can be refined if more details are needed for participants. Similarly after step 5 if

results are inconclusive or not statistically significant, researchers may consider performing more

experiments and collect more data for further analysis.
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart summarizing the experimental methodology.



5.1 Step 1: Design Problem Description

The first step is to setup a benchmark design problem. The design problem is described through a

short presentation including clarifications of the design context, market environment, operational

conditions, and any other information deemed useful to participants. An example image can be

provided for mental conceptualization of the system. Although this is not an absolute

requirement, there is considerable anecdotal evidence suggesting that mental imagery plays an

important role in the creative process. Examples include Kekule's dream about a snake seizing

its own tail, leading to the discovery of the Benzene structure (Findlay, 1948), or Watson and

Crick's use of imagery to establish the helical structure of DNA (Miller, 1984). A quantitative

metric is defined and explained in the problem description to assess performance of design

concepts. An initial benchmark design solution is provided as starting point for ideation. The task

is defined that participants should generate alternatives improving anticipated performance.

In an experimental setting, the design problem should be a simple version of a realistic problem.

At the same time, it must be complex enough to provide room for creative concept generation.

The problem should be chosen carefully so it is accessible to all participants. Engineering,

management, and/or design background should be all that is necessary for participants to

contribute positively to the discussion. If the design problem is too specialized, results may be

biased in favor of participants having specialized knowledge. It may also be difficult for other

participants to contribute anything useful. If the study is conducted in industry, the design

problem can be a simplified or baseline version of an existing system at the company.

5.2 Step 2: Computer Model

The second step is to develop a computer model to measure the anticipated performance of

design concepts objectively and quantitatively. The main characteristics of the model should be

that it can 1) be developed relatively quickly (e.g. within a few weeks), and 2) run quickly (e.g.

within minutes). A mid-fidelity screening model of the system fits well within this description

(Lin, 2009; Steel, 2008; Wang, 2005; Y. Yang, 2009) in contrast to high-fidelity models

typically developed in industry. These detailed models may take months of development, and

hours and days of computational time to evaluate one or a few design alternatives.



To evaluate early design concepts, there is no need for high-level complexity and accuracy. What

matters is to be able to rank-order different design alternatives objectively and quantitatively.

Hence complexity reduction can be achieved through simplified versions of detailed

descriptions, for instance by reducing the number of stochastic parameters in the model, and

"fixing" their value. Complexity reduction can also be achieved through regression and response

surface techniques, simplified development from first principles, and/or systems dynamics,

giving a higher-level view of the system (de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011).

A quantitative performance metric is chosen to assess anticipated performance of design

concepts objectively and quantitatively. It can measure an explicit attribute of performance (e.g.

service rate emerging from a particular supply chain design), economic performance (e.g.

financial value stemming from the cash flows generated by a given design), or physical

performance (e.g. how fast a robot prototype can run in a virtual environment). The computer

model combines design variables, parameters, and operational scenarios to evaluate quickly and

explicitly different design concepts. For example, computer models can be developed from

agent-based economic principles (e.g. Axtell, 2005), financial economic principles (e.g. de

Neufville et al., 2006), Little's law and queuing theory (e.g. Berman & Larson, 2004), multi-

disciplinary systems design optimization (e.g. Hassan & de Neufville, 2006), real-time

computer-assisted sketching tools (e.g. iCampus MIT-Microsoft Alliance, 2010), and/or real-

time CAD software (e.g. Fumarola, Seck et al., 2010; Shen, Ong et al., 2010). Performance

measurements complement typical measurements in design studies (see Section 2.3.2).

5.3 Step 3: Online Group-Support System Interface

The third step sets up an online GSS interface to structure the collaborative design process,

improve efficiency in recording ideation data, help in moderating ideation sessions, and stimulate

creativity (Nunamaker, Briggs et al., 1997). The online GSS interface should provide an easy and

efficient way to record participants' creative responses to a design problem, and enable ideation

at distance (i.e. not all designers need to be physically co-located, which is enabled by the online

feature). The GSS interface should ideally not require any special facility (other than internet

access) so ideation sessions can be conducted at any site. This approach is more efficient than

typical audio/video recording techniques. These may require special facilities and audio/visual



equipment for recording, and hours and pages of transcription before further analysis is possible

(e.g. as suggested by Johnson and Christensen, 2004). The approach suggested here aims at

increasing efficiency by skipping the lengthy transcription step, providing the freedom to

perform design experiments anywhere, and without the burden of having all designers in the

same physical location. Also as mentioned in Section 4.3.3, GSS technology has many

advantages to stimulate creativity and ease collaborative interventions.

5.4 Step 4: Data Collection

The fourth step consists of structuring each experiment to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, by

collecting data before-and-after applying the design procedure under evaluation. Each

experimental session is structured based on the pretest-posttest quasi-experimental non-

equivalent group design suggested by Campbell and Stanley (1966). The method controls for

variability between the responses that different teams generate when subjected to similar

treatment conditions (i.e. within-group variability, where group here refers to treatment, not

team). This approach is important because experiments in creativity and collaboration

engineering often involve people with different backgrounds, creativity levels, and trainings. For

instance, some teams might be more creative and thus naturally generate many ideas compared

to the treatment group average. Other teams may know more about the design procedure of

interest and generate better ideas on average, even though every participant is screened for such

prior knowledge. There is a high chance the quality of responses within groups undergoing the

same treatment will vary significantly (i.e. the noise, or unexplained variability).

Borrowing conceptually from the structure of the F-statistics, if within-group variability is high,

the variability between groups undergoing different treatments (i.e. the signal, or explained

variability) must be at least as large to measure any meaningful effect. Therefore, if between-

group variability is too weak, chances are it will be washed out by within-group variability, and

no effect will be measured. Focusing on the differential performance of the same design groups

reduces mean within-group variability, and restricts attention to improvements between different

treatments to measure the best possible signal-to-noise ratio from experimental sessions. This

approach adds another layer of control over an inherent creativity nuisance variable, as defined

by Shah et al. (2000).



Step 4 sets up each experimental session to measure an explicit difference "A" between the

response measured in an initial and a subsequent session. This controls for within-group

variability by measuring an improvement compared to an initial response set by each team.

Therefore if a team is inherently creative, or has better knowledge than other teams on average,

one can still measure a signal due to a particular treatment relative to the baseline response set by

the team. For example, suppose an experiment measures the response y. The "A" is measured by

initially determining response yl from session 1 without providing any guidance, design

procedure, or treatment (i.e. the baseline control procedure). A particular treatment is then

applied in session 2, which leads to the response y2 . The response that is subject to statistical

analysis is Ay = y2 - yl.

This framework organizes each data collection as in Figure 5.2. That is, the design problem is

described, and participants are asked in session 1 to generate design concepts that improve

anticipated performance under the baseline control procedure. They are asked to vote on each

design concept generated to discriminate between ostensibly contradictory concepts in the

transcript analysis phase.
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Figure 5.2: Suggested pretest-posttest experimental structure to control for inherent

creativity levels, and for possible prior experience with the design procedure of interest.

In session 2, the same task is repeated, with the only difference that a treatment of choice is

applied. The proposed method collects data on the possible effect of any design procedure, which

can then be compared to possible improvements due the passage of time. A debrief explains the

purpose of the experiment after session 2. A survey is passed to collect demographics

information, as well as subjective impressions relevant to the study (e.g. satisfaction with process



and results, anticipated quality of results, etc.). The survey is structured to compare impressions

in sessions 1 and 2.

5.5 Step 5: Analysis

5.5.1 Coding Analysis and Response Measurements

This step consists of analyzing ideation transcript - produced at the end of each session by the

GSS software - to extract complete and good design concepts to be evaluated quantitatively

using the computer model. This is typically done using a coding procedure (Strauss & Corbin,

1990; Trauth & Jessup, 2000). A design concept is complete if it contains all the information

necessary for computer implementation by a third party. This definition may change depending

on what design procedure is evaluated. A complete design idea can be one that fulfills criteria set

by the TRIZ approach, or others. A design concept is good if it improves the anticipated

performance compared to a benchmark design.

By counting the number of complete and good design concepts generated in sessions 1 and 2,

one can measure responses like the improvement in quantity of complete design concepts (AC),

and the improvement in quantity of good design concepts (AG) generated from session 1 to

session 2. Each good design concept is implemented using the computer model to extract the

overall anticipated performance improvement response (AP).

Each response Ay 0 is explained as follows. AC measures the improvement in the number of

complete ideas. For example, if one complete idea is generated in session 1, and two new

complete ideas are generated in session 2, AC = C2 - C1 = 3 - 1 = 2. This measurement is in line

with the typical idea quantity metric found in many design studies (Reinig et al., 2007; Shah et

al., 2000; 2002). It can be used to assess the creativity level pertaining to a particular treatment.

AG measures the improvement in the quantity of good ideas. This measurement is in line with

the "good idea count" metric (Reinig et al., 2007). If a complete idea improves performance

compared to the benchmark design solution (or the threshold for good quality), it is considered

good. AP measures the improvement in anticipated performance by implementing only good

ideas. This is measured in units of the quantitative metric. For example, assume a benchmark



design offers anticipated financial performance of 9.3 millions (e.g. in dollars). If a good idea is

generated in session 1 of $9.5 millions (P1 = $0.2 millions) and another good idea is generated is

session 2 of $10.0 millions (P2 = $0.7 millions), AP = P2 - P1 = 0.7 - 0.2 = $0.5 millions.

5.5.2 Survey Analysis

Survey responses are analyzed to measure improvements in other responses of interest Ay that do

not rely on the quantitative computer model. For example, this study measures improvements in

process satisfaction (APS), results satisfaction (ARS), and anticipated result quality assessments

(AQA) as defined in the validated survey by Briggs et al. (2006). These are the differences in

user impressions of satisfaction with the process and results recorded between sessions 1 and 2,

using for instance a Likert scale mechanism. Participants are also asked to assess quality of

results, using a similar scoring mechanism.

Cronbach's a is a standard measure to determine inter-item reliability for the constructs used to

measure the survey responses of interest (e.g. constructs APS, ARS, and AQA). This metric was

developed to get a sense of how consistent participants are in their answers. It helps determine

whether participants understand the different constructs well enough, and whether the items used

in the survey are representative of the constructs under study (Trochim, 2006). The higher the

value of a - with maximum value of 1 - the more reliable the survey instrument is. The

following equation can be used to calculate Cronbach's a:

K K 2
K _______

a = 1- Y
K-1 o

The variable K is the number of survey questions/items used to study a construct, oy is the

variance of survey scores obtained for item i among all participant responses, and ox is the

variance of observed total scores.
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5.5.3 Content Analysis

Content analysis is performed to gain more insights about the cognitive processes involved under

different treatment conditions by analyzing discussion contents explicitly. Specialized software

can be used to extract word frequencies, create undirected networks of influential words, and

measure the influence of each word on overall content.

This study focuses on the influence of uncertainty and flexibility related words on the content of

each transcript - as explained in Section 3.3. The equation below shows how the influence If of

word i on text T is calculated (Corman et al., 2002):

iT j<k g jk g jk

[(N -1)(N - 2) / 2]

The variable gjk is the number of shortest paths connecting the th and kth words, gjk(i) is the

number of those paths containing word i, and N is the number of words in the network. The

denominator avoids double counting.

Each transcript produces an influence score related to uncertainty and flexibility. This influence

score is measured as the sum of influences of conceptually related words. The equation below

exemplifies how the uncertainty influence score UI is calculated for one session of a particular

experiment. It assumes a transcript text T with N words, where only uncertainty-related words

with IT >0 are considered:

UI -= IT

The difference between the influence scores for sessions 1 and 2 provides the measurements of

interest for uncertainty influence (AUI). Similar reasoning is applied to calculate flexibility

influence (AFI).
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5.5.4 Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis determines whether the design procedure and/or any of its individual

factors have main and interaction effects on the dependent variables. Each response is modeled

assuming the General Linear Model (GLM) described in Milton and Arnold (1990):

Ay(x 1,x2,..,Xn)=0 +.,x)+ E E XX i+E
i1i-1 j=1

j>i

with Ay being the response of interest - for instance AC, AG, or AP - for factor x E- {-1, +1} and

i, j = 1, 2, 3, ... , n assuming a two-level DOE setup, with j > i. Coefficient values can be

calculated using standard least-square minimization regression. 3, approximates the total mean

from the dataset, #A the main effect for factor xi, and #j the two-way interaction effect between

factors x, and xj (higher order interactions are not displayed here for simplicity, but can be

considered). The term e represents the pure experimental error for each response compared to the

group mean. E is assumed to have a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 02. The null

hypothesis is that HO: #A = pj = 0, V i, j,j> i.

The p-values for the main effect coefficients (pA) and interaction effect coefficients ([3) are

calculated using a non-parametric permutations test (also called randomization or exact test)

(Fisher, 1935; Pitman, 1937; Welch, 1990). This approximates the probability of incorrectly

rejecting the null hypothesis for each coefficient when in fact it is true (Type I error). This

approach is recommended because under the pretest-posttest "A" framework, Ay - 0 for

dependent variables like AC, AG, and AP, which truncates sample distributions about zero by

excluding negative values. Therefore, it is impossible to determine whether the underlying

distributions of sample data are normally distributed. Since coefficients , and 3j are linear

combinations of the underlying probability distributions (see p. 424 in Milton and Arnold, 1990),
one cannot assume that coefficients are normally distributed. This may violate the normality

assumption behind using the t-distribution to calculate the p-value of each coefficient, which is

in fact required for most parametric significance tests. Also, it is not clear whether the underlying

probability distributions from different treatments have the same shape, hence ruling out other
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non-parametric tests. The permutation test can also be used for other responses like APS or ARS

that do not necessarily exclude negative values, although it may be less precise than parametric

tests.

The main assumptions satisfying a permutations test are that treatment groups are equivalent, and

that members are sampled from the same population. There is no need to assume normality of

underlying distribution functions, and similarity in shape and/or variances, because the

distribution of the statistics of interest (e.g. #A) is generated from random permutations of the

original dataset. If treatments have no significant effect on observable variables under the null

hypothesis, one can interchange randomly the data and assign them to different treatment groups,

without regards to what treatment generated what data. One can measure the likelihood of

observing the statistics of interest calculated from the original experimental dataset, as compared

to all possible values of this statistics created from random permutations of the dataset. The

probability of observing a given value for the statistics of interest from the original dataset

provides an estimate of its p-value, or its significance level - as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Simulated main effect coeflficients 81 for factor x1

Figure 5.3: Example distribution of simulated coefficients p, for factor x, main effects,

obtained from five thousand random permutations of the original dataset of a hypothetical

response Ay. The location of the test statistic #, = 0.75 is shown as the vertical dashed line.
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Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of main effect coefficient p3, for factor x,, obtained by randomly

permuting five thousand times the original dataset for a hypothetical response Ay, and calculating

the main effect coefficients through linear regression each time. The main effect coefficient

value for factor x, calculated from the experimental dataset is #, = 0.75. To test for the null

hypothesis that 3, = 0, one must count the number of #, values falling beyond [, = 0.75, and

below #, = -0.75. This corresponds to the right and left tails of the distribution. In this example,

two hundred and fifty-five random 3, values fall within this range. Hence, the two-tail p-value is

p = 0.05, providing evidence that the null hypothesis of no effect (i.e. #3 = 0) can be safely

rejected.
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Chapter 6 - Specific Experimental Implementation

"It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart you are. If it doesn't

agree with experiment, it's wrong." - Richard P. Feynman (1918 - 1988)

This chapter describes the specific implementation of the experimental methodology to evaluate

the design for procedure for flexibility. It describes explicitly the analysis performed in each of

the five steps described generically in Chapter 5. The preliminary setup is described in Section

6.1. Sections 6.2 to 6.6 describe the specific experimental implementation.

6.1 Preliminary Setup

Table 6.1 summarizes the 2 x 2 DOE. Teams of participants were randomly assigned to one of

the four treatments. As explained in Chapter 4, two mechanisms accounted for the education

mechanism on flexibility (factor E). One factor level relies on prior education in engineering and

applied sciences only, assuming no specific training on flexibility. It is denoted by level -1. The

other level (+1) assumes that participants received a fifteen to twenty minutes lecture on

flexibility described in Section 4.1. Also, two ideation mechanisms were evaluated for factor I.

One is free undirected ideation (Santanen & de Vreede, 2004), where no guidance is provided

(level -1). The other uses a prompting mechanism geared towards flexibility (level +1).

Seventy-one participants divided into twenty-six teams participated in these experiments. Teams

of three students were formed, although a few last minute cancellations forced teams of two

students. Eight teams participated in treatments 1 and 4, five teams in treatments 2 and 3.

Table 6.1: 2 x 2 DOE setup for evaluating the design procedure for flexibility.

Ideation Mechanism (I)
Education Mechanism (E)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1)

Prior training only (-1) Treatment 1 Treatment 2

Lecture on flexibility (+1) Treatment 3 Treatment 4
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As Table 6.2 shows, many participants were mature graduate students with several years of work

experience. Half had masters and doctoral degrees, and all participants had at least a bachelor's

degree in engineering, science, and/or management. The learning objectives behind the

experiment were explained in a debrief session to ensure educational benefits.

Table 6.2: Participant demographics.

6.2 Step 1: Design Problem Description
A simplified real estate development design problem was given to teams of participants at the

beginning of each experiment, with slides provided in Appendix C. Computer generated images

of a real case study were provided to conceptualize the design problem mentally (Figure 6.1).

The moderator explained that the team is an internal consulting firm at a renowned design and

development firm specializing in multi-family residential real estate. Their expertise is in

developing buildings with units sold as condominium (condo) and/or apartments.

The moderator also explained the difference between the two unit types in terms of marketing,

design, development plan, and engineering. For example, a condo unit may cost more to develop

because it targets an upper-scale market segment, but it also sells at a higher price. An apartment

building is better suited for middle-class families, workers, and students. A condo building may
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Group Characteristics Category Percent (%)

< 25 16

Age 25-34 69

> 35 15

Female 16
Gender

Male 84

Bachelor 50

Highest Education Level Master 49

PhD 1

< 5 years 39

Work Experience (years) 5-9 years 38

> 10 years 23



have fewer units than an apartment building, because each unit is more spacious. Materials used

in condo units may be more luxurious, hence costing more. Common infrastructures like

electrical, heating, ventilation, and water systems may be arranged differently because condo

units are configured differently than apartments. Different development plans are possible, like

deploying all units at once in one building, or deploying them in phases with fewer units for each

phase. In this case, it is not clear whether phasing should be horizontal or vertical, how to make

best use of land, etc. In both cases, there are many design and engineering issues to consider.

Figure 6.1: Example figures provided for mental conceptualization of the real estate

development problem assigned to participants (http://www.northpointcambridge.com).

Participants were told that the firm's objective is to find a design and development plan enabling

selling the building at the highest profit possible over time. This justified using NPV as the

criterion for decision-making. In this context the land was already bought, and the contractual

agreement was for three hundred and nine units developed and sold over a period of three years.

Existing market conditions were explained for price, demand, and construction costs. Based on

the NPV performance criterion, the firm was currently considering a condo-only design, with

one building of three hundred and nine units capacity, developed in one block. This was the

"benchmark design", which was a realistic approach to undertaking a real estate development

and making best use of land.

It was explained that the consulting team was hired because management wanted a better design

in terms of anticipated - or expected - performance over a range of future scenarios. The
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management team realized that market demand, construction costs, and prices could change.

They were not convinced the benchmark design was best suited to deal with a range of

fluctuating scenarios, being too inflexible. They asked the consulting team to exert their

creativity freely to come up with a design and development plan they anticipated would provide

better NPV performance.

6.3 Step 2: Computer-Model
ENPV - mean NPV or E[NPV I - was the metric chosen to measure anticipated performance

over a range of market construction cost, demand, and price scenarios. Other metrics could have

been used to suit different needs and preference utilities - e.g. standard deviation, as in the

Taguchi method (1987). The equations below show how NPV and ENPV were calculated from

the cash flows streams generated by different design concepts. Variable R, represents the revenue

generated at time t = 0, 1, ... , T, C, represents the total construction and sales cost at time t, and

parameter r represents the canonical Opportunity Cost of Capital (OCC), or the discount rate

used to account for the time value of money. ENPV is the mean over M sampled NPV outcomes

from the simulation model described below.

NPV = RtC
t=o (1+r)

M
ENPV = E[NPV] - I NPV

M=I

A DCF model was developed in Excel@ to measure NPV and ENPV objectively for each

flexible design alternative suggested in experiments based on cash flows, inspired from the

model developed by Geltner and Cardin (2008). Figure 6.2 gives a graphical example of the DCF

model. All model assumptions and equations are detailed in Appendix D.
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Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3
Year 0 1 2 3

Figure 6.2: DCF model measuring NPV for the real estate development design problem.

The DCF model developed incorporates assumptions about the design, development plan,

engineering, and market, as stated in the design problem description. Most of the design and

engineering tradeoffs are in terms of the number and timing of development phases, unit capacity

in each phase, and the type of unit (i.e. condo or apartment). Such design and development

decisions ultimately affect the cash flows (i.e. revenues - costs) generated and the NPV (i.e. sum

of discounted cash flows), which enable discriminating between different design alternatives. For

example, the design decision to select condo versus apartments affects the sales prices and

construction cost, as they are both higher for condo units than apartment units. This decision has

specific engineering and cost implications affecting later phases of the design process. Also,
given a non-zero discount rate is used for discounting cash flows, timing and unit capacity of

each phase are important from a managerial standpoint. Later cash flows generated by later

deployment are more heavily discounted, and weigh less in the NPV calculation. The economic

model incorporates these design and development trade-offs, and provides ways of measuring

objectively the anticipated performance of different design concepts.

The ENPV of a proposed design concept is obtained by simulating stochastically a range of

market demand, price, and construction cost scenarios. For each combination of scenarios, the

model simulates the associated flexible strategy based on the design and decision rule

implemented. One NPV is calculated automatically for each combination of stochastic scenarios,
leading to one ENPV measurement from the simulation of two thousands combined scenarios.

The fourth row from the top of Figure 6.2 saying "Next Phase Developed As:" shows an
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example of flexible adjustment to one scenario combination. This row shows the decision to

switch development flexibly from condo to apartments after phase 1 if demand is higher for

apartments. This flexible strategy requires developing the project in phases, and designing each

unit as empty shells. The sequence of development decisions may change from one combination

of stochastic scenarios to another.

Monte Carlo simulations of the inflexible and flexible DCF models lead to distributions of NPV

outcomes shown in Figure 6.3 for each flexible design concept implementation. The CDFs or

"target curves" show the cumulative probability of having NPV outcomes less than a certain

amount. Dark target curves show outcomes for the inflexible condo-only and apartment-only

designs, which are very similar and difficult to differentiate. The light curve shows outcomes

from the flexible "switching" solution described above. It dominates the two other curves

stochastically, showing better NPV outcomes overall than the two inflexible designs. This CDF

also shows a 7% chance that the flexible design suggested will lead to negative NPV outcomes.

This probability is about 18% for the inflexible condo-only and apartment-only designs.

10%

90%-

30%

0 ~~~20% :*---~vMa

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40
NPV (millions)

-Condos Only - Apts Only - - - Condos Only Mean
Apts Only Mean - Flexible Mean - Flexible

Figure 6.3: CDFs or "target curves" for the condo-only, apartment (apts)- only, and

flexible designs. The curves show NPV outcomes from simulations of the DCF model in

Excel@, as well as ENPV (vertical dashed lines). The dark curves for the inflexible designs

are very similar, thus almost indistinguishable. The light curve represents the flexible case.
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Dashed vertical lines represent the ENPV over all simulations of different design alternatives.

The ENPV of the apartment-only design is approximately 8.7 millions (e.g. in dollars), 9.3

millions for the condo-only design, and 11.3 millions for the "switching" flexible design concept

introduced above - showing the overall mean improvement brought by flexibility. The ENPV of

the flexible design changes every time a new flexible design alternative and decision rule is

analyzed. ENPV = 9.3 millions represents the expected performance of the benchmark design

used in this study, as it is the highest of the two suggested inflexible design alternatives in the

initial setup. It represents the quality threshold for a "good" flexible design concept.

6.4 Step 3: Online Group-Support System Interface
ThinkTank® by GroupSystems® was used as the online GSS interface (see Figure 6.4). The

interface was prepared beforehand by structuring the experiment according to Figure 5.2. For

example, the sequence of topics on the left shows the sequence of ideation topics, voting, and

post-experimental surveys used in experiments for treatment 4. Session 1 was name coded "No

CoP", while session 2 was name coded "Provocation CoP", following the lecture on flexibility.

These names came from the original intent of calling the control procedure in session 1 "No

Change of Perspective" (No CoP), and in session 2 "Provocation CoP" for the design procedure

for flexibility - inspired by the categories developed by Knoll and Horton (2010).
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L. What design attemnative(s) would you recommend to improve future expected perfonnance of this infrastructure system compared to the 0 (0)



The online interface enabled participants to type in real-time creative design solutions to the

design problem of interest in the bottom section. The interface is similar to that of chatting

software: the moderator posted the ideation topic in the top section, each team member wrote an

idea addressing this topic, and ideas were displayed to all team members to stimulate creativity

in the top section. Each team member could reply, comment, and append new ideas to any idea

in the thread. They could vote on each idea based on overall quality at the end of each session.

The software program produced a transcript at the end of each session summarizing discussions

and voting scores.

Using direct typing, the software efficiently recorded ideas, and succinctly accounted for all

ideas at the end of each session. Data was therefore immediately ready for further analysis at the

end of each experiment - without need for additional transcription and processing. The software

was used anonymously and silently through typing - even though silence was not enforced in

these experiments, and verbal collaboration was actually encouraged. These features alleviated

both evaluation apprehension for shy participants who may have feared being judged by more

imposing and loud participants, and production blocking, because many participants could type

design ideas simultaneously without fear of losing an idea while someone else is talking. Given

the software was available online, participants did not need to be physically collocated, or

require any special facility apart from individual laptops. Some experiments were in fact

conducted with participants as far as Germany, and in other U.S. cities than Cambridge (MA,

United States). The platform also offered in at least three occasions the flexibility to have several

teams simultaneously performing a particular treatment, which enabled efficient replication.

6.5 Step 4: Data Collection
Each experiment was structured as in Figure 5.2 to enable measurements of the "A"

improvement response. For each experiment, the real estate design problem was described first,

and a benchmark design solution was presented. Teams were then asked to recommend

alternative designs they thought would improve economic performance compared to this

benchmark, without mentioning the concept of flexibility. Session 1 began under this request,

thus relying on prior training only and a free undirected ideation mechanism - as in treatment 1,
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Table 6.1. Each team collectively suggested design solutions for twenty-five minutes, which they

recorded in writing using the online GSS interface.

After session 1, each team member voted independently for five minutes on the quality of

proposed solutions, using a 10-point Likert scale (1 for a bad design concept, 10 for excellent).

Session 2 then began, and used one of the treatments from Table 4.1 for another twenty-five

minutes. For example, treatment 1 repeated exactly the same setup in session 2 as in session 1. It

was used as between-group control treatment. Treatment 2 introduced the prompting mechanism

to structure ideation towards flexibility. Treatment 3 provided the lecture on flexibility, followed

by free undirected ideation. Treatment 4 provided the lecture on flexibility, and used the

prompting mechanism. Voting followed session 2 as well.

An online debrief session was provided to explain the purpose of the experiment. This was

followed by an online survey evaluating the constructs of Process Satisfaction (PS), Results

Satisfaction (RS), and Quality Assessment (QA) of results in each session. The purpose was to

measure improvement responses between sessions 1 and 2 for APS, ARS, and AQA. Five to six

questions per construct were evaluated using a seven-point Likert scale. Questions were inspired

from the questionnaire validated experimentally by Briggs et al. (2006). The online survey was

used as well to collect demographics information shown in Table 6.2. Examples debrief and

survey questions for PS, RS, and QA measurements in session 1 are provided in Appendix E. The

same questions were used for session 2. All activities in each session were performed within

ninety minutes and two hours. Resulting data consisted of written ideation transcripts describing

conceptual design solutions in plain text, with voting scores, and survey data.

6.6 Step 5: Analysis
The goal was to evaluate the effects of the design procedure by measuring improvements on the

responses of interest Ay between sessions 1 and 2. Coding analysis was used to extract relevant

design concepts from ideation transcripts. Survey analysis was used to analyze user impressions

of satisfaction with the process and results, and for quality assessments of results. Content

analysis was performed to determine the effect of different treatment conditions on discussion
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content. The main and interaction effects on the different Ay responses were evaluated through

statistical analysis.

6.6.1 Coding Analysis and Response Measurements

Two independent coders reviewed each ideation transcript to identify the relevant elements

forming complete ideas, as defined below. If content was found for each element in a coherent

design idea, the idea - or design concept - was recorded as complete. Many complete ideas were

recorded using this approach. The average inter-rater agreement reached 95% over all ideation

transcripts. Concepts retained for implementation, evaluation, and statistical analysis were the

ones agreed upon by both reviewers after meeting and discussions. An example coding analysis

on an original transcript is presented in Appendix F, showing how some of these elements were

extracted from raw ideation data.

This analysis looked for complete design ideas enabling flexibility in engineering systems. Based

on the procedures described in Babajide et al. (2009) and Walker et al. (2001), a flexible design

idea was considered complete if there was:

1. A clearly identified uncertainty source affecting anticipated performance;

2. A clearly identified flexible strategy to deal with the above uncertainty in design and

operations, to adapt as the uncertainty is resolved over time;

3. A clear conceptual description of how the flexibility is enabled concretely, considering

engineering design, legal, management, and/or financial aspects;

4. A clear decision rule, or "triggering mechanism" based on observations of the uncertainty

source, determining when it is appropriate to exercise the flexibility in operations.

One team came up with the complete flexibility idea to switch between condo and apartment

during development phases - similar to the example used above to describe the computer model.

Switching can be done by designing units as empty shells to be finished and sold later either as

condo or apartment. This strategy captures whichever of the two markets has the highest

demand. This approach contrasts with the benchmark inflexible plan where all units are

developed at once as condos. It is clear the flexible approach has different design implications
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than the inflexible one at later phases of the design cycle. It is not clear however at the

conceptual stage which design is most profitable, hence the need for explicit modeling.

This switching example flexibility idea was considered complete because it:

1. Clearly identified a source of uncertainty in market demand for either unit types;

2. Suggested switching to one unit type or another as a flexible strategy to deal with demand

uncertainty;

3. Suggested a concrete design modification to enable the flexibility (i.e. the unit shell);

4. Proposed a clear decision rule to trigger the switch (i.e. when demand in any one phase is

higher for one unit type, the shell is finished for this type of unit and sold).

Other suitable examples identified by participant teams - and summarized in Appendix G - were

the ability to phase the development planning and deploy capacity over time only when needed

(e.g. if unit construction cost is lower than unit sales price, deploy another phase), expand or

reduce unit capacity in each phase whenever appropriate (e.g. expand/reduce unit capacity within

a given phase if demand is higher/lower than planned capacity), temporarily abandon the project

if market conditions are not suitable (e.g. if unit construction cost is higher than unit sales price),

and not develop a phase at all if market conditions are too unfavorable (e.g. develop if unit sales

price is above a minimum threshold).

Each complete idea generated in sessions 1 and 2 was counted and implemented using the

computer model to determine the subset of good ideas belonging to each sessions, giving rise to

response measurements AC and AG. Different combinations of good ideas were evaluated to

determine the best performance achieved in each session compared to the benchmark design. It is

important to evaluate different combinations of good ideas, as some may interact positively, and

others negatively. This measures the performance improvement response AP in each experiment.

A summary table is presented in Appendix H with all complete and good ideas identified, as well

as measured performance improvements.
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Table 6.3 summarizes example AC responses obtained for all treatment groups, with factors x, =

E and x 2 = E {-1, +1}. There were eight replicates for treatments 1 and 4, and five replicates

for treatment 2 and 3. For example, the first team undergoing treatment 1 generated one more

complete idea in session 2 that was not generated in session 1. All remaining teams for treatment

1 did not identify any new complete design concept in session 2, with the exception of team R5.

Similar data were compiled for responses AG and AENPV, as provided in Appendix I.

Table 6.3: Complete dataset of AC measurements for all treatment groups with x, = E and

x2= I E {-1, +1}. Rk is the kth replicate of a treatment. Expressed in units of complete ideas.

6.6.2 Survey Analysis

Participant responses from the online survey were analyzed to evaluate the constructs APS, ARS,

and AQA. For each participant, a total score for PS, RS, and QA was obtained in each session by

summing Likert scores for each individual construct. For example, an individual may have

scored 27/35 if five questions were asked about process satisfaction in session 1 (i.e. implying a

maximum of seven points for each question). The score difference between the two sessions

measured APS, ARS, and AQA for each participant, with examples results for APS in Table 6.4.

For instance under treatment 1, the first participant recorded an improvement of 8 points between

sessions 1 and 2, the second participant 24 points, etc. This means the two first participants were

more satisfied with the treatment in session 2 as opposed to session 1. Negative values mean

participants were satisfied better with the treatment in session 1 than in session 2.

Cronbach's a values were measured to determine inter-item reliability for all constructs in

sessions 1 and 2, with results in Table 6.5. Given that most values are well above the smallest

value of 0.89 indicates that participants' responses were consistent across different items
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Treatment E I R, R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 -1 +1 2 2 1 3 1

3 +1 -1 1 1 1 0 1

4 +1 +1 2 3 1 4 1 2 2 3



measuring a similar construct (Trochim, 2006). Although this does not aim to demonstrated full

survey validation - already done by Briggs et al. (2006) - this suggests that the different items

used to measure each construct indeed helped measure the concept reliably within and across

participants (Cortina, 1993; Nunnally, 1978). A summary dataset for all transcript analyses and

response measurements for ARS and AQA is provided in Appendix I.

Table 6.4: Sample dataset of eight APS measurements for each treatment group with x, = E

and x2 = I E {-1, +1}. Rk is the k* participant for a treatment. Expressed in PS points.

Table 6.5: Cronbach's a measured for constructs APS, ARS, and AQA in sessions 1 and 2.

Session 1 Session 2
Treatment E I

APS ARS AQA APS ARS AQA

1 -1 -1 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.96

2 -1 +1 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.96

3 +1 -1 0.89 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.94

4 +1 +1 0.94 0.97 0.91 0.97 0.97 0.95

6.6.3 Content Analysis

Content analysis was performed on ideation transcripts separately for sessions 1 and 2 of all four

treatments using software Crawdad@3 to measure the influence of each word on overall content.

Word influence was used to measure the responses of interest AUI and AFI.

'Available at http://www.crawdadtech.com/.
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Data preparation involved saving documents in plain ASCII text format (i.e. extension .txt) for

processing in Crawdad@. Each document was then reviewed for spelling mistakes - which

occurred frequently as participants were typing quickly during sessions - and replacing words

with similar meaning with the same transcription (e.g. replacing "apt" with "apartment"). This

review ensured the same word was used to characterize the same concept, and counted properly

in the influence measures. Finally, each document was reviewed to complete sentence

punctuation, as the CRA algorithm developed by Corman et al. (2002) expects complete

sentences - while participants may sometimes submit incomplete sentences.

A list of thirty-one uncertainty related words and twenty-three flexibility related words was

extracted from ideation transcripts, as shown in Appendix J. These words were selected because

they were mentioned during the introduction and/or lecture on flexibility. It is assumed that

participants would most likely use similar terms in their discussion - if the treatments had any

effect at all. Example uncertainty related words are cost, demand, fluctuation, uncertainty, and

value. Example flexibility related words are conversion, convertibility, differentiation, flexibility,

and upgrade. For each session, an influence score was measured as the sum of influences for

uncertainty and flexibility related words separately. Therefore, each session produced an

uncertainty influence (UJ) score, and a flexibility influence (F) score. The score difference

between the two sessions measures AUI and AFI for each experiment, with example results for

A UI presented in Table 6.6 (results for AFI are provided in Appendix I).

Table 6.6: Complete dataset of A UI measurements for all treatment groups with x, = E and

x2= I E {-1, +1}. Rk is the kth replicate of a treatment. Expressed in uncertainty influence

points.

Treatment E I R, R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 0.0 0.2 -0.1 0.9 -0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2

2 -1 +1 0.0 -0.1 0.6 -0.5 0.2

3 +1 -1 0.0 0.5 0.0 -0.2 -0.2

4 +1 +1 0.2 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.1 0.7
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For instance under treatment 1, the first team recorded an improvement of 0.02 uncertainty

influence points between sessions 1 and 2. This means uncertainty related words were slightly

more influential in session 2 than in session 1. Negative values mean uncertainty related words

were less influential in session 2 as opposed to session 1.

6.6.4 Statistical Analysis

The GLM above was modified to suit the response of interest Ay:

Ay = 130 + 13EE + 1/3I + tEIEI + E

The response Ay takes values AC, AG, AENPV, APS, ARS, AQA, AUI, or AFJ. The coefficient #o

approximates the total mean, /3E and 13, model the main effects of factors E and I respectively, and

3EI models the two-way interaction effect between the two factors.

The main and interaction effects were calculated using regression analysis on each dataset in

Matlab@. Tests for the null hypotheses HO: 3E 1 = 1
3 E1 = 0 were performed. The p-values for

each coefficient were obtained using the permutation technique described in Section 5.5.4.

Example code inspired by Frey (2008) is provided in Appendix K to calculate main and

interaction effects, as well as corresponding p-values.
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Chapter 7 - Results

"All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to discover them."

- Galileo Galilei (1564 - 1642)

This chapter presents results obtained to quantify the main and interaction effects of the design

procedure on the ability to generate valuable flexible design concepts (AC, AG), improve

anticipated performance (AP), improve impressions of satisfaction with the process (APS) and

results (ARS), and anticipated quality assessments of results (AQA). Preliminary results are also

shown regarding the effects of the procedure on the influence of uncertainty related words (A UI),

and flexibility related words (AFJ).

The more specific hypotheses are tested that the lecture on flexibility and/or prompting ideation

mechanism focusing on flexibility will have significant main effects on responses of interest Ay

(i.e. the null hypothesis is of no main and interaction effects of the factors). Sections 7.1 to 7.8

below present in turn the results for each of evaluation metric.

7.1 Improvement in Complete Ideas (AC)
Table 7.1 shows the mean AC improvements brought by the design procedure under all four

treatment conditions. For example, prior training only (E = -1) and free undirected ideation (I =

-1) led to a mean AC improvement of 0.25 complete ideas from session 1 to session 2. The

marginal means on the rightmost colunm represent the mean values for a given factor level,

confounding the means of the two other factor levels. For instance, the marginal mean AC

improvement when factor E is set at level -1 is 0.85 complete ideas. This is the average obtained

along all treatment conditions involving E = -1, including both conditions I E {-1, +1}.

Similarly, the marginal mean for factor E = +1 is 1.69. The total mean for all experimental data

is shown on the bottom right corner of the table (1.27 complete ideas).

There are three ways to study the main and interaction effects of the factors. First, one can

observe whether the response of interest changes significantly when a factor level is toggled

from level -1 to +1, relative to the total mean. For example, given the marginal mean AC
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response changes from 0.85 to 1.69 when toggling factor E between levels -1 and +1 may

suggest that factor E has a significant main effect because it differs significantly on each side of

the total mean 1.27. A regression analysis enables one to confirm this by calculating the main

effect explicitly, and the associated p-value - as explained below.

Table 7.1: Mean values for AC for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in units of complete ideas.

Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal
Education Mechanism (E)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 0.25 1.80 0.85

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 0.80 2.25 1.69

Marginal means (1) 0.46 2.08 1.27

The second approach is to plot each mean value as done in Figure 7.1. Since there are two

independent variables (E and I), the response surface should be seen in 3-dimensions. Thus, the

representation in Figure 7.1 is often used to compress this information to a 2-dimensional graph.

The lower light curve connects the two mean values corresponding to treatment conditions when

E = -1 (i.e. AC = 0.25 when I = -1, and AC = 1.80 when I= +1). The upper dark curve connects

the two mean values when E = +1 (i.e. AC = 0.80 when I= 1, and AC = 2.25).

If both factors had no effect on the response AC, one would most likely observe two horizontal

curves aligned with one another, at about the mean AC corresponding to the total mean. If E only

had an effect, one would notice two horizontal parallel curves at different AC values quite apart

from the total mean. If I only had an effect, one would notice two curves superimposed and

diagonal (showing a change between levels -1 and + 1 for factor I only, not for factor E). Finally,

an interaction effect would occur if the two curves did not display consistent behaviors as

different combinations of factor levels occurred. For instance, if the curves were crossing, one

would expect an interaction effect between the two factors. This interpretation would lead to the

same conclusions if the curves connected the mean values when I = -1 and I = +1 respectively,

instead of connecting the mean values when E = -1 and E = +1 as done here.
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Figure 7.1: Mean plots for AC, for all treatments. The lower light curve depicts the means

with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means when

a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

The third approach to evaluate main and interaction effects is to replicate the mean AC response

using linear regression, based on the GLM equation presented in Section 5.5.4. In this case, a

main effect is quantified by the numerical value of the coefficients #A, while an interaction effect

is quantified by the value of #,,. If those values depart significantly from the approximation of the

total mean 30, one can expect significant main and/or interaction effects. The p-value associated

to each coefficient further confirms this finding, as measured using the randomization technique

in Section 5.5.4. From the linear regression outputs, the mean values were modeled using the

GLM equation below:

AC = 1.28 + 0.25E + 0.751- 0.03EI

The following example illustrates how the regression equation replicates the mean AC responses

obtained under the four different treatment conditions. For treatment condition 1, E = -l and I =
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-1, which gives the experimental mean value AC = 0.25 complete ideas as noted in Table 7.1.

Using these inputs for E and I in the equation above replicates the experimental response:

AC = 1.28 + 0.25(-1) + 0.75(-1) - 0.03(-1)(-1) = 0.25

Based on these three interpretations, experimental results showed that only the ideation

mechanism (1) produced a significant main effect on the number of new complete ideas

generated after session 1 (AC). This is seen first by the fact the marginal means for factor I

change more significantly around the total mean than for factor E. As seen on Figure 7.1, AC

values increase much more from left to right (toggling the ideation factor I from -1 to +1) than

from bottom to top (toggling the education factor E from -1 to +1). Also, given both curves are

parallel shows no significant interaction effect. Calculating explicitly the main and interaction

effects using regression - as done in the equation above - led to similar conclusions. Only the

main effect of I was significant (3, = 0.75, p = 0.00), while other main and interaction effects

were not.

7.2 Improvement in Good Ideas (AG)
Table 7.2 shows the mean values for AG with graphical representation in Figure 7.2. Similar

conclusions are drawn as for AC. The main effect of I was significant (3, = 0.61, p = 0.00), while

other main and interaction effects were not. The mean values are typically lower than for AC.

This is because a fraction of complete design concepts did not improve the ENPV compared to

the benchmark. This explains why the main effect of I was not as strong here. Eleven percent of

complete concepts generated under treatment 2 could not be considered as good, while seventeen

percent were rejected under treatment 4. Some concepts were rejected because the decision rule

was not appropriate; the team may have felt rushed in the process and did not think thoroughly

about the proposal. The response for good flexible design concepts was modeled as:

AG = 1.13 + 0.21E + 0.611 - 0.07EI
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Table 7.2: Mean values for AG for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in units of good ideas.

Education Mechanism (E) Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 0.25 1.60 0.77

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 0.80 1.88 1.46

Marginal means (1) 0.46 1.77 1.12
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Figure 7.2: Mean plots for AG, for all four treatments. The lower light curve depicts the

means with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means

when a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

7.3 Improvement in ENPV (AENPV)

Table 7.3 shows the mean values for anticipate performance improvements AENPV with

graphical representation in Figure 7.3. In this case the main effect of E was significant ( 3E =

0.72, p = 0.06), as well as the main effect of I (# = 0.74, p = 0.06). These effects clearly show

that providing a lecture on flexibility in addition to using a prompting mechanism improved the

overall anticipated performance of design concepts. From the linear regression outputs, the GLM

equation was rewritten as:
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AENPV= 2.08 + 0.72E + 0.741 - 0.20EI

Table 7.3: Mean values for AENPV for all four treatments, including marginal means for

each factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in millions.

Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal
Education Mechanism (E)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 0.41 2.30 1.14

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 2.26 3.34 2.92

Marginal means (1) 1.12 2.94 2.03
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Figure 7.3: Mean plots for AENPV, for all treatments. The lower light curve depicts the

means with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means

when a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

7.4 Improvement in Process Satisfaction (APS)
The mean value results for APS are shown in Table 7.4, with mean plots in Figure 7.4. There was

a significant main effect for the education factor ( 3E = 1.45, p = 0.08), and a considerable

interaction effect ( 3E, = 1.36, p = 0.11). The GLM response obtained was:
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APS= 2.41 + 1.45E + 0.191+ 1.36EI

Table 7.4: Mean values for APS for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in points of satisfaction.

Education Mechanism (E) Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 2.14 -0.21 1.22

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 2.31 5.41 4.26

Marginal means (1) 2.20 3.22 2.72
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Figure 7.4: Mean plots for APS, for all four treatments. The lower light curve depicts the

means with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means

when a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

This means on average that participants who received the lecture on flexibility were significantly

more satisfied with the process than participants who did not receive the lecture. Also, results

show that using the prompting mechanism without the lecture led to lower APS. It seems
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reasonable cognitively to think that someone following a prompting mechanism without

knowing the purpose will not be as satisfied as someone who does.

One notices that the mean value for participants using prompting jumps from -0.21 satisfaction

points without the lecture (treatment 2, factor levels E = -1, I = +1) to 5.41 points with the

lecture (treatment 4, factor levels E = +1, 1 = +1). Also, participants not using the prompting

mechanism showed the same level of satisfaction improvement with and without the lecture (see

treatments 1 and 3, factor levels E = -1, I = -1 and E = +1, I = -1 respectively on Figure 7.4).

These two observations reinforce the idea that when using the prompting mechanism,

participants were more satisfied when they learned about the concepts of flexibility than when

they did not.

7.5 Improvement in Results Satisfaction (ARS)
Mean values for satisfaction with results are shown in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.5. The only

significant main effect was from the education factor E (13E = 2.68, p = 0.00). Participants were

much more satisfied with the results when provided with the lecture on flexibility. This

observation concurs with the fact that APS was also enhanced when the lecture was provided.

The GLM response is:

ARS = 4.74 + 2.68E - 0.731 + 0.54EI

Table 7.5: Mean values for ARS for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in points of satisfaction.

Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal
Education Mechanism (E)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 3.32 0.79 2.33

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 7.62 7.23 7.37

Marginal means (1) 4.91 4.72 4.82
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Figure 7.5: Mean plots for ARS, for all four treatments. The lower light curve depicts the

means with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means

when a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

7.6 Improvement in Quality Assessment (AQA)
Table 7.6 and Figure 7.6 show results for quality assessments of results. The education factor E

had a significant main effect (13E = 3.42, p = 0.00). Again, the lecture on flexibility made a

considerable difference. Participants anticipated better quality of results when they received such

training. The GLM response is:

AQA = 5.80 + 3.42E - 0.221+ 0.45EI

The ideation mechanism (1), although creating a significant main effect in AENPV, did not

improve assessments of results quality as judged subjectively by participants. This is an example

where a particular design procedure would be discarded if evaluated solely based on a subjective

basis, because useless in generating anticipated quality improvements. This approach would not

lead to correct results, and conclusions. The fact that measuring anticipated performance of

design concepts objectively and quantitatively yielded significant, measurable value

improvements shows that it is worth developing more rigorous and thorough methodologies to

evaluate design procedures, based on objective and quantitative performance-based arguments.
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Table 7.6: Mean values for AQA for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in quality points.

Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal
Education Mechanism (E)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 3.05 1.71 2.53

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 9.00 9.45 9.29

Marginal means (I) 5.26 6.44 5.86
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Figure 7.6: Mean plots for AQA, for all four treatments. The lower light curve depicts the

means with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means

when a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

7.7 Improvement in Uncertainty Influence (A UI)

Table 7.7 and Figure 7.7 show preliminary results for improvement in uncertainty influence

responses AUI. None of the factors E and I had a significant effect on the mean responses. The

GLM equation is:

A UI = 0.09 - 0.04E - 0.021 + 0.06EI
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Table 7.7: Mean values for A UI for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in influence points.

Education Mechanism (E) Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) 0.20 0.05 0.14

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 0.01 0.09 0.06

Marginal means (I) 0.13 0.07 0.10
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Figure 7.7: Mean plots for AUI, for all four treatments. The light curve depicts the means

with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The dark curve depicts the means when a

lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

The preliminary results imply that uncertainty related words did not have more influence after

using the proposed procedure for flexibility in session 2 as compared to session 1. This result is

surprising, as one would expect uncertainty related words to have more influence on discussion

content once the design procedure for flexibility was applied. Explanations are provided in
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Section 8.3 as to why these observations may arise, despite being counter to the hypothesis

formulated in Section 3.3.

7.8 Improvement in Flexibility Influence (AFI)

Table 7.8 and Figure 7.8 show preliminary results for flexibility influence response AFI. The

education factor E had a significant main effect (13E = 0.09, p = 0.01), as well as the ideation

factor I (3, = -0.06, p = 0.08). There was also a significant interaction effect between the two

factors (3E,= -0.06, p = 0.09).

Table 7.8: Mean values for AFI for all four treatments, including marginal means for each

factor, and the total mean on the bottom-right corner. Expressed in influence points.

Ideation Mechanism (I) Marginal
Education Mechanism (E)

Free undirected (-1) Prompting (+1) means (E)

Prior training only (-1) -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

Lecture on flexibility (+1) 0.30 0.05 0.15

Marginal means (1) 0.11 0.03 0.07

The GLM response obtained is:

AFI = 0.08 + 0.09E - 0.061 - 0.06EI

These results imply that flexibility related words had more influence in session 2 after the lecture

was provided as compared to session 1. In contrast, the flexibility influence response decreased

when prompting was used. The interaction shows that the effect of the lecture was decreased

significantly when the prompting mechanism was used. This may be because the prompting

mechanism diluted discussions over at least four topics - the main criteria forming a complete

idea - which may not all rely directly on flexibility related words. For instance under the

prompting mechanism, participants discussed in turn uncertainty sources, flexibility strategies,

flexibility enabler in design, management, and finance, as well as decision rules.
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Figure 7.8: Mean plots for AFI, for all four treatments. The lower light curve depicts the

means with prior training only (factor E, level -1). The upper dark curve depicts the means

when a lecture on flexibility is provided (factor E, level +1).

In summary, this chapter demonstrated that both the lecture and prompting mechanism

significantly improved anticipated lifecycle performance compared to the benchmark design.

The prompting mechanism only significantly improved the generation of good flexible design

concepts, while lecturing only improved user satisfaction with the process and results, as well as

result quality assessments. Even though prompting demonstrably improved anticipated

performance and flexible design concept generation, it did not have an effect on participants'

satisfaction with the process and results. Also, prompting did not lead participants to expect

better result quality. It is only when combined with the lecture that prompting improved user

satisfaction. A preliminary analysis suggested that the design procedure had no effect on the

influence of uncertainty-related words. The lecture had a main effect on the influence of

flexibility-related words. The prompting had a main effect as well, although it diminished the

influence of flexibility-related words - contrary to the stated hypothesis. The following chapter

provides a more detailed interpretation of these results.
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Chapter 8 - Findings and Discussion

"The search for truth is more precious than its possession." - Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955)

This chapter summarizes and discusses the main findings obtained from the design procedure

evaluation in Chapter 7. Sections 8.1 to 8.3 reiterate the research questions driving the overall

approach from the research areas described in Chapter 3, and determine whether these questions

are answered satisfactorily. Results limitations and validity are discussed in Section 8.4.

8.1 Area 1: Procedure for Flexible Design Concept Generation

"Can the postulated design procedure for flexibility help increase the number of complete and

good flexible design concepts generated, improve anticipated performance of flexible design

concepts compared to a benchmark design, improve subjective user impressions of satisfaction

with the design procedure and results, and provide improvements in terms of quality assessment

of results, as compared to a baseline control design procedure?"

Results in Chapter 7 indicate that the postulated design procedure for flexible design concept

generation comprising a short lecture and prompting ideation mechanism focusing on flexibility

had significant main effects on participants' ability to generate complete and good flexible

design concepts, and to improve overall anticipated performance compared to the benchmark

design. This procedure also improved user satisfaction with process and results, and anticipated

quality of results. The following paragraphs explain what element(s) of the design procedure

were most influential in producing these results.

Results above demonstrate that the suggested design procedure for flexibility increased the

number of complete and good ideas generated after session 1. Prompting was the main

contributing factor to the creative generation of valuable flexible design concepts. Providing

education on a conceptual topic like flexibility helped improve the number of complete and good

flexible design concepts generated, but not in a significant manner. There are two possible

explanations for this. The first explanation relies on the Cognitive Network of Model of

creativity by Santanen et al. (2004). When attending the lecture on flexibility, participants stored
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concepts in long-term memory, which had to be activated by the working memory to create new

ideas. Because cognitive resources were still devoted to storage shortly after the lecture,

education might in effect have hindered the creative process. The prompting mechanism on the

other hand stimulated frame activation from long-term memory to short-term memory, which

may be why it was more effective at generating more flexible design concepts.

The second explanation is that participants were learning a new skill during experiments. If

presented with the lecture, the skills may not have been as sharp to enable participants

structuring the thought process well enough to generate new flexible design concepts. The

prompting mechanism on the other hand helped scaffold the thought process, and guided

participants throughout. In this view, it seems natural that a prompting mechanism helped

generate more valuable flexible design concepts than simply lecturing.

This conclusion does not imply however that only this particular ideation mechanism could have

been productive. Other ones could have been suggested and possibly evaluated using the

experimental methodology. For example, future studies could compare the outcomes generated

by different design procedures mentioned in the Literature Review from Chapter 2 to generate

flexible design concepts, based on Industry Guidelines and ROA canonical strategies.

The design procedure exploited the concept of flexibility to improve overall anticipated

performance of design concepts significantly. Both the lecture on flexibility and prompting

mechanism contributed towards this finding. From a cognitive standpoint, this can be explained

by the fact that even though prompting was useful to generate more good flexible design

concepts, the lecture helped enhance the average anticipated performance of those design

concepts. Providing designers with general strategies of flexibility, past case studies, and the

reasons why flexibility helps generate more value contributed towards producing better quality

results. Scaffolding the thought process through prompting also helped participants structure

their thoughts appropriately to improve anticipated performance.

The demonstration that flexibility can improve anticipated performance and expected value is not

new. Value improvements demonstrated in this study confirm the ideas put forward in the ROA
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literature (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Myers, 1977; Trigeorgis, 1996). Teams who used the

procedure for flexibility generated an average improvement of thirty-six percent compared to the

benchmark design (i.e. 3.34 millions/9.30 millions). Improvements ranging between ten and

thirty percent compared to initial designs were shown in a significant number of case studies.'

In general the sources of value for flexibility come from reducing the negative impacts from

downside scenarios (e.g. price or demand lower than expected), while enabling contingencies to

capture upside opportunities (e.g. more copper reserves than anticipated). Given that the world is

froth with uncertainty - market prices fluctuate, customer demand and preferences vary,

quantities of available resources are unknown (e.g. oil, ore), regulations change, and technology

inevitably evolves - anticipated performance of design concepts can only be known

probabilistically. Flexibility acts explicitly on such distribution by selecting designs that improve

the performance of the worst possible scenario, while aiming at extending the value of the best

possible scenario. The net effect is to improve expected value and performance. Flexibility must

however be considered early in the design cycle because at the detailed design phase, many

decisions are made, and some of the design components might be locked. Also, it may be more

expensive to modify designs in later design phases.

Providing education on the topic of flexibility played a favorable role in the subjective

impressions that participants had about the procedure, the results, and quality of results. This

finding confirms explicitly an intuition often outlined in GSS experimental research - off the

record - that if participants are not told what an experiment or procedure is about, they will not

necessarily appreciate the intervention. This is especially true when interventions are supported

by technology they may sometimes find cumbersome. Similarly here, participants did not

appreciate as much being steered in a particular conceptual direction during the design process if

they did not know the purpose and potential benefits of doing so. Also, results show that

participants who received the lecture anticipated better result quality than those who did not.

This may be because they felt more committed, or believed more in the quality of results once

exposed to the ideas of flexibility in design.
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It is interesting to outline that even if the prompting mechanism had main effects on flexible

design concept generation and anticipated performance, it had no significant effect on user

satisfaction with the process and results, and quality assessment of results. This observation is

reinforced by the interaction effect in Figure 7.4 showing that prompting alone decreased

satisfaction significantly without the lecture on flexibility as compared to with the lecture. In line

with the thought mentioned previously, this effect may occur because participants were acquiring

a new skill, and did not necessarily see the benefit immediately in terms of process and results

satisfaction, and quality of results. This may be as well because participants could not measure in

real-time the NPV impact of their ideas (i.e. all concepts were evaluated after ideation sessions).

This aspect may be an interesting avenue for future research.

This observation shows that relying solely on subjective user impressions may not necessarily

highlight all the potential contributions that a design procedure can bring to design activities, in

particular to stimulate creativity and improve anticipated performance of design concepts.

Similarly relying only on objective quantitative measurements may not be enough; a procedure

may very well improve performance, but not satisfy users in terms of process and results. There

is a need to evaluate design procedures using both qualitative subjective measurements, as well

as objective quantitative ones. This conclusion supports the need outlined by Frey and Dym

(2006), Reich (2010), and Tomiyama et al. (2009) to develop methodologies enabling rigorous

and thorough evaluation of design procedures based on objective and quantitative metrics, both

in controlled laboratory and real-world settings.

8.2 Area 2: Performance-Based Design Procedure Evaluation

"Is the proposed experimental methodology efficient and effective to measure objectively and

quantitatively the effects on anticipated performance of design concepts generated in a

collaborative design setting?"

Application of the experimental methodology to evaluate the design procedure for flexibility

demonstrated by example application that it could be used to measure objectively and

quantitatively the effects on anticipated performance of design concepts. This property was used

to evaluate the design procedure for flexibility compared to control conditions. Whether the
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methodology can be used to evaluate any design procedure based on anticipated performance

remains to be shown, but the demonstration suggests such endeavor is feasible. The methodology

described in Chapter 5 is general enough to evaluate other design procedures, and there is

nothing specific to designing for flexibility in the overall approach.

The experimental methodology was effective in this case because it enabled discrimination

between different treatment conditions based on anticipated performance. This does not,

however, validate absolutely the effectiveness of the methodology, but suggests it is indeed

effective. More studies and evaluation of other design procedures should further validate this

point. These studies could ideally be complemented by ex post assessments comparing the

anticipated performance outcomes with actual outcomes in industry.

The methodology enabled efficient evaluation of the procedure for flexibility, based on three

observations. First, it took about a month to set up the experiments, recruit participants, and

collect data. This was contingent on having participants available, which a university setting

favors greatly. Given that participants - who are mostly graduate students - had, however, other

priorities than contributing to experimental research, this still shows that the data gathering

process was done efficiently. This compares favorably to typical case studies requiring extended

fieldwork over several months at a company or organization. This is in general an advantage of

controlled user studies as compared to individual case studies (Summers et al., 2009). Second,

developing the case study and computer model was done over a period of two weeks. This was

also efficient compared to other research where the modeling part is more time consuming, and

may require months. Third, coding analysis took about an hour per ideation session transcript to

process per reviewer, while implementing flexible design concepts took about another hour using

the Excel® simulation model. The analysis thus took a total of about seventy-five hours, or two

weeks of dedicated work. Content analysis with Crawdad@ took an additional five hours of data

processing and analysis of ideation transcripts. This computer-aided analysis improved

efficiency dramatically compared to the intensive word for word transcription required prior to

coding and content analyses, if audio/video material is used.
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One may argue that the design procedure for flexibility itself was efficient. The time taken to

bring significant quantitative performance improvement was extremely short. For teams

participating in treatment 4 for instance, only ninety minutes to two hours were necessary to

bring about average performance improvements of thirty-six percent compared to the benchmark

design. For large-scale complex systems requiring investments in the order of millions and

billions, this amount can be quite significant.

8.3 Area 3: Design Procedure Influence on Discussion Content

"What is the influence of uncertainty and flexibility related words on the content of ideation

transcripts when participants are subjected to the design procedure for flexibility, as compared

to a baseline control design procedure?"

As observed in section 7.7, preliminary results showed that factors E and I had no significant

effect on uncertainty influence scores. This result is counter to the hypothesis formulated in

Section 3.3, suggesting that uncertainty related words should have more influence on the content

when the design procedure for flexibility is used.

There are two possible explanations for this. First, it is possible that participants used uncertainty

related words in session 1 because they were getting familiar with the problem, and naturally

recognized some of the uncertainties inherent to the problem based on the introduction session.

This is realistic, as designers may very well recognize uncertainties affecting a system, although

they may not necessarily devise strategies to deal with them effectively by means of flexibility.

In session 2, teams under treatment 1 continued analyzing the problem under similar cognitive

conditions, and did not necessarily use more uncertainty related words. This may be because they

did not have the proper tools and framework to move from thinking about the uncertainties to

solutions dealing with these uncertainties. Regarding teams under treatments 2, 3, and 4, the

discussion content may have been diluted due to the lecture and prompting mechanisms. Instead

of focusing solely on uncertainty, participants introduced thinking about flexibility, as well as

design elements enabling flexibility, and decision rules to manage such flexibilities. These topics

may not be fully captured by uncertainty related words, and therefore may not have created much

difference as compared to session 1.
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The second explanation may be that the experimental platform introduced in this thesis is not

fully suited for content analysis of ideation transcripts. The author noticed significant changes in

responses AUI (and even AFl) when uncertainty and flexibility related words were changed.

Changing the list of words changed results and conclusions significantly. This may be because

written transcriptions do not reflect well enough the overall content of discussions, because

participants only record their thoughts partially. Too much conversational information may be

lost in transcriptions without capturing the full content. While the information provided is

enough to extract complete design concepts - because coders look for specific pieces of

information - more information may be needed to understand underlying cognitive processes and

discussion content. This is a consequence of the tradeoff exploited by this experimental

methodology, which gives up accuracy in transcription reports for more analytical efficiency.

This suggests it may be more appropriate to complement transcription with audio/video

recordings of the sessions to study the content of discussions more appropriately, as often done

in protocol studies.

On the other hand, results show that the lecture on flexibility did produce a significant effect on

the influence of flexibility related words - in line with the stated hypothesis. This may be

because participants felt stimulated by the content covered during the lecture, and made use of

more flexibility words on average after the presentation. One reason why the prompting

mechanism had a counter effect may be that - similar to what is mentioned above - the

discussion was diluted between different aspects of uncertainty and flexibility using the

prompting mechanism. This is because the prompting mechanism inherently divided discussions

into four different topics.

8.4 Results Validity and Limitations

8.4.1 Internal Validity

A major difficulty in experimental work is to control for as many exogenous factors that may

affect the dependent variable responses as possible. Without appropriate identification and
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control of such exogenous variables, it is difficult to conclude anything on perceived cause-effect

relationships, which may affect the internal validity of results.

Many strategies were explored to control for undesired factors potentially affecting the

responses, and to enhance internal validity. For example, a second independent coder - who is

also an expert in the design problem - reviewed ideation transcripts to enhance interpretive

validity. This strategy also alleviated concerns about inherent researchers' bias of trying to

measure positive treatment effects. Each experiment was structured with two sessions to control

for inherent creativity level and knowledge of flexibility - based on the structure of a pretest-

posttest quasi-experimental design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966). The same ideation time was

allocated to all teams. Having the same number of participants in each team - as much as

possible - ensured that the number of participants in a team would not constitute a major factor

affecting responses. Participants were selected to have as untainted knowledge of flexibility as

possible, so responses could not be biased by expert knowledge of flexibility. Repeating the

exact same procedure in all experiments ensured that different sequences of actions would not

bias results. Providing the same content in all lectures on flexibility, and assigning the exact

same task to each team controlled for variability in terms of information passed along to

participants. Using the same location for all experiments as much as possible removed the

possibility that the environment might be a factor affecting creativity and/or subjective

impressions with the design procedure. Modifying and extending a survey that was already

validated experimentally by Briggs et al. (2006) favored reliable survey responses. Measuring

Cronbach's a for each construct demonstrated such inter-item reliability. Finally, participants did

not know what treatment group they were assigned until the very end of the experiment, in the

debrief session - randomized assignment. This was done to ensure that participants would not try

harder in order to make the study successful in demonstrating that only treatments related to

flexibility could have an effect. Researchers did not know either which of the four treatment

conditions would lead to better results. It could have very well been observed that free undirected

ideation and prior training only are the necessary conditions to produce improved responses, or

that no difference could be observed between the treatment conditions.
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Allocated time may also have been an important factor in generating flexible design concepts.

Although this study does not establish a direct correlation, allocated time may very well explain

the baseline AENPV improvement of 2.08 millions (see Section 7.3) observed among all teams -

since it was a confounded variable in all treatment conditions. It is left as future work to measure

and determine more explicitly the effect of time on the overall performance response.

Another internal validity issue regards the prompting mechanism, which nudges participants to

think explicitly about uncertainty and flexibility. A legitimate concern is whether this is a valid

component of the design procedure, as it may seem like answers were given away to participants.

Logically, if the design procedure itself is flawed, the experimental evaluation results may as

well be flawed. There are four answers addressing this concern.

The first answer is to outline the subtlety that the author knew of flexible strategies that could

improve anticipated performance, but did not know of all the possible strategies participants

could come up with. The design problem left enough freedom for creativity so that novel ideas

could emerge. This was observed indeed, as participants identified strategies during sessions that

the author did not think of. For instance, one team suggested developing units "just in time",

implying they could follow demand exactly in each phase. Although the author thought about the

concept of capacity expansion, the possibility of adjusting downwards was not equally

considered! Other teams proposed solutions that did not make sense conceptually. For example,

one team suggested to expand capacity when construction cost increases. Although this may

have made sense during conversations, it did not seem appropriate as read from the ideation

transcript. Other design solutions extracted from ideation transcripts are summarized in

Appendix G. These design solutions demonstrate clearly that participants could come up with

their own design concepts, without taking answers out of the prompting mechanism. Even if it

looks as though answers were given away as part of the design procedure - which was not the

case - all teams would have benefitted from it equally, and so no difference would be noticeable

in the responses. It was necessary, however, to create and implement some flexible design

solutions a priori to test and validate the computer model before analysis. This does not imply

that all possible flexible design concepts were identified so that they could be packaged as part of

the prompting mechanism. The author did not know ahead of time how participants would
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formulate their strategies, which ones they would formulate, and under what decision rules and

proposed design implementations. The preliminary implementation step was necessary to have

sufficient confidence that the model would be appropriate to implement most ideas suggested in

experiments.

The second answer addressing the concern lies in the fact that design concepts were evaluated

both objectively and quantitatively by modeling their future cash flows. Concepts were not

evaluated solely based on the fact that they satisfied the four criteria of complete design concepts

- which may seem arbitrary to neophytes. Even if the structure of the prompting mechanism was

similar to the evaluation scheme to identify flexible design concepts - the prompting mechanism

had the same four-step structure - satisfying the four criteria did not ensure anticipated

performance improvement compared to the benchmark. The objective and quantitative cash

flows of a proposed concept where modeled, and the resulting ENPV was compared to that of

the benchmark. If the cash flows resulting from a flexible design concept did not improve the

ENPV of the benchmark, the concept was not counted as a good, and not accounted for as a

strategy to improve ENPV (i.e. it would not be selected by any rationale decision-maker). Thus

what mattered really was whether participants could think of flexible design concepts, and

whether these concepts could improve anticipated performance. In effect, the overall goal of this

design procedure is to improve anticipated performance by means of flexibility, and not

necessarily to be more flexible above all. If this were the goal, and only the quantity of complete

flexible design concepts was accounted for, this would seem like a self-fulfilling prophecy to use

a prompting mechanism based on the same four criteria that are used to evaluate design concepts.

This was not the case here however, because cash flows emerging from design concepts were

explicitly modeled and evaluated, and improvements in anticipated performance were clearly

demonstrated.

The third answer can be understood by reading directly the prompts used in experiments in

Appendix B. One notices that the prompting mechanism was constructed to be general, so it was

not necessarily suited to the particular design problem in this study. The prompting mechanism

could ostensibly be used to evaluate other design concepts related to a different engineering

system, without any modification. This may in fact be the topic of a future study, to determine
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how ones needs to tailor the prompting mechanism to the problem of interest, or provide

different levels of direction - as discussed next.

The fourth answer is to outline that the prompting mechanism was crafted carefully to stimulate

flexible design concept generation by providing some level of direction, without being

completely directive as to give away answers. In this regard, Figure 8.1 depicts conceptually a

spectrum of "amount of direction" used in prompting mechanisms in general to stimulate

creativity, ranging from no direction at all, to complete direction where answers are effectively

given away. Santanen et al. (2004) studied the effects of prompting on solution quality and

quantity when no direction at all is provided, locating this prompting mechanism on the left-hand

side of the spectrum. Santanen and de Vreede (2004) studied the effect of different levels of

direction in prompting mechanisms. In contrast, a prompting mechanism geared towards giving

away answers to a particular problem would provide one hundred percent complete direction, on

the right-hand side of the spectrum. The prompting mechanism suggested here errs somewhere

between the two extremes, closer to the tail involving complete direction. It aims at providing

some direction, although it does not completely give away answers as if it were tailored to the

design problem at hand. This mechanism may be closer to the provocation change of perspective

defined by Knoll and Horton (2010), because it challenges the underlying assumptions of the

design problem.

Figure 8.1: Conceptualization of the spectrum of "amount of direction" provided in

prompting mechanisms to stimulate creativity. The extremes range from "no direction" to

"complete direction" where answers are effectively given away.
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In general, researchers espousing a directive prompting mechanism should be careful to select

the appropriate amount of direction to stimulate creativity. The level of direction should consider

the possibility that some designers may be more creative by modifying existing solutions, while

others are better at creating entirely new solutions from scratch (Thompson & Lordan, 1999).

8.4.2 External Validity

An important criticism to external validity of results - the ability to generalize conclusions to

wider populations - was the fact that experiments were done with graduate students, in a

controlled setting that may not represent the reality of practicing engineers, and using a

simplified design problem. Although this study demonstrates that the proposed design procedure

for flexibility had significant effects in such context, this does not imply that the conclusions

necessarily apply to the entire population of practicing engineers, and to all design problems in a

real-world setting. Rather, these results suggest the design procedure may be productive and

useful, and it is left as an opportunity for future research to study it in real-world practice.

Experimental conditions and the sample population were nonetheless representative of some of

the realities of engineering practice. Participants were chosen carefully to represent the wider

population of practicing engineers in many different industries. Graduate students in the selected

programs, as opposed to undergraduate students, typically had many years of experience in

industry, management, consulting, or elsewhere. Participants had different educational

backgrounds, as is often the case in real engineering firms. To reflect this, cultural and

personality differences arising in real-world practice were indeed noticed in experiments through

inter-personal relations. The design problem was modeled through close interactions with experts

at the MIT Center for Real Estate. The problem was simplified so it could be tackled within a

short experimental session, but nonetheless represented some of the best practices in this field.

One aspect that may have biased the population sample was the willingness to participate in

these experiments (i.e. self-selection bias). This suggests that participants were already open-

minded to trying new approaches, which may not reflect well the resistance that may naturally

occur in industry when introducing a new design procedure.
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Related to content analysis, a general conclusion is that the experimental platform introduced

here seems only partially suitable for this kind of analysis. Preliminary results showed it is

indeed feasible to perform content analysis, although the experimental platform may not be fully

suited because too much conversational information is lost in the data recording process. The

analysis did suggest the lecture on flexibility had an influence on discussion content related to

flexibility. In contrast, the demonstration was not fully satisfactory because both factors E and I

did not appear to affect content related to uncertainty, and even worsened influenced of

flexibility-related content - counter to the stated and intuitive hypothesis. The experimental

platform may not be completely suited for content analysis because it focuses on efficiency

rather than accuracy of transcriptions. Content analysis on the other hand heavily relies on

accurate transcriptions of discussions. Hence, protocol studies may be more appropriate for this

kind of analysis, relying on full audio/video recording of experiments with designers talking out

loud their thought process.

The feasibility of the analysis nonetheless opens the door for further research opportunities, to

extend the current experimental platform to enable full audio/video recording of ideation

sessions - at the cost of more analytical requirements.
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Chapter 9 - Conclusion

"Many of the problems the world faces today are the eventual result of short-term measures

taken last century." - Jay W. Forrester, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

"For tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today." - African proverb

This thesis demonstrated that the proposed experimental methodology can be used to evaluate a

design procedure effectively and efficiently based on anticipated performance. Evaluation results

demonstrated that both the lecture and prompting mechanism significantly improved anticipated

lifecycle performance of the engineering system compared to the benchmark design, by nearly

thirty-six percent on average. The prompting mechanism significantly improved the generation

of valuable flexible design concepts, while lecturing improved user satisfaction with the process

and results, as well as result quality assessments. Even though prompting demonstrably

improved anticipated performance and flexible design concept generation, it did not have an

effect on participants' satisfaction with the process and results. Also, prompting did not lead

participants to expect better result quality. It is only when combined with the lecture that

prompting improved user satisfaction. A preliminary analysis suggested that the experimental

platform can be used to study the influence of uncertainty and flexibility related words on

discussion content, although more work is necessary to validate the approach.

An important finding is that design procedures should be evaluated using both subjective user

impressions, and objective quantitative measurements. Evaluating a procedure based on user

impressions may miss important contributions based on anticipated performance of design

concepts - as shown here since participants did not think the prompting mechanism would

improve quality of results. Similarly, relying solely on anticipated performance may not allow

measurements of user satisfaction with the process and results. Hence a procedure may be

effective in improving anticipated performance, but will be rejected in practice because too

cumbersome and not user-friendly. Although this was not the case here - participants showed

improved impressions of satisfaction with the process and results - this is an important attribute

to consider for any design procedure aiming at real impact in industry practice.
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The experimental methodology integrated a set of computer-aided techniques to promote

effectiveness and efficiency based on GSS technology, computer-based modeling, and content

analysis software. The design procedure for flexibility involved a short lecture on flexibility, and

a prompting ideation mechanism focusing on flexibility in engineering systems design. It

complemented participants' inherent design approach by leading them to a better design outcome

with overall improved anticipated performance.

Collaborative design experiments were performed where participants suggested alternative

solutions to a design problem under different treatment conditions. Experimental conditions

made use of the procedure for flexibility, while control conditions relied on prior training in

science and engineering only (i.e. no lecture), and a free undirected ideation mechanism (i.e. no

prompting). The design procedure for flexibility was evaluated in a controlled setting based on

its cognitive effects on the quantity of flexible design concepts generated, anticipated economic

performance improvements compared to a benchmark design, participants' subjective

impressions of satisfaction with the process and results, and quality assessments of results.

Seventy-one experienced designers divided among twenty-six collaborative teams performed the

experiment involving a simplified real estate infrastructure design problem.

The methodology represents an important component of an experimental platform that aims at

evaluating design procedures for concept generation thoroughly, rigorously, and efficiently in

controlled laboratory and real-world settings. It complements the body of existing evaluation

methodologies relying on subjective expert performance assessments, or other objective metrics

not explicitly measuring anticipated performance (e.g. development time and other utility

attributes). It is hoped that the experimental platform will be used to study other design

procedures of interest, to determine their potential before beginning a deeper field study

involving application in industry.

This work also provided another case example that specifically focusing the design effort on

uncertainty and flexibility can improve the expected value and anticipated performance of an

engineering system - in this case a simplified real estate development project. The fact that such
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value can be measured objectively and quantitatively enables designers to investigate more

thoroughly the sets of worthwhile flexible strategies, and compare them to their acquisition costs.

This was demonstrated in these experiments, as many experienced designers proposed flexible

design alternatives that improved anticipated performance by nearly thirty-six percent compared

to the benchmark. For projects requiring upfront capital investments in millions and billions of

dollars, this is important to consider. This kind of approach brings more rigors in the design

process, especially in light of the challenges inherent to designing for uncertainty and flexibility.

9.1 Extending Current Approaches to Design

Early conceptual design activities are of utmost importance as they affect the way our critical

infrastructures work, which ultimately affect local and global economies. The early conceptual

phase is where designers and decision-makers can have the most influence on anticipated

performance, schedule, and costs of engineering systems. The U.S. National Research Council

(1991) estimated that nearly seventy percent of the life cycle cost is determined during

conceptual design.

Early conceptual design procedures are needed to help designers think at system-level,

integrating as much as possible understanding of economic, social, and technological forces.

This training is not widespread for a variety of reasons. One reason may be the current education

paradigm - in science and engineering, but also in other domains - focusing on understanding

the parts of a system, with the implicit assumption that this approach naturally leads to an

understanding of the whole. It is not clear whether this assumption holds true. In fact, the finest

institutions in the world are just getting started at crafting education programs integrating

engineering, management, and social sciences to better prepare tomorrow's leaders and designers

to deal with such system-level perspective. The development of Engineering Systems-like

programs may result from the realization that more explicit training is needed to understand how

complex systems really work, as a whole, rather then focusing deeply on each individual part.

To address these issues and extend current approaches to design, this thesis stressed the need to

recognize today's complexities and uncertainties in engineering systems design activities, and to

deal with them pro-actively in design. As demonstrated in Section 2.4.1, this is not something
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that existing design procedures taught at engineering institutions, and used in industry, do

completely satisfactorily. Many design procedures assume that customer demands and

preferences, market conditions, operating environments, and regulatory frameworks are known a

priori, so that engineers can rely on deterministic projections, freeze design requirements early,

and optimize the system accordingly (de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011; Eckert et al., 2009). Such

approach to design can lead to incorrect evaluation and design choices. Design activities should

naturally evolve to tackle the complexities of today's engineering systems. Hence the need to

develop novel design procedures incorporating thinking and recognition of a wide range of

uncertainty factors explicitly in the early design cycle.

This thesis contributed specifically towards a new approach to design by suggesting a procedure

that is based on rigorous economic, engineering, and risk management principles, but presented

and used in a way that is simple and accessible, for most impactful contributions to industry. The

demonstration application of the design procedure done here is for an infrastructure system, but

nothing prevents it to be applicable to other systems like financial systems, manufacturing

systems, product development, etc. It is left as a future research opportunity to demonstrate the

effects of the procedure on real-world engineering systems.

9.2 Pursuing Real Impact on Design Practice

Having real impact on design practice to improve anticipated performance of engineering

systems was the spirit of this thesis. The goal was to help designers consider uncertainty and risk

more explicitly in the early conceptual design through a series of simple questions, when there is

still a wide margin for impactful decisions. This justifies the proposal of devising an efficient,

quick, and simple procedure that can be incorporated quickly to existing design process at a firm

or company. The aim was to stimulate designers' creativity to identify major uncertainty sources

affecting future performance, and crafting relevant flexible strategies to deal with these

uncertainties pro-actively. This approach supports generation of flexible design concepts without

adding too much overhead to the existing design process at a firm. A design procedure that is

intuitive and user friendly was desirable, without bringing designers out of their comfort zone.
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This thesis contributed to research and design practice by providing an experimental

methodology to evaluate thoroughly, rigorously, and efficiently a design procedure of interest.

This may contribute to engineering design research, by encouraging structure to design studies,
along the lines promoted Frey and Dym (2006), Reich (2010), and Tomiyama et al. (2009).

9.3 Future Research Opportunities

This thesis opens the door to many exciting research opportunities. Using the existing

experimental methodology enables evaluation and comparison of other design procedures for

concept generation, such as Axiomatic Design, Pahl and Beitz, and TRIZ. An interesting study

could compare design procedures based on anticipated performance of the design concepts.

Evaluating other design procedures and demonstrating applicability to more than one design

procedure should contribute to further validating the effectiveness and efficiency of the

experimental methodology. Validating this methodology may involve as well applying it in

different contexts, for different engineering systems in the aerospace, energy, mining, product

development and manufacturing, transportation, and real estate industries, to name a few.

While the experimental methodology suggested here might be most useful to evaluate design

procedures for concept generation, more research can be devoted to develop other experimental

platforms enabling thorough and rigorous evaluation of design procedures of interest. For

example, the proposed platform can be modified to enable evaluation of design procedures for

design space exploration, as well as management and representation of the design process (see

Table 2.1). For example the platform could be used to test and evaluate procedures for product

safety (e.g. FMEA described by McDermott et al., 1996), or reliability (e.g. Robust Design

developed by Taguchi, 1987). The platform could rely on different mechanisms to record

ideation outputs than ThinkTank@. For instance, a computer-based design sketching tools could

be used (e.g. see iCampus MIT-Microsoft Alliance, 2010). The platform could be extended to

enable more detailed analysis on conversation contents, for instance through audio/video

recording of ideation sessions. Computer-based transcription using speech recognition software

could speed up the data processing phase. The content analysis performed here suggests this kind

of analysis may be feasible, but too much information may be lost in transcription. Thus the full

content of discussions may not be fully captured through this efficient - but less accurate -
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recording mechanism, which standard audio/video recording can complement. Content analysis

could further be re-organized by selecting uncertainty and flexibility-related keywords based on

the criteria defining a complete idea.

Another research avenue could be to use the experimental platform for quick and efficient

preliminary evaluation of a design procedure in industry, before more lengthy and/or

longitudinal field study - as opposed to conducting controlled experiments only in an academic

setting. For instance, a study could be conducted first at a company on a relevant but simplified

design problem to determine the potential of the procedure based on anticipated performance. If

such potential is established, researchers could move on to more lengthy application, evaluation,

and implementation of the design procedure - with tangible benefits to the real system

implementation and operations. This approach would allow at a minimum filtering out for design

procedures that may not be as impactful as theoretically thought. It would also enable

comparisons between the anticipated performance of design concepts generated in experiments,

and the actual performance outcomes - if the study is long enough to see the system being built.

Regarding the more specific issue of designing for flexibility, an interesting avenue could be to

develop an integrated package or course to support such design thinking, similar to the approach

pursued by the lean Six Sigma initiative (iSixSigma, 2010). The design procedure for flexibility

studied here focuses on concept generation only, so one needs to evaluate and integrate other

procedures for management and representation, as well as design space exploration. For

example, one could compare the effectiveness of DBD, MATE, and screening models in terms of

exploring the design space for valuable flexible design opportunities. One could compare DBD

to the PuCC mechanism for concept convergence and selection. It would be interesting as well to

compare the C-DSM, CPA, ESM, and sDSM to determine which one(s) give the best results in

terms of management and representation of flexible engineering systems, and which ones enable

better identification of existing opportunities for flexibility. Depending on the outcome in each

category, the best tools could be packaged and taught as an integrated professional development

course supporting design for flexibility. Experimental and case study evaluations would validate

such course more thoroughly.
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Appendix A - Slides for Lecture on Flexibility

Flexibility In Infrastructure
Design and Management

Michel-Alexandre Cardin, PhD Candidate
Spring 2010

Massachusetts Institute of Technotogy
Engineering Systems Division

TUDelft

Definitions of Uncertainty

D "Anything that can impact promises or business
objectives in the future" (Verbraeck, 2010)

E Uncertainty types (McManus and Hasting, 2005)
* Exogenous: out of managerial control
" Endogenous: managers/designers can control
" Statistically characterized: price or demand
* Known unknowns: future budget, system

performance
* Unknown unknowns: hard to quantify, not

considered in design

mom, 2 mDelft piF
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Human (In-)ability to Forecast

Heavier-than-air flying machine are impossible.
Lord Kelvin - British Mathematician, Physicist, and President
of the British Royal Society, c. 1895

Everything that can be invented has been invented.
Charles H. Duell - Commissioner of the U.S. Patent Office,
1899

Reagan doesn't have the presidential look.
United Artists Executive - dismissing Ronald Reagan for the
starring role in the movie of THE BEST MAN, 1964
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Environmental Uncertainty
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Market, Technology, and Others.
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uncertainty and Des n

ED Forecast can be (severely) wrong
* No escape from this
* ... infrastructure are long-lived, undergo much variations
* ... analysis based on too many assumptions
* ... inevitable surprises
* ... typically over-optimistic about outcomes
* ... over-confident about prediction errors

El There are many design choices beyond obvious ones
* Typically, combining different characteristics

... enabling different future designs

... and are thus more flexible
modified from de Neufville, 2008
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E Uncertainty affects performance
* Downside scenarios => risk of losses, lower performance
* Upside scenarios > opportunities for additional gains

El "Fixed" design and management miss opportunities to
recognize additional value!
* Can be sub-optimal... when reality departs from foreca
* Cannot "reduce" exposure to risk easily
* Cannot "seize" good opportunities easily
" Adapting project can be more costly
" Typical project valuation does not account for flexibilit

8 TUDelft PIT
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Current Design Process

E Very successful, BUT...

O Based on deterministic forecasts, heuristics, point value
estimates (e.g. $60/oil barrel, $1/pound of copper)

El Optimized for limited set of conditions

E Uncertainty considered ex post through sensitivity analysis
http://www.orchardscotts.com.sg/

E "Compartmentalized" engin. and manag't

E Often focused on risk minimization

E OPPORTUNITY TO DO BETTER!
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Better Approach

168

E Recognize uncertainty a priori
* Range, distribution of possible outcomes

O Plan for flexibility in design and
management
* E.g. vertical building expansion in Chicago

E gis on upside

market' opoturisTy7SF

uuma, 2UU
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Better Approach

12 Find designs acting on outcome distribution, rather than
optimizing point forecast

Cut bad,
downside
o utcoies

10 TUDelft 1fir
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Why Better with Flexibility?
O Forces considering downsides explicitly

* And prepare for it
* Prevents over-optimism

E Forces considering upsides as well
* Position to capture upside opportunities

E Both improve expected (or "average")
compared to fixed design

E No absolute best guaranteed, but can
FIXED (INFLEXIBLE) DESIGN!

performance

do BETTER THAN

4V'Delft PImoI
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Example Flexible Strategies

J Flexibility "on" system: managerial
* Defer investment until favorable conditions
" Growth through R&D investment
mAbandon temporarily or permanently

O Flexibility "in" system: technical
* Phase asset deployment over time
MAlter operating scale (expand or reduce

capacity)
0 Switch input/output

i.4
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Criteria for "Good" Flexibility

1. Identify major uncertainty source(s) affecting anticipated
performance

2. Suggest relevant flexible strategies to deal with uncertainties

3. Identify early on appropriate design variables and parameters
enabling flexibility

E E.g. stronger structure to support expansion, additional piece of
land, legal/financial/contractual arrangements if necessary

4. Identify relevant management decision rule to "exercise"
flexibility
* "Trigger" based on some observations
- E.g. if demand > capacity for 2 years, expand
R Price threshold, regulatory change, etc

hussa 13 TUDenft -tjol

Examples from Industry

l Satellite communication network (de Weck et
al., 2004)
* '90s award-winning system, $4BN development cost
" Wrong market forecasts: did not plan for land cell

phones. Led to over-capacity design!
" Sold for $25M in bankruptcy

El Expected cost saved if used
flexible phased deployment
strategy: $1.8BN (~30%) ndviu:

Indlyidual Iddium Sa'lete
Globalstar Satellte
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Examples from Industry (cont.)

0 Offshore oil platform (Lin, 2009)
" Multi-billion project off coast of Angola
" Typical design to "most likely" oil reserves

estimate
" Production capacity expansion flex.: connect

more sub sea tiebacks as more oil discovered
O Study shows 80% expected NPV

improvement! Sub sea tiebacks

Take Aways

0 Uncertainty has downsides... BUT ALSO
PROVIDES UPSIDE OPPORTUNITIES!

O Flexibility in design and management = best
approach to deal with uncertainty

E Flexibility helps harvest EXTRA value from
uncertainty

l Not easy however to identify and value it...

16s TiJ3DelftPIT
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Appendix B - Prompts for Ideation Mechanism

Uncertainty

What are the major sources of uncertainty affecting the future performance of this system?

Examples:

Exogenous uncertainties (e.g. demand markets, natural catastrophes, etc.)

Endogenous uncertainties (e.g. technology failure rates, etc.)

Scenarios where things go really bad (e.g. prices drop, economic crisis, etc.)

Scenarios where things go really well (e.g. demand rises suddenly, etc.)

Flexibility

What flexible strategies would enable the system to change and adapt if the uncertainty scenarios

you just discussed occur during operations?

Examples:

Defer the initial capital investment until favorable market conditions

Abandon the project to get out of bad, negative market situations

Invest in R&D to support growth and future opportunities

Phase capacity deployment over time instead of deploying initially all capacity at once

Alter operating scale by expanding or reducing production capacity depending on market

conditions

Switch production output and/or input depending on observed demand
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Design

How should you prepare, engineer, and design this particular system to enable the flexibilities

you just discussed?

Think about how to best engineer the system so it can react to:

Negative or bad scenarios (e.g. start with a smaller initial design, and reduce risk of over-

capacity and losses)

Positive or good scenarios (e.g. engineer ability to switch product output easily, write

legal contract to enable physical expansion later on if needed)

Completely unexpected scenario (e.g. plan ahead for emergency procedure in case of

hurricane)

Management

How should you manage and decide when it is appropriate to use, or exercise, the flexibilities in

this system?

Examples:

If demand is lower than capacity for two years, I will shutdown operations for 6 months

If market price gets above a certain threshold, I will expand production capacity
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Appendix C - Slides for Design Problem Description

174

A Multi-Family Residential
Development Project

Michel-Alexandre Cardin, PhD Candidate
Spring 2010

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Engineering Systems Division

i' TUDelft

Introduction

11 Thanks for being here!

El Personal background

El'About design experiments
" Test under different contexts
" Might wonder: "why this procedure?"
* Can't answer all questions... unfortunately!

2 TUDeift IT



Setup

0 You are lead design team at renown real estate development
firm

" Specialize in multi-family residential real estate
R Condo and apartment buildings

E Firm's objective: sell building at highest profit
E Performance metric: Net Present Value (NPV)

" Land already bought

D Zoning obtained for either condos and/or apartments

E Building permit for 310 units maximum over 3 years

4 fuDelft pl
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ata and Assuwptions

o Current demand expectations:
* 100 condo units
* 100 apartment units

E Current selling price expectations:
* $205,000/unit as condo
* $200,000/unit as apartment

11 Current construction cost estimate per unit (not
inclusive of land)
* $152,000/unit as condo
* $150,000/unit as apartment

El Demand, price, and construction cost all projected to
increase linearly at 3%/year with annual volatility -20%

MM5 TUDeift 111,11



Analysis and Suggested Design

El Go with condo building design
U NPV $12.4M > $11.6M (8% discounting)

El All 309 units developed in phase 1 (incl. 3% growth)
E Sold over 3 years (1 year/phase)

'22 2 am2 ..222

O22 Said23 322

2,222 w a3322222.

M" r32334 174341

Pt,.., 3

7 Delft ||rr

V2232222
&.W.. F222232~4m2222 [O42$2

PIW221 W2'22

177

229,222

Pha22.2:

The Situation

" Management wants design offering best
expected (or "average") future performance
over range of possible scenarios

E Not convinced suggested design is best
* Market demand and price may change; differ from

projections
* Costs may increase, construction delayed

El Your team is asked to investigate alternative
design(s) that can improve expected
performance compared to current design

8 ~Deift Jl
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Appendix D - Assumptions for Discounted Cash Flow Model

Multi-Family Residential Development Project: All input parameters on this page... Assume zero time-to-build

Years per Phase 1 0
Construction Cost Expected Growth Rate (each phase) (gac)
Construction Cost Expectations (as of completion, each phase):

Base Cost (BC,
Added Cost Expectation to Finish & Sell:

As Condos (FCn
As Apts (FCA,

Total Construction and Sales Cost Expectations
As Condos (CCUX

As Apts (CCAt
Land Cost Expectation
Up-front Cost Expectation to Enable Switching Flexibility (Cswtc,)
Up-front Cost Expectation to Enable Expansion Flexibility (Cxpand)

Selling Price Expected Growth Rate (each phase) (gp)
Selling Price Expectations:

As Condos (PCt
As Apis (PAt

Units Demand Expected Growth Rate (each phase) (gD)
Units Demand Expectations (each phase)

As Condos (Dct
As Apis (DAtf

Planned capacity deployment strategy (each phase)
As Condos (Kct

As Apts (KAL
Maximum capacity allowed (Kmax)

OCC Built Property (rp)
OCC Construction Costs (rc)

Resulting Canonical OCC (r)'

Overall Volatility Factor (U)

Uncertainty Factor in Cost (acc):

Uncertainty Factor in Price (ap):

3%$$$i0

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
) 130,00 13390 1 per unit

22000per unit
) 0 per unit

per unit
) 150000 14500 1135 per unit

0' per unit
per unit

3%

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
205,000 hp 50 ~ ?' A per unit
0,0 000 2.00. oer unit

3%

8.00%lb <== Note: Should include spec premium.

<== Note: Should be near riskfree rate.

8T% <==Note: Devlpt project contains operatior
"Blended rate over all phases and uses (approximation of C

20%

Volatility factor around expectated growth rate
As Condos 20%

AsAp 0
Uncertainty factor around initial cost value

As Condos, 20
As Apts 2

Volatility factor around expectated growth rate

Uncertainty factor around initial selling price

Uncertainty Factor in Units Demand (aD) Volatility factor around expectated growth rate
As Condos 20%

As Apts
Uncertainty factor around initial units demand

As Condos 20
As Apts ; %
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Static Benchmark Model

The table above presents the numerical assumptions used in the DCF model, which were not

shown in details to participants. NPV is the objective function used to evaluate the static

benchmark model. The condo-only design is used as example to demonstrate equations and

modeling assumptions. The same analysis is completed for the apartment-only design, although

not presented here. The static NPV is calculated as:

NPVc _ -cc

1o (l+r)t

Here Rc, represents the revenue at time t = 0, 1, ... , T, with T = 3 years, while Cc, represents the

total construction and sales cost at time t. Parameter r represents the canonical Opportunity Cost

of Capital (OCC), or the discount rate used to discount cash flows in both cases (r = 8%). The

spreadsheet below supports presentation of the NPV calculation using the formula above.

NPV asCnoP&e
Phase i Phase 2 Phase 3

Year 01 2 3

d1002 103 1
Const & Sees'Unit 1525000 15656D 126
Phpy r S P1"Demard" 0 0

Umts S/0 100 103 0

S~e Rmu : .020 00C 21 3450 2.3.053,357
Toa omr& a rt %% 0n 0 0

Ne Cs Flo -2 03 21 748A50 21BUS5

NP ext .far47td)W70 M1

T he rows "Sales Price/Unit", "Units Demand", "Constr & Sales/Unit", and "Planned Capacity

Deployment" present the vectors for price, demand, construction cost, and planned capacity

deployment outcomes respectively for the condo-only design:

PC = [PC] 9P 2, Pc3l,

Dc = [Dcl, Dc2, Dcal

CCe = [CC1,, CCc2, CCeJ]

KC= [Kci, Kc2, Kc3 ]
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Here the price in each year/phase is calculated as Pc, = Pc1(1 + g,)', with gp = 3% as the

projected annual growth rate for sales price, and Pc = 205,000. Demand and construction costs

are calculated similarly using projected demand and construction cost growth rates go and gcc, as

well as initial projected demand Dc, and cost CCc1 . Construction cost CCc, can be further divided

as the base construction cost (BC,) plus the finishing cost (FCc,) in each year. Planned capacity

deployment Kc, is determined by the analyst. The base case model assumes that Kc = 1309, 0, 01,

meaning that all condo units are developed in year 1. Other deployment strategies can be

explored. The row "Units Sold" shows the number of units sold, assumed to follow demand

projections.

Subsequent rows calculate the cash flows and present value cash flows for the project. The

vectors for "Sales Revenue" and "Total Constr & Sales Costs" correspond to the revenues and

costs outcomes used in the NPV calculation above. In vector form, they are represented as:

Rc = [Rcl, Rc2, Rc3],

C = [Cci , Cc2, CC3]

The sales revenue (Rc,), total construction and sales cost (Cc,), net cash flow (CFct), and present

value of cash flow (PVc) at each year/time t are calculated as:

Rct = MIN(Dct, Kct)Pct

Cc= KctCCct

CFci= Rct - Cc

PVe = CFc,/(I + r)'

The sales revenue in each year is the minimum between the demand and the offered capacity. In

the static case, capacity is deployed in year I to fit demand projections exactly. In the stochastic

case described below however, the MIN(*) function ensures that revenues do not go beyond

available capacity when demand is higher than offered capacity. The NPV is calculated by

summing PVc, over the T years of the project, as shown in the topmost NPV equation.
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Stochastic Model

In the stochastic case, price, demand, and construction cost variables Pc,, Dc, and CCc, are

modeled as random variables. The stochastic evolution of these random variables over time is

modeled using GBM. The equations above remain the same, except that price, demand, and

construction cost vectors are replaced by the stochastic vectors below:

PcS= IPcis, Pc 2s, Pc3ss

Dcs = [Dcis, Dc2S, Dc3 s]

CCcs = [CCiS, CCc2s, CCeS]

For example, Pc,s = P + gps)t where in this case the growth parameter is modeled according

to the standard It6 process:

g,s = gpdt + acdZ,

The parameter u, represents the uncertainty factor around annual price projections, and dt is a

small time increment of one period (here gp = 3%, dt = 1 year, o = 20%). The random variable

dZ, ~ U(-1, 1) is the standard Wiener process modeling the stochastic error around the trend

growth rate. For simplification and computational efficiency in Excel@, dZ, is sampled from a

uniform distribution between -1 and 1. This random variable is however typically sampled from

a standard normal distribution ~ N(0, 1) to account for the fact that larger deviations from the

trend are typically less likely. The growth parameters for demand and construction costs gas and

gccs are modeled in a similar fashion, also assuming GBM.

In the stochastic model, it is assumed that units unsold in the previous phase can be sold in the

next phase. Also, the objective function becomes the mean NPV response over M simulated NPV

outcomes, which is the typical estimator for sample means:

ENPVc = E [NPV ] M-- N
M NPVcmMm=1
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In this thesis, M = 2,000 to balance statistical significance, and computational efficiency. Two

thousand scenarios run in about 1-2 seconds on an Apple MacBook running Excel@ 2004 under

Mac OS X 10.5.8, 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processing power, and 4GB Random Access

Memory. From these simulations, one can calculate the standard deviation, minimum, maximum,

and percentile values (e.g. P5 and P95) of the distribution. Similarly, one can represent the

distribution of NPV outcomes as a CDF, as shown in Figure 6.3.

Flexible Model

Similar equations as those used for the stochastic case govern the case with flexibility. The main

difference is the introduction of programmatic decision rules, modeled using IF(*) statements in

Excel®. Each row in the figure below is visited in turn to give an example of such

implementation.

NPV w Flexible Choice Each Phase:
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Year 0 1 2 3
Next Phase Developed As: CONDO APT APT
Sales Price/Unit 197.947 242,267 249,535
Units Demand 100 82 78
Constr & Sales/Unit 176.259 130.112 126.955
Develop Current Phase? YES YES YES
Planned Capacity Deployment 100 103 106
Expand Capacity this Phase? NO NO NO
Additional Capacity 0 0 0
Total CapacityAdded 106 103 106T
Units Sold 100 82 78
Sales Revenue 19 794.739 19,984.986 19472.279
Total Constr & Sales Costs 17.625,907 13.401.562 13.457,232
Net Cash Flow 2,168.832 6.583,424 6.015.047
PV of Cash Flow 2.008.178 5,644,225 4.774,938
NPV (exclu land) 12.427.340

The row "Next Phase Developed As:" specifies the type of unit developed next phase, either

condo or apartment. An example decision rule may be "if observed cash flows this year are

higher for condo than for apartments, then develop next phase as condo, else develop next phase

as apartments". This decision rules compares the observed cash flows if the phase is developed

as condos to the case where it is developed as apartments, using the inflexible stochastic model

described previously. The rule suggests developing next phase depending on the unit type that

generated the highest cash flow in the current phase. This is not the only possible decision rule

here. In fact, participants suggested a variety of decision rules, all implemented separately.
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The row "Develop Current Phase?" determines whether a phase is developed or not. A possible

decision rule here can be "if construction cost per unit is lower than sales price in the current

phase, develop, else do not develop". The row "Additional Capacity" determines how many extra

units are built within each phase to suit a capacity expansion flexible strategy. "Total Capacity

Added" accounts for the planned capacity deployment, plus any additional unit added within a

phase. The remaining rows of the DCF model are calculated as described in the static and

stochastic models above.
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Appendix E - Debrief Material and Example Survey Questions

LimeSurvey - Post-experimental Debrief and Survey, MIT http://sk- 1.tbm.tudelft.nl/limesurvey/admin/admin.php?action=..

Post-experimental Debrief and Survey, MIT

"Empirical Testing of Conceptual Design Procedures to
Improve Expected Future Performance of Infrastructure Systems"

Instructions: please read the following debrief section, and fill in the appropriate survey information.

Debrief

Thank you very much for your participation! You were involved in an experiment testing out different conceptual design
procedures to determine what factors contribute best in helping a team of engineers and designers identify opportunities for
flexibility in design and management. The goal is ultimately to improve the anticipated future performance of an
infrastructure system compared to an initial benchmark design. Therefore, this study investigates whether 1) you were able
(or not) to identify major opportunities for flexibility in a simple infrastructure design problem that 2) can or are known to
improve the anticipated performance of the system. Your ideas will be implemented using a computer-based economic
model to determine which ones are most valuable.

There are many sources of flexibility that can be implemented in this design problem to improve future expected
performance compared to the benchmark design provided. The best flexible design alternatives in general are those that 1)
reduce exposure to risks if/when downside events occur, and 2) provide opportunities to capture upside benefits - if
needed.

Your team performed an experiment involving two sessions. Session 1 controls for any prior knowledge, experience, or
ideas you may have about flexibility in infrastructure design when no particular guidance is offered. It simply asks you to
improve the anticipated performance of the suggested design by thinking about alternative design configurations for this
particular problem. You may or may not offer ideas involving flexibility at this point; this session is entirely based on your
prior training. Session 2 measures any difference if one or a combination of the following tools is introduced to help you
think about the uncertainties affecting this system, and the kinds of flexibility that could help you deal with them to improve
performance.

Session 2 combines one of two possible variants (called "levels") for each of two factors of interest. The first factor focuses
on the type of education received on flexibility in infrastructure design. One level provides no particular education on
this topic, and relies on your prior training. The other level provides a brief lecture on flexibility in infrastructure design giving
intuitive stories about various implementations of flexibility. It discusses why flexibility can improve the anticipated future
performance of infrastructure systems. It also introduces important concepts to identify and implement flexibility in new
infrastructure design projects.

The second factor focuses on a brainstorming mechanism that sustains creativity by changing your perspective on the
design task by means of provocation. One level essentially turns "off" this feature, so that no change of perspective
mechanism is provided. The other level turns "on" this feature by forcing you through different prompts to see different
angles of the problem to identify major sources of uncertainty, and valuable sources of flexibility. It guides you through a
thought process suggested to analyze flexibility in new infrastructure design problems.

There are 23 questions in this survey
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LimeSurvey - Post-experimental Debrief and Survey, MIT

Process Satisfaction - Session 1

The following questions relate to the FIRST SESSION ONLY.

2 [F]Please select ONE ANSWER for all questions below *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

1-

I feel satisfied with
the way the first
session was
conducted.
I appreciated the
techniques we
used in the first
session.
I liked the way the
first session
progressed today.
I feel satisfied with
the methods we
used in the first
session.
I feel satisfied
about the way we
carried out
activities in the first
session.

3 of 16

Strongly
disagree

4-
2 3 Neutral

7-
Strongly

5 6 agree

oD 0) 0C 0 0

0~C 0CD0 0

0) 0 0) 0C0 0

0D 0) 0 0 0 C 0

0 0 0 0 0 0C 0)

10/14/10 19:19
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http://sk-1.tbm.tudelft.nl/limesurvey/admin/admin.php?action=...

Results Satisfaction - Session 1

The following questions relate to the FIRST SESSION ONLY

3 [F]Please select

Please choose the appropri

St
dis

I feel happy with
what we achieved
in the first session.
I feel satisfied with
the things we
achieved in the
first session
l am happy with
the results of the
first session.
Our
accomplishments
in the first session
give me a feeling
of satisfaction.
When the first
session was over, I
felt satisfied with
the results.

ONE ANSWER for all questions below*

ate response for each item:

1- 7 -
rongly 4 - Strongly
agree 2 3 Neutral 5 6 agree

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0) 0 0) 0) 0 0 0

4 of 16
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http://sk- l.tbm.tudelft.nl/limesurvey/admin/admin.php?action=...

Quality Assessment - Session 1
The following questions relate to the FIRST SESSION ONLY

4 [F]Please select ONE ANSWER for all questions below *

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

1-
Strongly
disagree

The result of the
first session had
the required
quality.
What we achieved
in the first session
met the goal.
We achieved what
we intended to
achieve in the first
session.
The result in the
first session has
the quality we
intended to
achieve.
The result in the
first session was in
line with the goal
set for this
workshop.
I feel confident the
top five (5) design
alternatives
recommended in
the first session
provide better
anticipated
performance than
the current
benchmark design

5 of 16

4-
2 3 Neutral

7-
Strongly

5 6 agree

o 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 00 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0C

00 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

10/14/10 19:19
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Appendix F - Example Original Transcript Coding Analysis

4.2.1.

4.2.2.

4.2.3.

4.3.
4.4.
4.5.

4.6.
4.7.
4.8.

4.9.

4.10.
4.11.
4.12.

Negative or bad scenarios (e.g, start with a smaller initial design, and reduce risk
of over-capacity and losses)
Positive or good scenarios (e.g. engineer ability to switch product output easily,
write legal contract to enable physical expansion later on if needed)
Completely unexpected scenario (e.g. plan ahead for emergency procedure in
case of hurricane)
Design a show house first to see the market reaction
Build the condo or apartment over time without put your money in once.
Try to find reliable customers and build relation with them in order to prevent
future downside.
Build both type of units at the first phase and wait for market response
Consider design to be robust for 1 week of raw material shortage
In the case of earthquake or hurrican, one of the solution is to improve building
technology to reduce the possible negative impact.
|Engineer the units to be built first on the common elements within both type of
units to then to built the differentiators within their
Enough capital for further construction in a short time.
Consider flexibilty to incorporate other type of units (i.e. a two floor apartment)
Try to identify the structure of family or their income to predict possible change
in the future,

5. Management
5.1. How should you manage and decide when it is appropriate to use, or exercise,

the flexibilities in this system?
5.2. Examples:
5.2. If demand is lower than capacity for two years, I will shutdown operations for 6

months
5.2.2. If market price gets above a certain threshold, I will expand production capacity
5.3, Effective leader with more centralized power in decision--making process.
5.4. If raw materials go below desin assumptions, build more units on the earlier

phases
5.5. If the cost of input goes down or the revenue goes up to some extent, I will

expand production.
5.6. Start with a 50-50 assumption and adapt to latest sales history when deciding on

future units
5.7, Consider a risk averse strategy and build more units if dernand improves only

6. Recommendations
6.1, Summarizing all ideas above, what design alternative(s) would you recommend

to improve future expected performance of this infrastructure system compared
to the currently suggested design?

6.2. I'd consider the alternative of delaying the type of units as much as possible,
building a flexible design capable of delaying the decision as much as possible

6.3, Predication of future trend in family such as size and income to figure their
capacity and accomodate to future needs.

6,4. I'd consider several sources (contractors, raw materials) and delay the decision
as much as possible

6.5. Consider pre-sales as a source of minimizing demand uncertainty
6.6, Try to figure out the market demand. For exaiple, survey; build show condo and

apartment to see consumers' preference; pre-sell to see the demand
6.7, Engineer to acconodate other facilities (pool, gym, playground) in the complex if

the demands improves with these extra features

Comment:
UncSource.-
Strategy.phasing (rigid)
Enabler.management
DecisionRule.-

Comment:
UncSource.market response
Strategy.switching
Enabler.management
DecisionRule.-

Comment:
Strategy.switching
Enabler.design
DecisionRule.-

Comment:
Strategy.phasing
Enabler-management
DeclsionRuleif raw materials go below
design assumption, build more units on
the earlier phases

Comment:
Strategy.capacity expansion
Enabler.management
DecisionRule.if cost of input goes down or
the revenue goes up, expand production

Comment:
UncSource.demand
Strategy.phasing
Enabler.management
DecisionRule.use latest sales history for
the next phase

Comment:
UncSource.demand
Strategy.phasing
Enabler.management
DecisionRule.if demand improves build
more units
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Appendix G - Summary of Complete Ideas from Transcript Analysis

Switch between condos and apartments:

- Develop each phase independently and decide in light of how market uncertainty (e.g.
construction cost, demand, or price) manifests in a previous phase whether to develop
next phase as condo or apartment;

- Decide to have an initial mixture of condos and apartments, and develop remaining units
within the same phase as condo or apartment, or;

- Develop units as condo, but sell as apartment if demand or price is too low to sell as
condo.

Phase the development planning

- Deploy capacity over time rather than all at once. The number of units in each phase is
decided upon based on observations of one of the market uncertainties in the current
and/or previous phase.

Expand unit capacity

- Build more units if needed within the same phase in light of realized market uncertainty
(e.g. if demand is higher than expected, build and sell more units).

Reduce unit capacity

- Build fewer units than originally planned within the same phase.

Adjust unit capacity "just in time"

- Develop exactly however many units of a given type is demanded, in any given phase.

Temporarily abandon the project

- Not develop a particular phase based on prior observation of some market uncertainty
(e.g. if demand is lower than expected in the previous phase, do not develop the
subsequent phase).

- This flexibility must clearly consider the possibility to resume development.

Completely abandon the project

- Completely abandon the project based on some manifestation of market uncertainty. This
can happen in any phase, including the first and last phases.
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Appendix H - Transcript Analysis and Response Measurements Dataset
1p Complet C p P God TtaI WUV TWOma N Caopl"e 1NW CoMpate NSW PerCtaL tasel NPV NEW p PercentL alote Total ENPV Total DWIPV Change total Perceoapg

flex. Ideas ideas? aftieod ides? fla4aaioa) (WaOM") fle. Idas Idea? coplete Ideat ettawsied idea? ood Ideas fle.(millions) (illionis) DENPV (mllions) total DENPV
31 S1 S1 Si S. 51 2O2JaL. m 2 82 2 R2 S * S _ 2 ________ ttn2 82

1 1 No '4_3ai No 4.1 ko ein YES l$3 YES S0- L2 132 lW00
TMTAL 0 v 1 00% 1 100%

I 2s YEU 114 YES1- 12.4 3_ %0 NO l 3j 0'6 54%
TOTA __________Q

1 4 NM 9%3E N0 1-1 NO NO 9, 0.0 0.0

TOTL _l_ NO ia% 2 1. ___*._ 0 Q ______ __0___ ___ .0_

TOTAL 0
I 7 e NO 9-3A 0.0 0%

1OTA _ L .___ _ _ _____ __ _____ ___________
_j._ # _j iLi. _ ______ ______Q_y3 gj___ 0.

A ___

NO. 93~kI~L NOS 41 f.44tw. 10 YES____ _ 1, I. L.0

TOTAL %

2 T NO 9n NO 00YEW Y ES 2 0.0 100%

w T ___ YjSijej 0.YE ____ YE_TOTM 2 %
2 2 swit -in L Y YES 12, 3.4 i No YE1 Y: 0.95%

TOTA 0 0 I 100 0____
j.T-el.YES 1 YES .

0M0 - 2 67% 11% 67%

L 2 3 NOcin E NO .. L3 . _ii____YS V0 S00 __-0___%

TOM - 100% _ 100%
2 4 Msbh NO 12 NJ YF ).2jnhl YES 1)7 YES 159 35r."

'Why . e*iEn YES 0II YES

TOTAL 2 100% 2 670%

2 5 __ __ __ _ NO 1J Yi4lnES 1) YES 14,6 S.3 95.) 54r/%
TOTA _ 000%1 00W%

3 NO 0, No 4 0A iN YES to's YES I S 3. 0 .0 100

TOTA 00% I I lo%
3 2 NO n _ 0 YES 14A YES .9 w%

TOTL 0 _0 __%

3~~ NO caaiymsto E :10 ENia Y S 113: YES 20 2.0 00

TW 0 1 13-M 3.0. IM0;___ _____

TOTAL 1_____ 0 0 _________ _______

TOTAO I I _ IW%
3t 4 NO J NO 1 0 _ __ N 9_ _ NO 0 _ 0 0.0 _

TOTAL 0 0 2 g

3 $ N -3 NO 0.0 n e YSS YES _A 5_ _ 114:1 _ .4_SA 100%
TOTAL 0 b0 I ln t 100%

No 0 1 NO 113 00 YES 11 10 YES 143 3 100%
phs~whhmYES 126 YES

TOTAI 0 0%2 00
SNO 93 NO 4 00 3aa 93 NO 142,1 10

kagYES 11-A YES

TOTAL Ck 1 00 10014
4 3 NO 91 NO f 44 0.0 ndnms:YS Q'i YEIS IV2.9 2.4 to00%

TOTAL0
4 4 NO 93 NO q,- emp Aadonnan YES LII YES 0A 1A 2.1 00

asuyepamnn YES 11.A YES
"4e0in YES 9. %1N0

ph!asin VES IL.I YES
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Appendix I - Complementary Response Measurements Datasets

Complete dataset of AG measurements for all treatment groups with x, = E and x2 = I E {-

1, +1}. Rk is the kth replicate of a treatment. Expressed in units of good ideas.

Complete dataset of AENPV measurements for all treatment groups with

E {-, +1}. Rk is the kth replicate of a treatment. Expressed in millions.

x, = E and x 2 = I

Sample dataset of eight ARS measurements for each treatment group with x, = E and x 2 = I

E {-1, +1}. Rk is the kth participant for a treatment. Expressed in points of satisfaction.

Treatment E I R, R 2  R3  R 4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 9 25 -3 -5 15 -6 3 0

2 -1 +1 -6 5 3 -9 4 1 5 0

3 +1 -1 -1 9 10 15 9 0 15 5

4 +1 +1 16 18 5 11 15 -5 6 15

191

Treatment E I R, R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 -1 +1 2 2 1 2 1

3 +1 -1 1 1 1 0 1

4 +1 +1 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 2

Treatment E I R, R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 1.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 -1 +1 2.0 0.9 0.0 3.5 5.1

3 +1 -1 3.0 0.9 2.0 0.0 5.4

4 +1 +1 3.7 2.1 2.9 2.1 2.0 1.9 6.7 5.3



Sample dataset of eight AQA measurements for each treatment group with x, = E and x 2 = I

E {-1, +1}. Rk is the kth participant for a treatment. Expressed in quality points.

Complete dataset of AFI measurements for all treatment groups with x, = E and x2 = I E-

1, +1}. Rk is the kth replicate of a treatment. Expressed in influence points.

Treatment E I R, R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.2

2 -1 +1 0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1

3 +1 -1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.2

4 +1 +1 0.0 0.3 0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2
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Treatment E I R, R2  R3  R4  R5  R6  R7  R8

1 -1 -1 11 23 -6 -5 8 -4 4 4

2 -1 +1 -3 4 5 -10 3 4 6 0

3 +1 -1 -5 6 12 16 3 0 15 12

4 +1 +1 14 17 10 14 8 -4 8 14



Appendix J - List of Flexibility and Uncertainty Related Words

Word Flexibility Uncertainty

accuracy/volatility

alternative V

assumed /

assumption /

capacity /

capture V

change

competition /

conversion V

convertibility V

cost /

decision V

delay V

demand

differentiation V

distribution

downside V

drop

efficiency

environment V

estimate

expansion

exposure

fire

flexibility

flexible

fluctuating

fluctuation
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future

interchangeable

management

market

multi-purpose

option

overoptimistic /

performance /

phase

phased

possible

price

probability

profit

projections/marketing

range

return

revenue

scalability

shell

statistics

uncertainty

unfinished

upgrade

value

volatility

TOTAL 31 23
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Appendix K - Code for Permutation-Based Statistical Analysis

This script calculates main and interaction effects using the regress( ) function under 5,000 simulated
randomization/permutation of the dataset to generate a distribution of main and interaction effects.
This distribution is used to measure the p-value of the observed
experimental main and interaction effects

NOTE: using the regress() function produces different BO coefficient each
time, which are taken as the grand mean in the model. This is essentially because I do not have
have the same number of replicates in each group, which offsets the mean estimate. This does not
affect results however, but is important to note.

clear all; close all;

% Number of trials for permutations
trials=5000; % this number should depend on the total number of permutations that can be made, although evaluating all may reguire too much co?

% Data complete idea delta
completel = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0]; E-I-
complete2 = (2 2 1 3 1]; % E-I+
complete3 = [1 1 1 0 1]; , E+1-
complete4 = [2 3 1 4 1 2 2 3); E+I+

% Data good idea delta
good1 = [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0];
good2 = [2 2 1 2 1];
good3 = [1 1 1 0 1];
good4 = [2 2 1 3 1 2 2 2);

% Data absolute ENPV delta
ENPV1 = [1.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0);
ENPV2 = [2.0 0.9 0.0 3.5 5.11;
ENPV3 = [3.0 0.9 2.0 0.0 5.4];
ENPV4 = [3.7 2.1 2.9 2.1 2.0 1.9 6.7 5.3(;

Choose what data to compare.
% INPUT NEEDED HERE
datal = ENPVl;
data2 = ENPV2;
data3 = ENPV3;
data4 = ENPV4;

group1 = ones(1,length(datal));
group2 = 2*ones(1,length(data2));
group3 = 3*ones(1,length(data3));
group4 = 4*ones(1,length(data4));
data = cat(2, datal, data2, data3, data4); % contains *all* experimental data
group = cat(2,groupl, group2, group3, group4);

% Compute relevant terms to calculate main and interaction effects,
% assuming the linear regression model
SY = BO + BiXi ± B2X2 + B12XlX2

Y is the response of interest (either complete ideas, good ideas, or ENPV)
Output values from the regression:
BO is interpreted as the grand mean of the model

% B1 is the main effect of factor 1, here the education factor (E)
% B2 is the main effect of factor 2, here the ideation factor (I)
% B12 is the interaction effect of factors 1 and 2, the education and ideation factors

Input values to the regression:
O X1 can take on values -1 for factor level E-, and +1 for factor level E+
% X2 can take on values -1 for factor level I-, and +1 for factor level I+
% XlX2 simply multiplies the values of X1 and X2 to model the independent variable of the interaction effect

% Matrix X encodes the values of the independent variables, or factor
% levels, associated with each response in the vector "data"
% Note the last column is made of constant "1" terms to stabilize the
% regression model in Matlab
% The first column is factor E, and responses in vector "data" are

associated to -1 if produced under factor level E-, or +1 if produced
under factor level E4

% See spreadsheet "summaryData.xls" under tab 'regression'
X1 = {-1; -1; -l; -1; -1; -1; -l; -1; -1; -1; -1; -1; -1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1];
X2 = {-1; -1; -1; -l; -1; -1; -1; -l; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; -1; -l; -1; -1; -1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1; +1];
XlX2 = Xl.*X2;
constant = ones(26,1);
X = [Xl X2 XlX2 constant];

% Compute the "observed" main and interaction effects for the existing dataset
b = regress(data',X);

obsE = b(1); main effect for E
obs I = b(2); % main effect for I
obs_EI = b(3); % interaction effect for E and I
obs_M = b(4); % grand total mean

o The idea below is to shuffle the whole data set and calculate the main and interaction effects every
% time it is reshuffled using the regression model. This then creates a distribution

of main and interaction effects, and therefore we can evaluate the
likelihood of the observed main and interaction effects with the existing
dataset. This gives us the significance level of these main and
interaction effects. The underlying assumptions are that if sampling was truly random, and treatments have no effect, than

O randomly permuting the data at any position in the dataset would yield
treatment results that show no difference. Hence, the main and interaction effects should be zero
under the null hypothesis, and the observed main and interaction effects

L would be the same under any re-arrangement of the dataset.

o Simulate the distribution of statistics of interest.
For each trial, associate any of the data from the entire dataset to any of
the four groups by permuting randomly the order sequence. Calculate the
statistics of interest (e.g. main and interaction effects). Record the statistic. This produces a
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% distribution of the statistic of interest arising from all possible permutations
% evaluated, with which we compare the likelihood of the observed mean
% difference to produce the one tail and two-tail n-values below
for i=l:trials

% Shuffle randomly the position of each data, and re-arrange the
% dataset
r=randperm(length(group));
rdata = data(r);

% Calculate and record the statistics of interest with the newly shuffled dataset
t (prefix 'r" for randomized, reshuffled)
r_b = regress(rdata',X);

r_E(i) = r_b(1); main effect for E
rI(i) = rb(2); % main effect for I
r_EI(i) = r_b(3); i interaction effect for E and I
r_M(i) = rb(4); grand total mean

end

% Calculate standard deviation of each distribution, and see if standard error approximation above is close
std_rM = std(r_M);

std_rE = std(r_E);
std_rI = std(r_I);
std_r_EI = std(r_El);
std_rM = std(r_M);

Choose effect to show on histogram.
% Grand total mean is obs M
o Main effects are obs E, obs I
% Interaction effect is obs EI

obs eff = obs E; % INPUT NEEDED HERE!

switch obs eff
% Main effects
case obs E

r -eff = r_E;
case obs I

reff = r_I;

% Interaction effect
case obs EI

reeff = r_EI;

% Grand total mean
case obs M

reff = r_M;
end

% Show distribution of main and interaction effects on histogram
n_bins = 100; % number of bins. The more bins, the more resolution
w_bins = (max(r_eff)-min(r eff))/n_bins;
bins = [min(r_eff):wo_bins:max(r_eff));
(r_eff_hist, r_eff out) = hist(r_eff, bins);
hist(r eff, bins); % show the actual plot in figure
hold on
plot([obs_eff obs_eff), [0 max(r_eff hist)], '--+r'); % plot location of main effect statistic as dashed line

switch obs eff
% Main effects labels
case obs E

xlabel('Simulated main effect coefficients B1 for factor xl');
case obs I

xlabel('Simulated main effect coefficients B2 for factor x2');

% Interation effect label
case obs EI

xlabel('Simulated interaction effect coefficients B12 between factors xl and x2');
o Main effect label
case obs M

xlabel('Simulated grand total mean');
end
ylabel('Count');

% Calculate one-tail and two-tail p-values. If test statistic is negative,% look to the left of distribution for one-tail p-value. If positive, look
% to the right. Two-tail p-value is sum of areas to the left and right of
% distribution using +/- test statistic value
if obs eff >= 0

obs eff % show statistic of interest
p-one o mean(reff>obs_eff) % calculate and show the one-tail p-value using the right of the distribution
pmtwo = mean(r_eff>obseff) + mean(r_eff<-obs_eff) calculate and show the two-tail p-value by considering the area to the left of th,

end
if obs eff < 0

obs eff % show statistic of interest
p_one = mean(r_eff<obs eff) % calculate and show the one-tail p-vaue using the left of the distribution
p two = mean(r_eff<obs eff) + mean(r_eff>-obs_eff) % calculate and show the two-tail p-value by considering the area to the right of t

end
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